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Labor, Race & Visuality in Argentina’s Sugar Industry 1868-1904  
Anayvelyse Allen-Mossman 
 
In Labor, Race & Visuality in Argentina’s Sugar Industry 1868-1904 I examine the 
relationship between racialization and mechanization in the growing sugar industry in 
Argentina’s northern province of Tucuman in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. I 
argue that the sugar industrial project yielded an important visual record which foregrounded 
machine labor at a time when demands on human labor reached a fever pitch. This emphasis on 
machine labor obscured the existing labor conditions in these industrial landscapes, which 
involved race-based forms of exploitation. I focus on the particular strategies (posing, framing, 
lighting and emplacement) that photographers and engravers used to incorporate workers into 
images of railroad construction sites, factories and plantations—in booster books and state 
reports related to the sugar industry. Reformers and state officials used these photographs to 
illustrate arguments that advocated the primacy of one race of worker—creole or European—
over the other, and picture ideal labor conditions that contradicted the observations of critics at 
the time. Laborers in these photographs were often discussed in terms of their capacity for 
industrial labor and categorized by race. Given the interdependence between the state and private 
capital on this industrial project, the distinction between creole, indigenous and European 
workers was not only believed central to the growth of the sugar industry but also to the unity of 
the nation-state. The photographic and textual records, including political speeches, express the 
importance of race as an unstable proxy for the forms and conditions of labor.  
Labor, Race & Visuality in Argentina’s Sugar Industry 1868-1904 is divided into three 
parts, each addressing the different relationships between the state and industry. In my first 
 
 
chapter, “The Instruments of a New Argentina,” I focus on railway photography depicting the 
construction of a project intended to connect the plantations of the North to the expansive littoral 
market. Here I focus on how the figure of the capitalist was instrumentalized by statesmen to 
argue for increased immigration from Europe as a means of industrializing the nation. In the 
second chapter, “Beyond the Frame,” I explore the graphic documentation of the sugar industry 
in Tucumán to show how the representation of masses of workers heralded the mass migration of 
European workers to Tucumán was an ultimately failed project—creole workers predominated in 
the industry, and in the images the heralded masses built only to a small crowd. Finally, in “His 
continuous force makes him the machine,” I examine how the first state-commissioned report on 
the working class depicted relationships between factory workers and the new industrial 
machines, aestheticizing European workers through their physical proximity to machines and 
creole workers through their capacity for machine-like labor. 
Although many studies about labor and race in industrializing Argentina are 
historiographical and limited to particular regions, my approach is to mobilize the comparative 
history of visuality to situate imaginaries of capital within a national and hemispheric context. In 
addition, by setting my investigation in the context of the Caribbean and North America, my 
work compares the formation of capital across the Atlantic world and shows how these processes 
are key to the formation of the Argentine nation-state. By emphasizing the role of creole workers 
in industrial production, my dissertation challenges commonly-held focus on European 
immigration in narratives about industrialization and race in Argentina. My dissertation 
demonstrates that creole workers were in fact central to debates about industrialization and labor 
within the expanding Argentine nation-state, and that photography is a critical site for 
understanding how their role was minimized in state narratives. 
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“The art of photography has been persistently haunted by the image of human labor” 
-Alan Sekula, “An Eternal Esthetics of Laborious Gestures” 
 
In 1872, the French industrialist Clodomiro Hileret arrived in Argentina looking to make 
a name for himself. Initially intending to travel to Martinique, where the sugar industry promised 
fortunes for those who managed to dominate it, Hileret instead found himself in a vastly different 
territory. Despite these setbacks, Hileret managed to travel to the Province of Tucumán in 1876, 
the site of a growing sugar industry made accessible to the littoral provinces by the recent 
construction of the Ferrocarril Central Norte [North Central Railway]. Hileret worked his way 
north on the railway as a technician, building stations meant to service the line (Vidal Sanz 8). 
Ultimately, Hileret established himself in the province and bought a sugar mill and plantation 
named Ingenio Lúles in partnership with Juan Dermit (Groussac et. al 533). After almost a 
decade of producing sugar at Lules, in 1889 Hileret decided to buy a small ingenio owned by 
Belisario López and Lídoro Quintana named Santa Ana. By the early 1900s, Santa Ana was the 
most important ingenio in the province, and perhaps in all of Argentina. Production at this 
ingenio reached almost 30,000 tons of sugar at its peak in 1914, thanks to the labor of over a 
thousand workers (Vidal Sanz).  
Today the name Hileret is still associated with sweetness thanks to the brand of artificial 
sweeteners that bears the industrialist’s name. Hileret, the person, and the Hileret family were 
only a small part of the ingenio’s history and the origin story of the brand. After the 
industrialist’s early death in Paris in 1909, a public corporation, Hileret y Cía, was constituted in 
1912, which was maintained until the 1930s, when mounting debts caused the Banco Nación to 




substitutes, the name Hileret graces bottles and sachets of sweetener found across supermarkets, 
restaurants and cafés in Argentina. When I first saw Hileret sweetener, I didn’t think much of it. 
Only later when I encountered this name again in the archive would I discover that behind the 
brand there was an important story about the expansion of the sugar industry in Argentina.  
Clodomiro Hileret was just one of many would-be industrialists who came to Argentina 
to make their fortune in the last decades of the nineteenth century. Hileret was the manifestation 
of the designs that statesmen like Juan Bautista Alberdi, the political theorist and immigration 
booster who profoundly influenced the 1853 Argentine constitution, had for the nation. A French 
immigrant who brought technical knowledge and advanced machinery to Argentina, he 
mechanized and expanded a fledgling industry. The story of Hileret’s life as an industrialist fit 
the exceptional narratives that boosters and statesmen promoted in order to ‘civilize’ and 
‘modernize’ the nation-state by means of attracting European settlers. The images associated 
with Hileret’s ingenio, which I discuss in my second chapter, likewise portray the site as just 
that, modern and civilized, with orderly machines, clean shop floors, the interiors of the mills 
bathed in sunlight. Workers in the images are almost invisible, either toiling away at the edges of 







Figure 1. Ingenio del Sr. D.C. Hileret - Salon de Maquinarias. [Mr. D.C. Hileret’s Sugar Mill - 
Machine Room] Memoria descriptiva de la Provincia de Tucumán. M. Biedma, 1882. Courtesy 
of Harvard University. 
 
Argentina is not often mentioned in narratives about the sugar industry. Principally 
thought of as an exporter of grain and livestock products, nevertheless, during the period of the 
expansion of the nation’s agro-export economy, Argentina grew an important domestic sugar 
industry and market. For example, one of the most comprehensive research bibliographies, the 
Oxford Bibliography on Sugar and the Atlantic World, has no mention of Argentina whatsoever. 
The domestic nature of sugar production in Argentina made it difficult to see how the nation’s 
industrialization was bound up, like the rest of the Atlantic world, in histories of plantations and 




Argentinian nationhood that emphasize a white exceptionalism, reflected in the pernicious idea 
that all Argentines were descended from the boats, that is to say, migrated from Europe in the 
19th and 20th centuries.  
However, a view from the interior regions of Argentina offers us different narratives. The 
Northern province of Tucuman, for example, the smallest (and today the densest) province in the 
nation, has been dominated by the sugar industry since Hileret’s day. Before that, livestock, 
maize, wheat, textiles, oranges, hides and tallow were important traded goods, linking Tucumán 
with Chile, the western Cuyo region, as well as Buenos Aires (Juarez-Dappe 35). Tucuman was 
likewise important in Argentina’s revolutionary history, because of the signing of the declaration 
of independence in the capital city of San Miguel in 1816. Elite families from Tucuman 
exercised a disproportionate influence over national politics, and over time, more and more 
derived their fortunes from the sugar industry.  
 The early years of the sugar industry took place against the backdrop of the 1873-1877 
global economic crisis, the expansion of the railway network, the end of the Triple Alliance War, 
the beginning of the Conquista del Desierto and continuous partisan conflict. At this time, 
Argentina’s economy was largely dependent on British trade, with London banks and financial 
houses underwriting Argentine corporations, public services, as well as Argentina’s expansion 
wars and projects (Duarte). After a period of rapid growth, the land speculation bubble resulting 
from US and European—primarily German and Austrian—expansionist projects, also 
underwritten by British capital, burst, causing markets to collapse (Davies). Interest in protecting 
Argentina from the shocks of Atlantic markets grew over the long period of economic recovery; 
the fledgling sugar industry was not immune to these worries. The rise of the Tucumán patrician 




liberal Partido Autonomista Nacional (PAN), all but guaranteed this commodity’s protection 
against imports from would-be competitors in Cuba and Brazil. The General, and then President, 
Julio A. Roca’s expansionist campaigns into southern and western territories uprooted 
indigenous Mapuche and Tehuelche peoples in favor of sending them to labor in the harsh 
conditions of the sugar ingenios, which were so lacking in workers. War, economic crisis and the 
emergence of the PAN created conditions for the expansion of the sugar industry. 
The long period of the “fin-de-siglo” studied in this text—1876-1904—is bookended by 
the construction of the Ferrocarril Central Norte [North Central Railway] (FCCN) and the 
production of the first state report on the working classes in Argentina—a report that 
foregrounded the situation of ingenio workers in Tucumán. I have chosen this period because it 
coincides with the early years of the development and boom of the sugar industry, beginning 
with the importation of heavy machinery to Tucumán.  
In this dissertation, I argue that the sugar industrial project yielded an important visual 
record that foregrounded machine labor at a time when demands on human labor reached a fever 
pitch. This emphasis on machine labor, which was associated with European immigration, 
obscured the existing labor conditions on Tucumán ingenios and attendant sites of circulation, 
which involved race-based forms of exploitation. The dismal treatment of workers on Tucumán 
ingenios, regardless of the technological advancement of their machinery, was one of the 
principal causes behind what would be termed “la falta de brazos.”  
Turning to these images to understand sugar shows how the worker’s body is a contested 
site in state discourse on immigration policy and the changing fortunes of the nation. European 
workers were pictured as rational subjects, engineers and technicians, while creole and 




results of this simultaneous visibility and invisibility?  I argue that mechanization and 
racialization were intimately linked, both in reality and in the imagination. I emphasize visual 
culture not only because it has been understudied, but because the problem of the visibility and 
invisibility of labor is especially pronounced here.  
This dissertation developed from my observation during my research that there are 
relatively few pictures of workers from this time; surprising, considering the prevalence of the 
discourse on the need for labor—in relation both to European immigration and native 
conscription. The contrast between the paucity of visual representations of workers, and the 
ubiquity of the textual figure of the worker, is connected, I argue, to the likening of workers to 
machines. There is a selective and contradictory collapse of the distinction between workers and 
machines. 
In the following pages, I contribute to the existing literature by showing that Argentina is 
not only an important site through which to study sugar and the Atlantic world, but additionally, 
that the preponderance of creole and indigenous laborers working at the ingenios constituted a 
‘working masses’ when the interior of Argentina was not imagined to be a site of proletarian 
labor. I add to existing social, economic and political histories of the sugar industry by focusing 
on visual documents that are part of the cultural production associated with this late nineteenth 
century phenomenon.  
Sugar, Forced Labor and Race-Making 
 The sugar industry has typically been associated with regimes of racialized, forced labor. 
From enslaved labor to indentured labor, and from the colonial to the modern periods, sugar has 
been associated with the extraction of labor power from groups identified and classified by their 




situate and unravel how groups involved in the production of sugar within the Argentine context 
were racialized, and how this process fits into the broader Argentine racial imaginary.  
In what follows, I outline three major forced labor systems and account for their 
employment in the production of different commodities and in social reproduction: the 
encomienda, slavery, and the conchabo. These forced labor systems were, at some points, 
continuous with each other. I trace these systems from their origins in the colony through to their 
practice under the independent nation-state.  
Forced labor, in what would become the Spanish colony of Tucumán, began in the mid-
sixteenth century, when the Spanish explorer Diego de Roxas, brought several hundred bonded 
Indians with him from Peru to the region. Although Roxas died shortly after his arrival, he was 
but one of many explorers to attempt to colonize territory and deliver the people living there into 
the encomienda system (Rosenzvaig 43). Despite the relative lack of resources in the region 
compared to other areas under the domain of the Spanish crown, Tucumán quickly became a site 
of conflict between different bands of Spanish colonists over encomendados (46). The 
encomienda system established by Roxas and his compatriots was a labor regime that relied on 
enslaved indigenous labor. In exchange for tribute and services, Spanish lords would, in theory, 
provide the enslaved with protection and instruction in Catholicism. This system was authorized 
by the Spanish crown, which endowed the lords, respectively, with a certain number of 
indigenous laborers from a particular community who, collectively, were responsible for 
providing the lords with payment in the form of foodstuffs, through farming activities, and 
metals via mining operations. Consequences for not fulfilling the established quotas were grave, 
and included corporal, sometimes lethal, punishment. Fulfilling the quotas was also dangerous, 




underground mines. In the early days of the encomienda, the status of the encomendado was 
inherited, meaning that those born into a community under the encomienda system would also be 
bonded to the lord. However, those conscripted under the encomienda system were not the 
property of the encomendero, but rather were subjects of the Crown whose labor was conceded 
via titles to colonists. In many cases, the encomienda implied the displacement of indigenous 
communities. These two features of the encomienda system—displacement and inherited 
status—were nominally phased out with the introduction of the New Laws, a series of 
regulations intended to reform the system and prevent the enslavement of indigenous peoples. 
Although the majority of encomiendas were eliminated with these laws, some persisted until the 
end of the colonial period (Encyclopedia of Latin America 179); this was the case in Tucumán 
until the rise of the hacienda system in the eighteenth century (Rosenzvaig 55). Under the 
encomienda system, in Tucumán the primary activity was cart-building (due to Tucumán’s 
proximity to the road toward Potosí) and the primary cash crop, cotton.   
 Some four decades after the beginning of the encomienda system in Tucumán, the 
system of African enslavement began in the coastal regions of present-day Argentina. In 1587, 
the first ship carrying African slaves arrived in Buenos Aires from Brazil, inaugurating what 
would become the primary commercial activity in the littoral colony for the next sixty years 
(Edwards). After their arrival in Buenos Aires, the enslaved could be transported to places as far 
as Tucumán, Salta, Jujuy and even further north, to Lima. The city of Córdoba would become an 
important site for the slave trade, serving as a hub for transporting enslaved people into the 
interior until the early 17th century. Rosenzvaig argues that the practice of African enslavement 
in Tucumán was fairly limited (to approximately 14% of the population of San Miguel in the late 




was more limited in Tucumán due to the high costs in comparison to the regime of encomienda 
labor, in which “dos indios encomendados trabajando durante 45 cuestan de ese modo lo que un 
esclavo” [two commended Indians working over the course of forty years, in that way, cost the 
same as a slave] (127). In the littoral and Pampean regions, enslaved people primarily produced 
hides and worked in domestic service or as agricultural laborers and artisans (Borucki 85). 
Although it is not clear what the dominant types of labor that enslaved performed in Tucumán 
were, what is clear is that the majority of the enslaved were bonded to Jesuit missions until the 
order’s expulsion in the second half of the eighteenth century. Although the slave trade was 
brought to a legal end in 1812, many traders clandestinely continued to traffic in enslaved 
peoples. The following year, the “Free Womb Act” began the gradual end of the practice of 
enslavement in Argentina; this act stipulated that all babies born to enslaved mothers would be 
free. Emancipation was decreed in the Argentine Confederation, and thus in Tucumán as well, in 
the mid-nineteenth century with the passage of the 1853 constitution.  
The conchabo system, another system of forced labor, began in the late eighteenth 
century. According to López de Albornoz, the Gobernación de Tucumán began to take interest in 
regulating “gente ociosa y vagabunda” (64). Ordenanzas de buen gobierno or “Good governance 
laws” required local government officials to arrest and deliver “españoles, indios, negros, 
mestizos y habitantes libres bagantes” to the law so that they could be drafted into military 
service or into labor on public works (64). From then on, different regulations would approve the 
expulsion of those deemed to be vagabonds from the locality. Other laws would include those 
who gambled, liaised with the enslaved, and more, among the vagabonds (65). The Viceroy of 
the Río de la Plata, Rafael de Sobremonte, would revive the conchabo system in 1808, and then 




decree announced by Javier López, then-governor of Tucumán to fill the demand for work on the 
province’s haciendas and ingenios. While there is some debate on whether a dearth of workers 
was truly behind this repressive system, what is certain is that these coercitive systems of labor 
were deeply imbricated in the social division of labor of the time (67-68), capturing unpropertied 
Black and Indigenous people, poor whites, creoles and mestizos and conscripting them into labor 
on behalf of the state. This system was not limited to Tucumán, but was also experienced in the 
neighboring regions of Salta and Jujuy (Rosenzvaig 190). This system covered “todo jornalero, 
artesano, labrador o empleado de servicio doméstico” [all day laborers, artisans, farmworkers 
and domestic service employees] (García Soriano cited in Rosenzvaig 186), including women 
and maintained that all individuals of the employment conditions listed in the decree must seek 
employment under a boss (i.e. a land- or livestock-owner). Those who did not carry the 
“papeleta” or paper slip attesting to their employment, or did not have the property to evade 
entrapment in the system, were deemed to be “vago y malentretenido” (185), subject to arrest 
and forced labor on behalf of the state. The papeleta system ultimately saw the depression of the 
value of labor, as bosses understood that the cost of being without work was high. The conchabo 
system did not force unpropertied laborers or non-tradesmen to work under a boss or master, but 
made the penalty for not doing so high; this was a coercitive system in which the state was the 
primary beneficiary of forced labor itself, but where bosses were able to take advantage of an 
expanded labor market to create even more exploitative contracts. After 1830, the conchabo 
system was normalized through police regulations, as in the 1856 Reglamento de policía (Campi 
3), and then made into law through the 1888 Ley de Conchabos. As sugar came to dominate 




The end to the Ley de Conchabos came in 1896, after a significant campaign against it.1 
However, the criminalization of activities previously considered under the rubric of vagrancy 
continued, marking a continuation of the criminalization of not working. 
Racialization and Mechanization 
As Alberto and Elena note in the introduction to Rethinking Race in Modern Argentina, 
discussions of race in Argentina are often characterized by focus on Argentina’s “white and 
European character” (1) and status as a racial outlier among other Latin American nations that 
celebrate an identity formed through the racial ‘melting pot’ of Indigenous peoples, enslaved 
Africans, European colonists and indentured Asian laborers. While white settler nationalism was 
an important racial discourse at the turn of the century, how does this ideology relate to the 
construction of other racial ‘types’?  
Racialization, or the process of ascribing to or identifying racial identities with a given 
person or group of people, in an industrializing Argentina was linked to the mechanization of 
labor. I argue that the desire for technological modernization in Argentina was linked to the 
construction of European immigrant workers as desirable and the notion that Europeans, due to 
Europe and North America’s previous experiences with industrialization, were somehow 
inherently more apt to work with machines and able to bring about mechanization of labor in 
Argentina. Thinkers like Juan Bautista Alberdi, political theorist and ideologue behind the 
nation’s 1853 constitution, extolled the value of attracting European and North American 
immigrants, writing that their labors in industry would do what politics could not—link together 
the disparate regions governed by the Argentine state through initiatives like railway 
construction. He writes:  
 




Hacer en vez de eso, de un hombre una destructora máquina de guerra, es el triunfo de la 
barbarie; pero hacer de una máquina un hombre que trabaja, que teje, que transporta, que 
navega, que defiende, que ataca, que ilumina, que riega los campos, que habla de un polo 
a otro, como hablan dos hombres juntos, es el triunfo de la civilización sobre la materia, 
triunfo sin víctimas ni lágrimas, porque los vencidos no son otros que nobles soberanos 
que conservan todo su inmenso poder. (15)  
 
This passage establishes a relationship between the worker and the machine; the barbaric 
conditions of the colony, which turn men into machines of war, are remediated by the machines 
of industry, which civilize the nation and turn them into workers. For Alberdi, while 
industrialization has a civilizing process, this cannot extend to non-Europeans, who are 
irredeemably primitive (12). Opinions like this are representative of ideas of racial progress as 
they relate to industrialization at this time.   
This intertwining of racial and industrial progress, of humanity and machine, is worth 
examining further. In Chapter 15, “Machinery and Large-Scale Industry,” of Capital, vol. 1, 
Marx writes about the genesis of large-scale industry and the composition of the working class. 
With reference to the British textile industry, he details the process by which the adoption of 
machinery in the production process goes hand-in-hand with 1) the elimination of positions in 
the workforce, which creates a reserve army of labor, and 2) the creation of lower-paid jobs that 
are often staffed by women and children. As the machine-driven industry expands, it sucks in 
more raw materials, and intensifies the colonization process in overseas territories. His polemical 
point is that mechanization, far from leading to a utopian world where people can work less and 
play more, instead leads everywhere to the further immiseration of the working class, since 
wages are driven down by increasing unemployment and the incorporation of cheaper labor. 
Although Marx emphasizes the gendered and aged dimensions of the social differentiation of 




British industry’s employment of an Irish underclass (which Engels details in Conditions of the 
English Working Class). In Argentina, the sugar industry is a case in point. As more machines 
were installed on the ingenio, entire families were drawn into the production process in 
worsening labor conditions. At the same time, the expansion of the sugar industry implied the 
conquest and colonization of territories as far-flung as Southern Argentina, to provide a source of 
indigenous labor and remedy the falta de brazos.  
 The metaphor of the worker as a tool or machine appears repeatedly in the texts I 
examine. It is worth discussing this metaphor more. In Capital, Marx describes the machine as a 
“mechanism that, after being set in motion, performs with its tools the same operation as the 
worker formerly did with similar tools” (495).2 The metaphor of the worker as machine can thus 
be seen as a contradiction in terms. How can workers replace themselves? Marx continues, 
writing that “From the moment that the tool proper is taken from man and fitted into a 
mechanism, a machine takes the place of a mere implement” (emphasis mine). The issue behind 
the transformation or metaphorization of the worker into a machine first has to do with the 
worker’s replacement. Moreover, as the worker is replaced, the tool taken out of her hand, she is 
(metaphorically) replaced by another, albeit complex, object—the machine. In that sense, when 
the machine metaphor is used, the worker is replaced by an objectified version of herself. Marx 
continues by differentiating the worker from the machine by seizing onto the machine’s ability to 
synthesize operations and generate a greater volume of production (500); the worker as a 
machine is exponentially more productive.  
 
2 For Marx, the machine consists of three parts: the motor mechanism (“the driving force of the mechanism”), the 
transmitting mechanism (which regulates motion) and the tool or ‘working machine.’ (494) Whereas a person can 
create the motor and transmitting mechanisms by means of their own labor, the machine must generate its own 





While these attempts to parse out the meaning behind the machine metaphor are, perhaps, 
obvious, they are worth stating in reference to its multivalent and contradictory uses of the 
metaphor that I detail in this dissertation. In my first chapter I look at the instrumentalization of 
the capitalist by the state. The instrument, in this case, would fall under Marx’s definition of the 
‘tool,’ the state becoming the motor and apparatus (“transmitting mechanism”) behind the 
capitalist’s project. Aptly, the development of the Ferrocarril Central Norte [North Central 
Railway] (FCCN) was a state endeavor that subcontracted work on the line to companies like the 
Empresa Telfener. The company operated using state capital capital and thanks to the state’s 
initiative. The capitalist as instrument, then, tracks closely to the machine metaphor yet reveals 
that the machine is instead the state. In the second chapter, I more fully explore the machine 
metaphor in terms of its visuality—how the worker blends into or is seemingly replaced by the 
machine.  In my third and final chapter, I show that, in the eyes of the socialist reformer, Juan 
Bialet Massé, the boundary between worker and machine is blurred in a different way: European 
immigrant workers are visible as machines due to their association with industrialization. 
However, even though creole workers were not visible within photographs, they were 
conceptualized as machinic through physiognomic measurement of their laboring capacity. 
Finally, indigenous labor was not conceived of in terms of the machine at all and was almost 
completely invisible. We can see in these case studies how the visible and the mechanical 
condition each other; the flexible metaphor of a worker as a tool, instrument, or machine can be 
used for many different purposes. Although it is outside the scope of this study, the machine 
metaphor is not confined to its use in the turn-of-the-century period. It continues to be used in the 




advent of Taylorism in the late nineteenth century, in metaphors that emphasize the worker’s 
position as a “cog in the machine.” 
Image-Making 
Image-making, photography and capitalism are not always studied together. However, 
examining them together allows us to examine the relationship between visibility and injustice, 
and in particular, the ways in which forms of violence cannot be pictured, or are pictured in a 
limited fashion. Here, I draw on three theorists of the image, Allan Sekula, Ariella Azoulay, and 
Deborah Poole. 
 In Alan Sekula’s short, posthumous essay, “An Eternal Esthetics of Laborious Gestures,” 
he writes about the “long-standing obsession” of photography with the body of the worker (18), 
what he sees as the result of a persistent preoccupation with “creative authenticity,” expressed in 
the double and contradictory gesture of turning away from picturing labor and finding labor as 
the only referent the camera can capture. He is concerned with the transformation of 
photography as the “miserable servant of the dismal science” into the product of fine art, with all 
of its trappings of status, but especially the right to own the work as property. He argues that 
photography as work, thus depends on photography of work to accord the photographer the 
bourgeois status of author.  
Sekula’s essay begins with a 1839 caricature by Henri-Gérard Fontallard, a small 
lithograph showing a photographer sleeping on the job, the camera implied to be working on its 
own. The camera in this image is curiously pointed at the photographer himself, creating a 
paradox in the position of the photographer as both working man and man at leisure. For Sekula, 
the photograph is analogous to Marx’s concept of “dead labor,” or the already-expended (human) 




photography always implies trying to assert oneself over the automation of the image-making 
process, that is, assert the fact of human labor over the apparent dominance of machine labor. 
Photography, then always compensates for its reliance on machine reproduction by seizing on 
the human body as a referent.  
I find Sekula’s argument here suggestive of the dynamics at play in the images I analyze 
throughout this dissertation. As I point out, despite the relative absence of images of laboring 
subjects, these photographs—and even the engravings that I discuss in the second chapter—are 
“haunted by the image of human labor” (17). Sekula’s interest in tracing human iconography in 
photography lies in defining the transformation of photography into a fine art. My intentions are 
different—I am interested in understanding the photograph in its condition as a document. I 
contend that these icons were already necessary in the images of machines commissioned by 
industrialists and their boosters at the turn of the century. The “represented body” not only 
“conjures up a recognition of the presence of two other bodies, that of the photographer and that 
of the spectator” (23), but puts the industrial scene into operation: the image does not work 
without the trace of human presence. Now I have to account for the photographer and spectator. 
On the one hand, we can perceive the photographer or image-maker as the producer of a 
commodity. The spectator is the consumer as the industrialist, who views the images, is usually 
the intended audience. The industrialist views these images as an investor—he wants to see 
opportunity or evidence of improvement. Much like Sekula’s argument about Marx’s “dead 
labor,” the mechanically reproduced image, referentially and ontologically, depends on the 
expended human labor rendered invisible by means of the exertions of the machine. Is this 




Another answer to the question of visibility comes from Ariella Azoulay, who argues 
against thinking of photography as “a representation” (222). For her, the photograph “maintains 
a position of excess and lack” with respect to what it purports to show. Much as the images 
described in this dissertation are both about the labor of constructing a sugar industry in 
Argentina, they also lack information that would tell the viewer anything substantial about the 
labor conditions experienced during this process. They not only provide an excess of detail about 
what the image captions, e.g. “ Ingenio del Sr. D.C. Hileret - Salon de Maquinaria,” say they are, 
they are also the product of an encounter between subjects (the image-maker, the subject of the 
image, the spectator and the means of image production) that largely remains beyond the frame. 
Questions on the order of who built the machines, does anyone operate or maintain them, and 
what do they produce, arise only to be met with the image’s silence. “Ingenio del Sr. D.C. Hileret 
- Salon de Maquinaria” requires a kind of “civil imagination” –or a kind of thinking that 
“delineates the full field of vision in which the disaster unfolds so as to lay bare the blueprint of 
the regime” (3)—to understand the image of the ingenio that was not produced. The image is a 
starting point, and the spectator’s role is to draw out the implications behind the image into 
public space and discourse.  
 Deborah Poole emphasizes a similar point to Azoulay on the “social nature of vision” (7), 
regarding the image not just as representation but as “occur[ing] in historically specific networks 
of social relations.” However, Poole is not as interested in the photographic moment, as is 
Azoulay, and the kind of social relations that spring from these encounters. Rather she focuses 
on their “visual economy,” or the production and circulation of photographs and engravings as 
material objects and the experience of seeing them. She is interested in how the image’s 




the explosive terrain of (post)colonial relations, the notions of accumulation, 
serialization, and interchangeability that lay at the heart of both visual modernity and the 
capitalist economy were played out most dramatically in the domain of racial theory and 
the related physiognomic discourse of “types” (14).  
 
Building on Poole, I think of the photographs, engravings and other visual texts in this 
dissertation as constituting a visual economy of the Tucuman sugar industry. I draw from 
Azoulay’s attentiveness to what photographs do not include, and Sekula’s admonition that labor 
is always present in the image. These images have led me to examine the visual record (or lack 
thereof) of the worker’s body as a site of contestation, where meaning is produced and capital is 
accumulated in contradictory ways.  
 In a general sense, research on the area of the sugar industry has not focused on image-
making. To supplement my own readings I draw on these theorists from outside of my 
field. Here is some key research on this topic. Of this literature, I draw on work that focuses on 
the structure of the labor market (Campi 2001, Guy 1978, Teruel de Lagos 1993), the sugar 
economy (Juárez Dappe, Sánchez Roman 2001 and 2005) and the political dimensions of this 
industry (Guy 1980). I also draw on cultural studies of the sugar industry, namely Oscar 
Chamosa’s The Argentine Folklore Movement, a cultural history of the relationship between the 
sugar industry and the creation of an Argentine folk tradition in the first half twentieth 
century.  Cultural studies of the sugar industry in Argentina are few and far between and largely 
focus on the twentieth century. Other than Chamosa’s work there is Soledad Martínez Zuccardi’s 
2015 study on Tucumán poetry and Gaspar Risco Fernández’s 1995 Antropología Cultural del 
Azúcar, which focuses on cultural institutions and the promotion of the industry, and Yolanda 
Fabiola Orquera’s 2007 “Azucar amargo y campo cultural 1996-1976.” My work intervenes in 




the visual field are important because the problem of visibility and invisibility here is rooted in 
the culture of the industry.  
This dissertation is divided into three parts, each addressing different moments in the 
development of the sugar industry. It addresses these moments chronologically, beginning with 
the development of the railway line that would make industrialization possible and ending with a 
critical, retrospective look on the development of the industry from the perspective of a social 
reformer. Together, they present three different facets of the problem of the relationship between 
workers and machines in this visual economy.  
In my first chapter, “The Instruments of a New Argentina,” I focus on railway 
photography depicting the construction of the Ferrocarril Central Norte [North Central Railway] 
(FCCN), which linked the plantations of the North to the expansive littoral market. Here I focus 
on how the figure of the capitalist was instrumentalized by statesmen to argue for increased 
immigration from Europe as a means of industrializing the nation.  
In the second chapter, “Beyond the Frame,” I look at the early years of the sugar industry 
and the promotional materials that heralded its future successes. I consider the shifting 
racialization of workers across these texts to understand the visual construction of ‘modern’ 
against ‘colonial’ forms of labor. I contextualize the construction of race in the texts within a 
time period in which state actors attempted to recruit European settlers to the interior regions of 
Argentina and eliminate non-whites through discursive whitening and genocide. 
My final chapter, “His continuous force makes him the machine,” examines how the first 
state-commissioned report on the working class, written by the socialist doctor Juan Bialet 
Massé, depicted relationships between factory workers and the new industrial machines. I argue 




and contends the superiority of one race over the others could be measured by their relationship 
to machines. 
Throughout this work I ask how are workers imagined in terms of race in these texts, and 
what might this have to do with the worker’s relationship to machines. What does thinking about 
the worker’s varying representations alongside the machine tell us about race in Argentina at the 
turn of the twentieth century? Moreover I ask why the worker was so consistently represented as 
a machine, considering that industrialization was defined as the replacement of the worker by the 
machine, and what was the relationship of racialization and mechanization. I argue that this 
report constructs racial categories through the interplay between image, text and table, and 









Chapter 1: The Instruments of a New Argentina: Obras principales 
del Ferrocarril Central Norte and the Image of the Capitalist 
 
On October 2nd, 1876, Domingo F. Sarmiento, the intellectual, statesman, and by then 
the former President of Argentina, took the stage at the inauguration of the Ferrocarril Central 
Norte (FCCN) in San Miguel de Tucumán. Speaking of the relationship between the Argentine 
state and the province of Tucumán, site of the Argentine Declaration of Independence, Sarmiento 
pronounced: “Dícese de las revoluciones, que como Saturno devoran á sus hijos. Nuestra 
república inquieta y descontentadiza, viene desde medio siglo, inutilizando como instrumentos 
gastados á los que la han servido.” [Of revolutions, it is said that, like Saturn, they eat their 
children. Our restless and discontented republic has, for half of a century, rendered unused like 
worn-out tools those who have served it] (Sarmiento 325). Sarmiento was not there, however, to 
talk about the revolution and post-revolutionary past. He was there to speak about the future, and 
the role that Tucumán would have to play in a new kind of independence; Sarmiento took the 
stage in San Miguel to inaugurate the Ferrocarril Central Norte, a rail line that would come to 
revolutionize transport in the northern hinterlands of Argentina, paving the way for the rapid 
growth of a new domestic industry—sugar.   
 Statesmen like Sarmiento, including then-President Nicolás Avellaneda, argued for the 
need to link Tucumán, and its expanding industry, to the littoral in order to secure long-term 
economic independence. Tucumán, located in the north of Argentina and the smallest of all 
provinces, was the birthplace of the nation—the Declaración de la Independencia [Declaration of 
Independence] was signed by the Congreso de Tucumán in the capital city of San Miguel in 
1816. It would come to be important in the latter quarter of the nineteenth century because the 
province would establish one of the most lucrative industries for the domestic market, the sugar 




industry involved the imperatives of technological advancement, economic development, and the 
creation of a new, proletarianized workforce. Tucumán’s future—and the future of the 
Republic—depended on the conjugation of these imperatives. In this chapter, I explore the 
instruments used for achieving these imperatives. I ask, who are the instruments of the new 
Argentina? Moreover, what did the conformation of this new, proletarianized workforce imply in 
terms of the racialization of the existing working population? Focusing on the photographic 
album Obras Principales del Ferrocarril Cordoba-Tucumán, I argue that the only visible 
‘instruments’ are capitalists, who are prominently displayed. Congregations of people appear in 
and around the stations depicted within the album, but are not legible as workers. The new 
instruments of Argentina were not the incipient rural masses, but instead those who would lend 
their capital and expertise to the state. In terms of the larger project, in this chapter, I take up the 
relationship between the mechanization of transport and the booster, or promotional discourse 
around European immigration. I show that these images obscure creole labor in newly founded 
railroad towns in favor of presenting a narrative foregrounding European settlement.  
 Some historical context on this moment is necessary. Sarmiento’s comments on the state 
of the Republic at the inauguration of the FCCN were set against a backdrop of internecine 
conflict and the aftermath of the Triple Alliance War (1864-1870). They also headed the years 
leading up to the Conquista del Desierto [Conquest of the Desert] military campaigns (1878-
1885), and the early years of a profound demographic shift that would indelibly change 
Argentine society—European mass migration. Sarmiento’s calls for unity reverberated against 
years of conflict between autonomistas—who sought the autonomy of the Province of Buenos 
Aires and its ports from the Confederación Argentina—and nacionalistas—who favored uniting 




reconciliatory Partido Autonomista Nacional (PAN) [National Autonomist Party]. The liberal 
PAN would, first under Nicolás Avellaneda (1874-1880), establish the bases for a liberal agro-
export economy, which depended on an expanded, proletarianized labor force—a model that was 
in conflict with the largely pastoral and farming-based society that existed at the time. The PAN 
would also undertake another economic project to secure itself in the face of the changing tides 
of the Atlantic market—building a domestic economy. The upheavals of the 1870s would 
produce the land and labor necessary to make some of these changes. However, capital and 
technical knowledge were also integral to industrialization. It was for that reason that the state, 
during this period, intensified the pace of infrastructure construction and opted to build the first 
state-owned and operated line, strategically stretching from the city of Córdoba—where 
connections to the littoral region and its ports were available—to Tucumán, where production 
sites were located. In this way, the state sought to instrumentalize infrastructure to build an 
economy based on agricultural production.  
Sarmiento’s 1876 speech in Tucumán sketched out important themes that would recur 
throughout the industrialization of the province. In particular, he pointed not only to the 
instrumentalization of capital and technology, but to the people as workers, referring to them as 
“instrumentos gastados” [worn-out tools] left “unused” in the Republic. Moreover, referring to 
Tucumán and its inhabitants as “un pueblo reunido en masa,” [united as masses] (325) he 
identifies the public as burgeoning masses summoned by the arrival of the machine, the 
locomotive. His metaphoric association of the worker and the machine was not meant critically, 
but was characteristic of boosterism, which would seek to attract the immigrant masses to 
Argentina. However, despite the politicized context in which he spoke, for him, workers, and the 




Sarmiento conceived of a new type of Argentine that needed to be created out of the 
“instrumentos gastados” of the past. Sarmiento’s comments here echoed those of advocates of 
mechanization, who presumed the rural creole of earlier times would, with industrialization, 
transform into a modern Argentine worker. In fact, mechanization actually implied that rural 
creoles would still be attached to agricultural labor, just under new regimes of wage and coerced 
labor.  
In this chapter, I look at industrializing Tucumán in terms of its visual expression and 
racial dynamics. I do this by examining the photographic album Obras Principales del Ferro-
Carril Central Norte Córdoba-Tucumán [Principal Works of the Ferrocarril Central Norte], an 
album produced to document the construction process on the rail line of the same name. First, I 
examine the conditions under which the railway system, and specifically the FCCN, came into 
being. Next, I analyze the visual construction of the rural masses, those who populate the 
photographs. After this, I move to analyze Obras Principales, and argue that this text proposes 
the capitalist as the ideal instrument for an industrial Argentina, and does this by demonstrating 
the success of the state’s program of technological reform, economic development and the 
creation of a populated hinterland. The national unity staged around the visual representation of 
construction of the railroad, the development of new industrial priorities and markets, was also 
imagined to be the product of European ingenuity just as the state began to promote immigration 
from Western Europe to Argentina.  
Between Two Rails 
Much has been written on railroads in Argentina. This singular topic has been at the 
forefront of debates on topics as broad as economic development, politics, social change and 




entirety here. However, some titles are worth reviewing. On the history of railway development 
in Argentina, Colin Lewis’ British Railways in Argentina 1854-1914 is a useful study detailing 
the contradictions in the heavy foreign investment into a national industry. Lewis traces how 
British capital, despite its many caveats, helped transform Argentina into one of the premier 
agro-export economies of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Mario Justo Lopez’s 
chapters on early railway development in Historia del ferrocarril en Argentina: la politica 
ferroviaria entre 1857-2015 likewise provide a comprehensive overview of the extension of the 
early railway network in Argentina from a primarily economic perspective. On national 
railways—that is those built and operated by the Argentine state—Mario Justo López’s Historia 
de los ferrocarriles nacionales and Silvana Palermo’s dissertation The nation building mission 
are likewise instructive on the policies and economic programs that led to the construction and 
extension of the FCCN. These more general studies of railway development in Argentina do not 
cover the cultural production associated with the railway boom in the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century and beyond.  
However, in recent years, the treatment of railways in the visual production of the 
nineteenth century has become a burgeoning field of inquiry. Luis Priamo’s work in this field is 
particularly relevant.3 Among other works, he has alongside Ezequiel Gallo and Andres Martin 
Regalsky, written Archivo fotográfico del Ferrocarril de Santa Fe, which explores the history of 
the French-owned railway from its inception in the mid-1880s. Priamo has also included 
information and visual documentation of railway development in texts on other topics, as he does 
in Buenos Aires: Ciudad y Campaña and La Argentina a fines del siglo XIX: Fotografías de 
Samuel y Arturo Boote, the latter of which include photographs of the Ferrocarril Buenos Ayres 
 




al Pacífico. Likewise, his collaboration with Marta Cichero on Producción y trabajo en la 
Argentina: Memoria fotografica 1860-1960, puts railway development in context with the 
technological modernization of Argentina’s incipient industries. However, these are mostly 
photo books, and despite their contextualization of the images within the broader social and 
cultural context, they fall short in explaining how the production, consumption, and circulation 
of these images constituted photography—and image-making in general—as a modernizing 
device. Verónica Tell’s El lado visible does just that. Tell argues that photography was a key site 
for the construction of narratives about progress and modernization in the latter decades of the 
nineteenth century in Argentina. However, the scope of her book is limited to narratives of 
progress in general, not those of specific industries or sites of production. Patrick Lenaghan’s 
book on railway albums, El album del ferrocarril: sus magnates y fotógrafos, discusses a 
specific genre of photography associated with railways: the photographic album. In this book he 
explores the Hispanic Society’s collections of photographs from across Latin America, analyzing 
the roles that collectors, company directors and photographers had in constructing narratives 
about the territories that the rail network and the camera touched. Lengahan’s study, unlike 
Tell’s, is broad in regional scope. Although he discusses Argentine cases briefly—writing 
specifically about the FCCN—his attention to the causes behind railway expansion is limited. 
This chapter takes Lenaghan’s analysis of the FCCN further, setting it in the context of the 
expanding sugar industry in Tucuman. It also expands on Tell’s work by exploring the narratives 
of progress embedded in the photographic album as a type. These two texts are the rails that 
guide this study. 




It is well-known that the nineteenth century saw the rise of Argentina’s population due to 
mass migration from Europe. Populating the interior of Argentina was an imperative articulated 
as early as the 1840s by figures like Sarmiento, who advocated for European migration as a 
civilizing measure. Juan Bautista Alberdi, a statesman from Tucumán and ideologue behind the 
1853 Argentine constitution, also wrote in the early 1850s about population science. His famous 
motto, “gobernar es poblar” [to govern is to populate]  was always made with the caveat—which 
he explained some two and a half decades later—that populating the nation meant attracting only 
Europeans and (white) North Americans, as they would imprint their “sello de civilizacion” 
[stamp of civilization] (14) on the nations of America. Alberdi’s ideas about European and North 
American migration to Argentina would become enshrined in the constitution as provisions that 
extended rights to foreigners (Article 20) and prohibited imposing limitations on the number of 
immigrant workers, industrialists and teachers seeking to enter the country, as well as prohibiting 
taxation on the same population (Article 25).  
For Alberdi, immigration was tied to two main issues: the project of Europeanization 
(racial whitening) and progress (industrialization). Europe and North America’s earlier 
experiences with industrialization in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century created an 
urbanized proletariat, and Alberdi imagined that by importing skilled workers and industrialists 
they could replicate the same processes in Argentina. Alberdi developed his earlier ideas about 
immigration in his later Vida y trabajos industriales de William Wheelwright (1876), a biography 
of the Massachusetts industrialist who pioneered steamboat technology in Chile and Peru with 
the Pacific Steam Navigation company, and railroad technology with the Ferrocarril Central 
Argentino and Ferrocarril Transandino. He wrote that figures like Wheelwright, were the 




because they represented “el progreso...el vapor, la electricidad aplicados como fuerzas al 
servicio del hombre...la probidad, la honradez, el honor en la industria” [progress...steam, 
electricity applied as forces at the service of man...integrity, honesty, honor in industry] (299-
300). Alberdi took Wheelwright as an “instrument and representative” (227) of industrialization, 
and his advocacy for boosting immigration was, at least in part, sustained by the hope that more 
of his kind would make it to Argentina’s shores and that they would make Argentina anew, and 
in their own image.  
Alberdi believed that the industrial experience could change the nation, writing that 
“hacer de una máquina un hombre que trabaja, que teje, que transporta, que navega, que 
defiende, que ataca, que ilumina, que riega los campos, que habla de un polo a otro, como hablan 
dos hombres juntos, es el triunfo de la civilización sobre la materia” [To make a machine into a 
man who works, weaves, transports, navigates, defends, attacks, illuminates, waters the fields, 
speaks from one pole to another, as two men speak together, is the triumph of civilization over 
matter] Bases 15). The machine would be the instrument to change the worker, and the worker’s 
transformation into the “machinist” (16), would create a population of people disposed to 
working instead of being a “pueblo de mendigos” of the earth—subsistence farmers. This 
experience would render man truly sovereign in the land (16). In that sense, for Alberdi, the 
transformation of Argentina’s workforce into an industrial proletariat would guarantee 
Argentina’s sovereignty. This transformation, however, could not happen only by means of 
education—Alberdi believed that it depended on the spontaneous immigration of workers from 
Europe: “Haced pasar el roto, el gaucho, el cholo, unidad elemental de nuestras masas populares, 
por todas las transformaciones del mejor sistema de instrucción; en cien años no haréis de él un 




con hábitos arraigados de ese orden y buena educación” (77). For Alberdi, immigrants were 
especially needed in the interior, where they would bring “commerce and...industry” (81), where 
the Argentine population was more limited. Immigration, commerce and industry in the interior, 
however, were dependent on the arrival of the railway, which would first make the Republic 
“una e indivisible” (82). Alberdi sought to remake Argentina in the image of industrial Europe, 
and pointed at the industrialists who would realize his objectives as instruments of a new 
Argentina.  
Inroads into Tucumán 
 As Alberrdi pointed out in his Bases y puntos de partida, railways transformed the 
political economy of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and played a pivotal role in 
establishing the territorial cohesion of post-independence states in the Americas. They performed 
the crucial tasks of providing a rapid connection between the agricultural and ranching 
hinterlands, provincial cities and the capital, and drastically reduced transportation time. The 
railway era in Argentina began with the construction of the Ferrocarril Oeste de Buenos Aires 
[Buenos Aires Western Railway] in 1854. This rail route was commissioned by an anonymous 
society and financed by the then-autonomous Province of Buenos Aires to travel from the capital 
city, Buenos Aires, toward the western reaches of the province. It linked sparsely connected 
regions only previously accessible by horse-drawn cart. Later bought out by British capitalists, 
this railway became known for its role in politics of national industrial development, enshrined 
in a nationalist ideological program by Raul Scalabrini Ortiz in order to lay claim to an 
alternative history of self-determination. Plans were made to have the FCO line reach all the way 
to Chile—a plan taken up in later years by the American and Chilean industrialists William 




Ferrocarril Trasandino. In the following years, Buenos Aires would launch other railway projects 
funded and operated by British industrialists, including the Ferrocarril del Sud [Buenos Aires 
Great Southern Railway] (BAGS) founded by Eduardo Lumb in 1862. The Confederación 
Argentina would also join the movement and in 1863 conceded the license and territory for the 
Ferrocarril Central Argentino [Central Argentine Railway] (FCA) to industrialist William 
Wheelwright. This railway operated between Santa Fé, Rosario—a major port on the Paraná 
River—and the city of Córdoba, one of the largest cities in the interior. These four railways 
would comprise the Big Four, the most prominent—and powerful—British-owned railway 
companies operating on broad gauge tracks (the most popular in Argentina, also used in British 
colonies like the Indian subcontinent). These railways, despite foreign ownership, were heavily 
subsidized through direct infusions of cash, land grants, or low-interest loans by either the central 
state or the governments of the provinces where they operated. Despite the heavy state 
investment, railroad companies drew their routes in ways that privileged the economic interests 
of their shareholders overseas. Railways changed the landscape and economy of Argentina in the 
nineteenth century, transforming it around the extraction of raw materials for manufacture on the 
other side of the Atlantic.  
 It was in the shadow of British rail expansion in Argentina that the Ferrocarril Central 
Norte (FCCN) project took shape. The Ferrocarril Central Norte intended to expand upon the 
British-owned FCA (Ferrocarril Central Argentino), taking the route from the port-city of 
Rosario to Córdoba and extending it to Tucumán, and eventually Bolivia. The line was entirely 
state-owned and operated, though it was built by a non-state entity, the Compañía Telfener. The 
concession for the project was granted in 1868 to Compañía Telfener, an Italian construction 




1873 and the first stretch, from Córdoba to Tucumán was completed in 1876. Completing the 
FCCN was a monumental achievement for the Argentine Republic and Telfener Company. The 
line was, at the time, the longest in South America, measuring almost 550 kilometers, and 
allowed travellers to travel, via the Ferrocarril Central Argentino, from Buenos Aires to 
Tucumán in under two days, shortening a voyage that previously took months. This rail project 
was important because it did two things: it greatly facilitated the importation of machinery from 
overseas; this was especially significant for the industrialization of the sugar industry in 
Argentina, which relied on labor-intensive production processes that yielded less-desirable 
products. It also allowed Tucumán sugar to flow into the littoral region, site of a greater 
consumer base than the North and Northwestern provinces of Catamarca and Santiago del 
Estero, where Tucumán sugar had previously found stable markets. Unlike the British rail 
projects in Argentina, the FCCN enabled the creation of a domestic economy, one that would 
substitute imports and reduce foreign dependency.  
Labor on railways was structured much like labor in other industries in Argentina in the 
late nineteenth century. Jornaleros or day laborers were occupied laying tracks and maintaining 
the rails. Capataces or overseers would observe their work; unlike the day laborers, they made a 
salary. Much is unclear about the specific structure of the labor market here: were jornaleros and 
capataces from the same social class? Was there mobility between these jobs? Were there 
specific regional or racial patterns to employment? What is clear is that railroad day laborers 
were part of a pattern of seasonal work; they sought out work wherever wages were highest 
during the part of the year when they did not have to tend to their subsistence crops (Uva). These 




comprised the majority of the population in the interior. They were, in other words, the opposite 
of the ideal, white, urban proletariat that the statesmen wanted to import from Europe.  
Railway Photography and Obras Principales 
Photographic production was often associated with the construction of railroads in 
Argentina, as it was elsewhere in the world. Photographs were used to document progress on the 
lines, sometimes serving as evidence for the state that the line had been constructed at all. 
Photographs attested to the establishment of the railroad in two ways: by photographing what 
had already been built, and by travelling where the railroad went—the railroad was the condition 
of possibility of the photographs themselves. Photographs were seen as truth-bearing objects; 
they documented both the progress and any obstacles to construction and opportunities for 
exploitation for distant investors, their agents, as well as state actors. For example, in Obras 
Principales de la Provincia de Tucumán, the photographs not only capture the installations built 
by the Compañía Telfener, but take a distanced perspective in part to show the land surrounding 
buildings and tracks. Railroads and photography were both important for the development of the 
interior. Cameras integrated the interior into the national imaginary—interior provinces become 
even more visible than before, and could be seen by people who had never been there before.  
Authorship is often difficult to attribute in many of the photographic albums. Local 
photographic studios in major cities were hired to take shots of the extension of the lines; their 
proprietors’ names are often imprinted inside of the album’s cover, if not on the photographs 
themselves. However, the studio proprietor was not necessarily the photographer. Some albums 
were shot by prominent photographers of the time, like Los Hermanos Boote did for the 
Ferrocarril Trasandino. Others, like Obras Principales de la Provincia de Tucumán, were taken 




Sometimes neither the photography studio nor the photographer’s name were printed in 
the album, with the only attribution listed being the album’s publisher. The number of hands that 
participated in the creation of these albums, in addition to inconsistencies in attribution, create 
additional layers of authorship to consider. Ultimately, however, these albums were 
commissioned on behalf of a corporate entity like the railroad or construction company. In this 
case, the album was commissioned for the Compañía Telfener.  
Much is known about Telfener, the owner of the company for whom the album was 
commissioned. Giuseppe Telfener, or José, as he was known in Argentina, was an Italian 
industrialist born in Foggia, a small city in southern Italy (Lenaghan 46). An engineer from a 
wealthy merchant family, Telfener’s first project, after an early career in metallurgical arts and in 
machine-building was an 1870 railway line from Lucera-Foggia (FoggiaRacconta).4 According 
to Giulia Ajmone Marsan, the first Exposición Nacional de Córdoba, held in 1871, may have 
been a turning point for Telfener. Consular officials and other representatives of the Argentine 
state promoted this event throughout Italy for years before its inauguration; boosters promising 
“pacifica e benevola conquista dell’attività comerciale” [the pacific and benevolent conquest of 
commercial activity] (Marsan 43) advertised the possible profits to be obtained by establishing 
oneself in the north.5 Regardless of the means, Telfener immigrated to Argentina in 1870 with 
the express purpose of building the Córdoba-Tucumán railway. His company, the Telfener 
 
4 Telfener was not precisely an engineer by training as he never received a degree in Engineering. However, he did 
earn credentials in mathematics and surveying at the Università di Napoli, which at the time, would have allowed 
him to work as an engineer (Marsan 37).  
5 Letter from Consul Franceseco Cambiagi. Cited in “Monitore delle Strade Ferrate e degli interessi materiali”  III, 
21, 25 may 1870 pp. 347. In his “Advertencia,” Granillo himself writes: “Este trabajo fué ejecutado con motivo de la 
Exposición de Córdoba, con el objeto de hacer conocer a Tucumán en todas sus faces, al mismo tiempo que en la 
Exposición se exhibieran sus valiosas producciones, para que el inmigrante que deseara venir a explotar esas 






Company, was founded in 1873 to compete for the concession. However, the assignment of the 
project to Telfener was unexpected, as it was assumed that, as was already typical at the time, an 
English company would build the line (Lenaghan). Within three years, Telfener, his associates 
and company workers managed to connect the cities of Córdoba and Tucumán, paving the way 
for the development of heavy industry in the northwest. Telfener himself was apparently deeply 
involved in the construction. Telfener not only managed the finances of the company, but 
likewise hired engineers and laborers, and even, for a time, lived in the construction camp to 
supervise the last section of construction (Marsan 49-50).6  
The Compañía Telfener’s Obras Principales, although it was not a prominent collection 
of photographs, was important because it visually documented the transformation of the northern 
countryside. Its initial public would have likely reached the shareholders of the construction 
company, the directorship of the FCCN, and relevant state officials, and perhaps beyond. It was a 
potent document because it established the first perspectives on the industrialization of the 
regions represented within its pages. Like railroads, railway photography had a profound impact 
on ways of seeing, building and inhabiting the northern interior. Railway photography was a 
device that visually linked together the nation.  
Photographic albums produced by railway and construction companies deployed similar 
visual strategies as those employed by scientists, anthropologists, independent photographers and 
photographic studios at the turn of the century, and represent an important part of the visual 
 
6  After conflicts over payment after the completion of the line and regarding its operation, Telfener left Argentina 
for Europe in 1877. However, this was not the end of his career in railroads. Telfener married the American Ada 
Hungerford, and with her father, the US colonel Hungerford, attempted to build a line that would connect Mexico to 
New York City via Texas. Unfortunately, only 46 km of the “Macaroni” line, as it was known then, were ultimately 
built. In 1885, four years after embarking on the project, the Standard Pacific Railroad acquired Telfener’s 
concession. Although Telfener’s success as an industrialist in North and South America was short lived and marked, 
ultimately, by failure, his company’s work on the Ferrocarril Central Norte was influential for many decades after 
construction was completed. His career as a railway builder in Italy, however, would continue for many years, until 




record of the expansion of capitalist economy in the Southern Cone. Images of day laborers are 
commonplace in albums of railway construction. There are many images of track workers laying 
down rails, digging trenches, and raising embankments. What is striking about these images is 
that the workers are never pictured in action, but are instead typically posed in front of 
incomplete projects. This was in part an artifact of the technology, which required subjects to 
hold a position for a longer exposure time. As a result, the images were always aesthetically 
composed, usually by the photographer. In these albums, the railway workers do not appear as a 
politicized proletariat, a mass; rather, they are a series of individuals engaged in a common task. 
As I will discuss later, Obras Principales was unusual for a railroad album for the extent to 
which it made the workers as workers invisible; I will argue that this is because the album 
depicts the process of settlement, not construction.  
Albums like Obras Principales were important propagandistic materials, used to promote 
the provinces to audiences that might have never seen the regions photographed. The album was 
an ideal form for railway propaganda because it disposed the viewer to initiate or participate in 
the industrialization of the region at least in a vicarious sense. Moreover, in terms of the 
company’s relation to the state, the album could have been used as evidence to show that the 
state’s capital had been properly employed on rail construction. An album like Obras Principales 
would have served several purposes. For one, the album would have catalogued the engineering 
problems and solutions encountered by Telfener y Cía. On the other hand, these images also 
would have been used to attract further investors to the company, showing them the scale and 
quality of work already completed. Albums like Obras Principales could have served the 




state authorities at World Fairs and Expositions to propagandize the progress towards 
industrialization that had been achieved nationally, especially in the Republic’s hinterlands. 
Produced between 1872 and 1876, the album’s thirty-two photographs show a wide range 
of views, including images of the shareholders, views of the Administration building, stations, 
locomotive engines, wagons, model homes, bridge and the rails themselves. The leather-bound, 
gold-embossed album measures 17.3 x 22.1 cm and is composed of albumen prints, a common 
format for the time. In terms of its sequence, the album can be divided into four sections. The 
first section is introductory, and contains important information about the line and its 
shareholders; no other part of the album operates under these visual or textual codes. The second 
section of the album introduces the main sequence of the album by showing the Administrative 
building or Palacio Telfener, among other important sites for the railroad in the city of Córdoba. 
Next, the viewer embarks on a tour of construction, including model stations of different types, 
as well as bridges. Finally, the album concludes with images of wagons and locomotives. My 
analysis in this section will focus on the first and third sections of the album, since I argue that 
these are key sites for the emergence of the visual (re)construction of the northwest as a 
seemingly co-extensive and populous territorial unit. The movement of the locomotive through 
the pages and over the freshly built tracks connotes the continuity of the journey and progress 
through the territory.  
The Valiant Entrepreneur 
The Ferrocarril Central Norte Córdoba - Tucumán album is like many other photographic 
albums produced by railway companies at the turn of the century. It is leather-bound and soft to 
the touch, and though the pages are now browned with age and prone to chipping when one too 




album’s pages features a single photograph, printed on glossy paper, set at its center. Housed 
today in a plastic portfolio bound with string on a shelf with scores of other albums at the 
Archivo de Estudios Históricos Ferroviarios in Buenos Aires, its sturdiness belies the docility of 
its present environment—this is a document that was built to travel, albeit from the photographic 
studio or publisher to the offices of railway elites like contractors and engineers, or to those of 
politicians, diplomats, and financiers. The album shows different views of the hills and plains 
between the Argentine cities of Córdoba and San Miguel de Tucumán. In addition to showing the 
spectacular landscape, the album’s photographs detail the long path that the train wrought, 
forging towns in its wake. Although the Ferrocarril Central Norte album includes very little 
information about its origins and making, from the historical record we can piece together that 
the album was produced in the 1870s, during the construction of the Córdoba - Tucumán line 
that it represents.7 Otherwise, little is known about the album. The photographer was, J.B. 
Stecca, and the picture gallery may have been composed by Fermepin & Co. Where it might 
have circulated—other than to the collections of the Hispanic Society in New York, the Societá 
Geográfica Italiana and the Museo Nacional Ferroviario—is unknown. The scant information 
that the album does provide shows the reader only glimpses of the workers who fixed the rails 
into the road to the North, the conditions of their labor, and their place in the imaginary of 
technological progress in Argentina. 
The first photographs that the viewer confronts in the album are a portrait gallery of the 
“Personal de la Empresa Constructora J. Telfener, Ferro-Carril de Cordoba a Tucumán,” the 
company’s shareholders. As the gallery follows up the “Obras notables” fact sheet, given the 
 
7 There are differing accounts of when construction on the Mendoza-Uspallata stretch began and ended, some 
putting the beginning of construction as early as 1884 and inauguration in 1887. Others mark the beginning of 




sequence, it identifies the shareholders as the authors of these notable works, and Telfener in 
particular as the key figure to whom these monumental achievements can be attributed. Despite 
the fact that the FCCN was the first railway built with state capital and operated by the state, the 
album prioritizes the company as an agent in reorganizing the land. As Manu Karuka writes on 
railway development in the United States, “a corporate share is a means to claim both ownership 
and sovereignty” (153).8 This idea bears out, as we will see later in the album, with the practice 




8  Karuka explicitly links this corporate share to the disruption of  “Black and Indigenous modes of relationship,” 
which he traces through laws regulating property ownership as filiation and land rights. He explains the corporate 
share in terms of both Filius nullius and terra nullius, concepts that mark the “refusal of recognition” (155) of the 
social relationships of inheritance—in the sense of the status of legal personhood and land rights. In his chapter, 
“Shareholder Whiteness,” Karuka delves into the legal frameworks around these concepts, citing the 1850 Fugitive 
Slave Act and the 1830 Indian Removal Act, as conditions of possibility for the expansion of property claims on 





Figure 1.1 Personal de la Empresa Constructora J. Telfener. Courtesy of the Museo Nacional 
Ferroviario. Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2015.  
 
On this page, we can see thirty-one picture frames with Jose Telfener’s portrait looming large at 
the center of the gallery. The other portraits are clustered around him, with most dispersed 
beneath him. At the base of the frames, in dark almost hand-written lettering, are the first initials 
and last names of each of the men portrayed. Only Telfener’s name is spelled out completely, 
and hispanicized from Giuseppe to José. Two men, P. Telfener and E. Telfener appear to bear a 
relation to the company head. Others in the gallery, like A. Hume (Alexander Hume) and M. 




at the time. Alexander Hume, for example, was a Scottish immigrant who founded Hume 
Hermanos Empresa Constructora. Hume studied Engineering in Europe, then worked for an 
engineering and architecture firm in Scotland before moving to Argentina and beginning work at 
the Ferrocarril Central de Rosario. In addition to his construction enterprise, Alexander Hume 
was one of the founders of the Jockey Club, an elite porteño institution (Hume 44). Hume 
Hermanos was such a successful company that Alexander Hume was became one of the 
wealthiest men in Argentina.  Manuel Ocampo, on the other hand, was a Peruvian-Argentine 
diplomat and colonist. Alongside the other FCCN shareholder, A. Donzel and a third partner, 
Andrieux, he founded Villa Ocampo, a colony in the Territory of Chaco. Doncel, Andrieux & 
Cía, the company established by Ocampo and his associates, sought to attract immigrants to 
settle the land bought by the company—and were successful. Ocampo also began sugar 
cultivation in Chaco, establishing the important Ingenio Manolo in the mid-1880s. The 
shareholders of the FCCN had deep ties to the projects of industrialization and colonization in 
Argentina at the time. This kind of gallery, which prominently portrays the shareholders behind 
the company, was uncommon for photographic albums produced for railway-related companies, 
and indeed for photographic production in general, at the time. Attribution of the works was 
typically only made textually, with references to the construction company as page headers, 
footers, or as captions.  
The portraits are formal. The men wear suits and ties, and are carefully groomed—their 
portraits exude a classed masculinity, marked by the respectability of their attire and their 
unwaveringly avoidant gaze. Staring out obliquely from their frames, they look solemnly away 
from the gallery’s viewer, as if unable to meet their eyes. The gallery is situated within its own 




same color. It is unclear whether these images were taken for the express purpose of including 
them in the album. This kind of gallery was uncommon in railway photographic albums of this 
period. Attribution of the works to a particular company, if made at all, was only made textually 
with references to the railway and construction companies either as captions or on a title page. 
The mark and address of the Fermepin Hnos. & Cia, another photographic studio at the bottom 
of the page, could suggest that the portraits were commissioned for the album, or otherwise for 
the company’s posterity more generally. These men are depicted as agents of modernization. 
The thirty-one portraits comprising the “Personal de la Empresa Constructora J. Telfener” 
mark the only moment in the album where the photographed subjects are identifiable as 
individuals. Moreover, this page and the portraits included in it mark one of the few instances 
where the features of the photographed subject are clearly identifiable. On this page, we can not 
only see the company’s personnel as individual subjects, but identify them as a collective of 
agents in a historical record.9 The portrait gallery, thus, establishes a visual rationality and a basis 
of empirical knowledge about the reorganization of the land. Returning to Karuka, the 
shareholder stands in for “very particular rationalities, empirical knowledge” on which the 
balance between the risks of establishing settler colonies on behalf of the imperial state are 
balanced by returns on investment (151). Here we see knowing figureheads, their heads, figuring 
in the frame, stand in for their capacity as rational subjects. As we will see later in this section, 
their figuration stands in stark contrast to the representation of other bodies in the album. The 
next images are of the Palacio Telfener, the company’s headquarters in Córdoba. These images, 
and their place in the sequence, reinforce the idea that the railroad originated with the company. 
 
9 According to the 1897 Commercial Directory and Register of the City of Buenos Aires, the Fermepin Brothers 






Unsettling the Visuality of Labor 
After the portrait gallery, the album moves in a linear fashion from Córdoba toward 
Tucumán, showing a collection of stations, bridges and a model home. The album foregrounds 
the railway’s architecture and engineering, but lingers over scenes where the social sphere of the 
railway emerges. For example, standing under the awnings of the Quilino and Telfener stations 
(Figures 1.1 and 1.2), people pose alongside station’s tracks, with the station façades and a 
locomotive behind them. These two photographs represent a pattern that occurs across all 
photographs of the stations included in the album. The stations are operational—the locomotives 
signal that the train could depart at any minute. The congregants pose, some almost 
triumphantly, others in more relaxed stances. However, the most striking aspect of these images 
is that despite how visible their bodies in the figurative sense—we can see their poses—they are 
difficult to distinguish as individuals. Unnamed, their faces out of the scope of recognition, these 
people stand in for themselves; they appear as a group undifferentiated beyond the sketch of their 
performance for the camera. Unlike with the portrait gallery, we have no names, no 
distinguishable faces with which to begin tracing the stories of those we see photographed. As in 
the other images in the album, distance relates the group identity to the place in which they are 
situated. The only other potent marker of identity is their clothing: barely visible, their wide 
pants and vests suggest they are dressed in the manner of gauchos. From the distance proposed 
by the album, the congregants appear as settlers arriving with the railway. Up close, we see that 
they are likely creole men, either workers or existing inhabitants of the region. Thus, the image 
belies what it appears to be at face value, showing instead the rural masses here aligned with the 




foundation of a new chapter for the region. Though not the protagonists of the album, these 
masses nevertheless mark a decisive turn in the text, one in which the images resist the state 
project of modernization through the recruitment of European settlers and the development and 
implementation of new technologies. The locomotive did not, as Sarmiento had imagined, 
convoke the immigrant masses, but rather showed that his “instrumentos gastados”  were already 
modern Argentine workers.  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Modelo de las Estaciones de segunda clase (Quilino). Courtesy of the Museo Nacional 






Figure 1.2 Estación Telfener. Courtesy of the Museo Nacional Ferroviario. Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
2015.  
 
 The buildings the congregants pose in front of loom larger than the group. The almost 
Spanish-colonial style station (Figure 1.1) is the focal point of the image, its bright white walls, 
furrowed roof, and sloped awning occupying the center of the frame. Barely visible on the side 
of the building facing the frame is the station’s name—Quilino, marking the small town in 
Córdoba founded with the extension of the railway. A flag—not the Argentine flag, nor the flag 
of the Province of Córdoba—sways on a pole crowning the station. The building’s architecture is 
perhaps a nod to the architecture style typical of the region, and recurs across all model stations 
and the model home included in the album. Those standing in front of the buildings crowd 
together under the station awnings and around the train, small but undeniable masses. Appearing 
to be celebrating the arrival of the train and the completion of the buildings, the crowds face the 
camera. They do not appear to be engaged in work—no one is holding any implements or bent 




participating in the instance of photography. These images, and the several others that replicate 
their structure and what they depict, are ambivalent. At first glance, they appear to show masses 
of people arriving at the freshly built stations with the locomotive. On closer inspection, they 
depict the rural working class, not the “instrumentos gastados” that Sarmiento refers to, but 
workers whose aptitudes have brought the railroad into existence. By looking more closely, we 
see these workers in a new light—as workers made anew through their relationship to the 
imaginary of racial progress, that is, the whitening of the interior via European settlement.  
 
 
Figure 1.3 Modelo de casas de peones camineros (Quilino).Courtesy of the Museo Nacional Ferroviario. 






Figure 1.4 Plano General del Ferro - Carril entre Córdoba y Tucumán - Empresa Telfener. 19uu. 
Sala Medina/ Fotografías. Biblioteca Nacional de Chile.  
 
Here we see a model home for railway workers (Figure 1.3). This image stages workers’ 
daily home life in a place where the tracks are no longer visible. An undated map produced by 
the Telfener Company not included with the album, Plano general del ferrocarril entre Córdoba 




distances from each station.10 However, in the album we only see this one, located by the Quilino 
station. It shows what appears to be an extended family or community posing outside of the 
model home. We see ten people, some leaning against the house walls, others taking refuge from 
the shade under the house’s awning, and a group dispersed at the center of the frame, posing 
directly for the camera. Within the whole album, the only image of people at work in this third 
photograph—we see one man with a wheelbarrow and another with a rake. Are they self-
consciously posing, as if in motion? Or are they actually working? We also see a man holding 
what looks like a book with its pages turned toward the camera. A young girl stands patiently in 
front of him, as a woman stands behind them—forming a triangle—leaning against the house 
wall, next to the window. 
As in the previous image, from this photograph it is difficult to see the faces of the people 
at the front of the frame and near impossible to distinguish those toward the back of the frame. 
The contrast in the representation of these figures from that of the shareholders in the gallery at 
the beginning of the album is notable; the people in this photograph are not meant to be seen as 
the agents of progress or national unity—they are actors within a scene set up for them by others. 
Other than the activities they are carrying out, or posing at, it is difficult to discern anything 
beyond how the photographed subjects are dressed and the general outline of their body. Are the 
people depicted new Argentines or creole Argentines? The images are laconic and inconclusive 
in this regard, staging the question without answering it. However, it appears that the people 
depicted in this image are in a constant state of waiting. They wait for the photographer to take 
 
10 The Plano general del ferrocarril entre Córdova y Tucuman is undated, but, according to the metadata from the 
Biblioteca Nacional de Chile, was produced at some time during the 20th century. This map, measuring only 47 x 
31cm, is conserved as a monochrome, gelatin print on paper. No other materials pertaining to the Telfener Company 





the shot, and they wait for the train to either arrive or chug away, all while holding their poses. 
They stand in wait as if for the transformations set forth by Alberdi and Sarmiento to take 
place—something here will change. These images and others liked them suggested that 
immigrant labor would be the foundation of the new Argentina; yet looking at them closely 
suggests that this promise was based on the disavowal of the central place that creole labor held 
in the Argentine economy, and would continue to hold.    
The composition of the images often sets the horizon at the vertical middle of the page, 
while setting a building, rooftop, locomotive, body, or other important element at the page’s 
horizontal center. This construction of the image emphasizes the movement and mobility of 
elements within the frame, while also underlining the static nature of the snapshot. The overall 
effect of this structure is to recall the experience of train travel itself, the dynamism of the 





Figure 1.5 Full sequence of Obras Principales del Ferrocarril Central Norte. Courtesy of the 





Albums often organized photographs in a way that favored a linear progression from 
initial phases of construction to images of completed projects, with images representing the 
process between beginning and end of construction. By organizing the photographs in this way, 
construction companies like Hume Hermanos established an objective of development that 
emphasized the transformation of indigenous sovereign lands into a modern, productive space 
that had continuous access to foreign markets and cities. Not depicted in the albums were 
processes of surveying, military conquest and land expropriation, negotiations and contract 
bidding, in addition to engineering and architectural plans, the works in operation, or, and 
perhaps most important, maintenance of the works that had been contracted. The album format 
allowed its readers to imagine the continuity and permanence of construction while suppressing 
visual acknowledgement of a substantial part of the labor that made the works operative. In the 
case of photography of railway construction, in addition to promoting the railway lines, the 
images made the transformations in the landscape taking place around the railway—and the 
investments that made those transformations possible—visible. These albums tracked progress, 
they surveyed and surveilled production, and in the process became important media for 
communicating desires and values beyond the scenes they depicted. Thus, although the 
photographic albums I close read here deliberately capture advances made in the construction of 
railway lines, when taken in light of the use of the photographs in the broader context of 
expansion and consolidation of capitalism and state forms in Argentina, these images would also 
seem to implicitly comment on and define progress with the same peripatetic gesture that the 
train performs as it moves from the city to the hinterland. As the reader peruses the album, they 
are drawn by linear perspective and the railroad tracks further and further into the interior, 




Yet the viewer is invited to participate in this process of colonization not as one of the laborers 
that might have worked in the sugar plantations, on the railroad tracks, or in subsistence farms in 
the North. As the last two images of the album, of opulently fitted railroad cars, suggest, they are 
instead offered the option of imagining themselves as valiant entrepreneurs like Telfener. The 
focus on the trappings of bourgeois culture—the portrait and the opulently fitted railroad cars—
at the beginning and end of the album shows that, as viewers, we are meant to aspire to the same 
status. We are meant to desire to occupy the same spaces—the picture frame and the palatial 
wagon—and to be seen within them.  
Conclusions - Industry, the Only Salvation 
At the end of his speech, Sarmiento articulates what the locomotive bearing his name 
symbolizes: that the arrival of the railway signaled a new chapter in relations between Tucumán 
and the Federal state. 
El valiente empresario, que cuando sintió flaquear el brazo de la República, puso su 
hombro para impulsar los trabajos, hasta completar la línea férrea, ha tenido la deferencia 
de bautizar, Sarmiento, la locomotora que anteayer atravesaba trescientas cincuenta 
leguas, arrastrando tras sí, con mil pasajeros, la juventud de Buenos Aires y del litoral 
que acometía la empresa, sin más estímulo que dar un apretón de manos al pueblo de 
Tucumán, en el acto de eslabonar los Andes con el Plata, la Pampa con los bosques 
tropicales, por este ferro-carril. (Sarmiento 325). 
 
The brave businessman, who when he felt the arm of the Republic falter, put in the effort 
to drive on the work, until the railway line’s completion, has had the deference to baptize 
the locomotive, Sarmiento, that the day before yesterday crossed three hundred and fifty 
leagues, dragging behind it a thousand passengers, the youth of Buenos Aires and the 
littoral that the company undertook, with no other encouragement than to shake hands 
with the people of Tucuman, in the act of linking the Andes with the Plata, the Pampa 
with the tropical forests, by means of this railroad. 
 
Yet, it is not the state that takes action to unite the provinces. Rather, the state catches up to the 
“valiente empresario,” who urges the Republic on—even in the construction of a state-owned 




than the state itself, honoring its history (naming the locomotive Sarmiento). Ultimately, the 
image of the relationship between business and republic that emerges from his speech would see 
the republic serving business, with provinces like Tucumán charged with modernizing at the 
pace of the export economy: “¡Tucumanos! Enseñad á leer á todos, á fin de que haya luego carga 
para el ferro-carril. La intelijencia es dinero; y para pueblos tan lejanos la industria es la única 
salvación.” [Tucumanos! Teach everyone to read, so that there may later be cargo for the train. 
Intelligence is money; and for towns so far away industry is the only salvation] (Sarmiento, 332). 
Although the provinces may have been unified by the railway, the arrival of the train itself did 
not signify progress. According to Sarmiento, the people of Tucumán must modernize at the 
railway’s pace, produce enough to feed the railway’s balance sheets, or get left behind. Given the 
inaugurative tenor of the photographs, the linear procession of the locomotive over the tracks and 
through the stations, it is easy to wonder if the locomotive displayed in the images might be the 
same locomotive, baptized Sarmiento. Who are the people the train drags along? Are the 
“thousand passengers, the youth of Buenos Aires and the littoral” the same as the people in the 
photographs? I think not. Ultimately, these photographed people appear to be workers posing 
alongside the products of their labor, rather than the settlers from the littoral that Sarmiento and 
the album would suggest.  
My intention in this chapter has been to understand how the image and idea of the 
European industrial capitalist was instrumentalized in imagining a new Argentina. With the 
documents that I have shared—speeches, treatises, individual photographs and the album—I 
have shown how a unified and progressive Argentina was imagined to be forged by a class of 
“brave businessmen.” However, this picture is an ambivalent one—one that is undermined by the 




album, if looked at closely enough, was that creole labor had been the foundation of the new 
Argentina. Focusing on the photographic album Obras Principales del Ferrocarril Cordoba-
Tucuman, I argue that the only visible ‘instruments’ are capitalists, who are prominently 
displayed and lauded for their expertise and resources. In other images, though, congregations of 
people appear in and around the stations and tracks, illegible as workers. These poor, rural, 
creole families could not be pictured as the new instruments of Argentina.  
In this chapter, I looked at industrializing Tucumán terms of its visual expression and 
racial dynamics. I examined the photographic album Obras Principales del Ferro-Carril Central 
Norte Córdoba-Tucumán, an album produced to document the construction process on the rail 
line of the same name. First, I examined the conditions under which the railway system, and 
specifically the FCCN, came into being. Next, I analyzed the visual construction of the creole, 
rural masses who populated the photographs, emphasizing their ambiguous relationship to the 
state project of modernization. After this, I argued that Obras Principales proposes the capitalist 
as the ideal instrument for an industrial Argentina, and does this by demonstrating the success of 
the state’s program of technological reform and economic development. The national unity 
staged around the visual representation of construction of the railroad, the development of new 
industrial priorities and markets, was also imagined to be the product of European ingenuity just 
as the state began to promote immigration from Western Europe to Argentina. Images of the 
hinterland represented it as ready for and in the process of population by productive citizens 
entering from the port, effectively erasing the fact that Tucuman had been densely populated for 





Chapter 2: Beyond the Frame: Visuality, Sugar Production and the 
Construction of a National Industry 1869-1876 
 
In his report on the state of the working classes in Argentina, the Catalan doctor, lawyer 
and industrialist Juan Bialet Massé writes of the Tucumán sugar industry, “Tucumán plantations 
were born with all of the vices of colonial servitude, exaggerated and not lacking a single 
one...Yet what had not occurred in the colony but does occur here is that a law sanctions abuses 
of this kind and serves as a halter and yoke, no longer for the conquered Indian but for the free 
citizen” (180). Bialet Massé’s controversial convictions about the ‘colonial’ nature of the labor 
conditions at Tucumán plantations in 1904 not only responded to the state’s intensive worker 
repression in the present but referred to a system of labor designed to exploit based on race 
inherited from the past. In practice, and in spite of the images and statements circulated by 
boosters, this modern industry continued to be reliant on “colonial” forms of labor exploitation 
well into the 20th century. The northern plantations were dependent for labor on indigenous 
prisoners of war forcibly transported from the Conquest of the Desert (1878-1885), a genocidal 
campaign that targeted indigenous Pampa, Tehuelche and Ranquel peoples, in addition to the 
Wichí, Toba and Mocoví who were also forcibly transported to Tucumán from the northern 
Chaco Territory in the 1880s.11 This form of forced indigenous labor was consistent with 
systems of labor exploitation from the Spanish colonial period ending in 1816, and which 
persisted until emancipation with the 1853 constitution. This form of exploitation was also 
symbolized by the papeleta de conchabo, an internal passport and contract system that tied 
property-less, unskilled, low-wage and predominantly non-white workers to a specific boss.12 
 
11 See Lenton and Sosa for more on this topic. 
12 According to Campi, the papeleta de conchabo system created six segments of the labor market. The first was the 
existence of actually free workers. The second were the “desconchabados,” who were incorporated into the system 




Industry boosters sought to modernize the industry, which for them, meant recruiting European 
“free labor” to the plantations to replace unfree indigenous and creole labor. Recruitment of 
European workers to sugar plantations in Tucumán ultimately failed because European laborers 
preferred to settle in the cattle- and grain-producing littoral provinces.13 For that reason, 
narratives about the elimination of indigenous people are contradictory and are incompatible 
with the history of industrialization in Argentina’s northwest. Thus the opposition of ‘modern’ 
and ‘colonial,’ which was frequently reproduced in the visual materials circulating at the time, 
relies on the erasure of a history of continuous violence in favor of teleological narratives about 
independence as a rupture. The independence narrative stressed the rupture between the colonial 
economy and the national economy; this rupture was reinscribed after the establishment of the 
modern nation-state in 1853. In fact, colonial forms of exploitation did not end with the colonial 
period. Independence was not only a matter of political separation from Spanish empire, but also 
of economic independence from the global sugar market. In the nineteenth century, the 
independent state sought to replace sugar imports from the Spanish colonies (mostly Cuba) and 
Brazil with a national sugar industry. This involved the intensive (ultimately failed) recruitment 
of European workers, in addition to a series of disciplinary measures that would force workers to 
 
recognized trade] (Campi 2001 3). Third, were the conchabados, who were obligated to carry around their papeleta 
to prove their gainful employment. Another segment consisted of the “desconchabados” who worked for their ex-
bosses free of any contract. There were also workers who were licensed out to other employers temporarily. Finally, 
there were fugitive workers who deserted their worksites (5). For more on the papeleta de conchabo see Campi 
2001, which gives a full overview of forms of coerced labor in Tucumán, and at the ingenios in particular in the 
second half of the nineteenth century.  
13 The 1876 Law No. 817 de Ley de Inmigración y Colonización [Immigration and Colonization Law] created the 
Departmento General de Inmigración [General Immigration Department] which was dedicated to fomenting 
immigration and used materials like the booster books considered in this chapter to do so. The Ley de Inmigración y 
Colonización facilitated immigration through subsidies, job placement and colony development.  Efforts to recruit 
European immigrants were largely unsuccessful for the intended purposes of the law due to, on the one hand, the 
limited funds and powers available to state actors and on the other, the ‘spontaneous’ immigration from Europe 
which resulted in high numbers of migrants remaining in industrial urban hubs due to the concentration of land and 






remain a productive body for the industry and the state. Race-based exploitation was thus tied to 
the anticipation of a whitened independent nation-state. In this respect, the modernization of 
Argentine industry reproduced the anti-modern features of the colonial slave economy.  
In this chapter, I consider the shifting racialization, or the creation of castes based on 
social group and phenotype, of workers across a complex of state reports and booster texts to 
understand the visual construction of ‘modern’ against ‘colonial’ forms of labor at a time when 
state actors attempted to recruit European settlers to the interior regions of Argentina and 
eliminate non-whites through discursive whitening and genocide.14 While many are familiar with 
the latter half of the nineteenth century in Argentina as a period in which the state carried out the 
genocide of Indigenous peoples, I show that this period must also be understood as one in which 
the state and industry depended on their coerced labor to secure political unity and economic 
independence, or “progress,” in their terms.  For sugar industrialists and their political allies, 
modernization was antithetical to the race and caste-based subjugation of Indigenous and creole 
workers; however this did not stop them from relying on a punitive system that would prevent 
laborers from seeking out work on their own terms. As I show in my third and final chapter, the 
term creole or criollo in Spanish in this context is a multivalent term that primarily denotes 
people born in Argentina. Referring to the idea that the person in question was “raised” from the 
land, the term is not unique to Argentina. The difficulty of defining the term, however, is 
precisely due to its basis in a national concept of race, one that changes based on the nation-state 
the term is associated with, over time, and at particular conjunctures where the concepts of race 
come under scrutiny and face important challenges due to major social upheaval or demographic 
 




changes. Creoles, as I refer to them here, are a racially heterogeneous group of people of mixed 
Spanish, Indigenous and African descent.  
Plantation labor was the foundation upon which Argentina grew a national sugar industry 
and staked its independence from Atlantic markets. However, not all laborers were incorporated 
equally. The few Europeans involved in the sugar industry were either mill owners, managers, 
machinists or engineers at the ingenio (sugar mill) (Juárez Dappe 98-99). Other workers, 
typically internal creole migrants from the neighboring provinces of Catamarca, Santiago del 
Estero or other parts of Tucumán, and conscripted indigenous laborers worked the zafra (cane 
harvest) and at cane processing at the ingenio. Taking this labor history into account not only 
demonstrates the survival of indigenous populations and emphasizes their importance in the 
state’s attempts to secure economic independence, but also undermines broad narratives about 
the dependent relationship between mass European migration and the development of industry in 
Argentina–here creoles played an outsized role.   
First I consider the history of the sugar industry in Argentina, focusing on the imbrication 
of sugar industrialists in state politics and the reorganization of national territory around bringing 
sugar to major cities like Córdoba, Rosario and Buenos Aires. Then, I examine the representation 
of machines and workers in state promotional materials during the late nineteenth century, 
focusing on how the visual record of the modern sugar industry replicates motifs and ideologies 
inherited from the “theater of machines” genre of early modern engraved texts. Overall, I argue 
that the worker’s body becomes a key site where capital and the state articulate contradictory but 
shared notions of progress, linking progress–understood, as the intensification of machine labor– 
to racist ideas about national proximity to Europe and whiteness, on the other. The worker’s 





Figure 2.1 Mapa de la República Argentina de 1887–Atlas Geográfico de la República Argentina, by 







Figure 2.2 Provincia de Tucumán. Mapa de la República Argentina de 1887–Atlas Geográfico de la 
República Argentina, by Mariano Felipe Paz Soldán Buenos Aires–Librería de Felix Lajouane–1888. p.9. 
Source: Stanford University. 
 
To be bearer of race, of phenotypic meaning. However, the worker’s body in the materials I 
explore in fact serves as a motif that mobilizes the visual genre of “the theater of machines.” This 
genre historically relies on tropes that minimize the role of African enslavement on the plantation 
in favor of picturing machine labor. These tropes are compatible with the whitening project 
articulated in the text, which linked European immigration to modern and ‘humane’ conditions 
of labor. The contradictions in the Argentine state’s racial whitening and industrializing projects 
emerge in the midst of the discursive and visual representations of the ingenio.  
The Culture of Argentine Sugar 
 Sugar production is not typically associated with Argentina, a country known primarily 
for its beef and grain commodity exports. However, beginning in the late nineteenth century, 




allowed the state to almost completely divest from the Atlantic sugar market. Sugar production 
in Argentina grew manifold following the Ferrocarril Central Norte’s (FCCN) [North Central 
Railway] arrival in Tucumán. The railroad connected the province with the port city of Rosario 
and allowed for Tucumán sugar to flow with greater ease into the populous littoral region. The 
development of the consumer market during the era of mass migration also fueled the growth of 
the sugar industry. Argentine sugar replaced imports from the Spanish colonies (namely Cuba) 
and Brazil, in addition to the novel European beet sugar imports. Thanks to protectionist policies, 
in addition to mass production, Argentine sugar fulfilled almost the entirety of domestic 
demand.  
Due to the national scope of this industry, Argentina is typically left out of hemispheric 
and global histories of sugar. An illustrative example can be found in the Oxford Bibliographies 
entry on “Sugar and the Atlantic World.” Despite many case studies on national sugar industries, 
no standalone studies on Argentina are mentioned. As this entry exemplifies, attention to the 
Argentine case is limited. Other prominent histories of Atlantic sugar markets, like Sidney 
Mintz’ classic Sweetness and Power and Noël Deerr’s The History of Sugar, which are broad and 
diverse in scope, either mention Argentina cursorily or not at all. The invisibility of Argentine 
sugar has important implications. For one, it means that Argentina is rarely thought about as a 
plantation economy. Thinking about Argentina as a plantation economy is important because it 
locates Argentina, through the regimes of labor predominant on these sites within hemispheric, 
transatlantic, and global histories of plantation labor. Adding Argentina to these debates changes 
the temporality of the rise of the sugar industry—Argentina was relatively late in taking up sugar 
as a cash crop; it also situates Argentina as a key site for interpreting the sugar industry after 




workers, rather than enslaved African, Black labor, or coolie labor predominated. Part of 
Argentina’s lack of representation in histories of sugar and its trade also has to do with the 
prevalence of historical research on industrialization in the littoral area, where grain and beef 
exports are more notable. Research on industrialization in Argentina also typically focuses on the 
regions around the city of Buenos Aires in particular, where manufactured goods were produced 
in greater quantity. By focusing on Argentine sugar, my dissertation centers on the kinds of 
racialized labor regimes that are always connected to sugar plantations, but have been generally 
ignored in Argentina.  
Within the body of literature that does focus on the Argentine sugar industry, attention is 
largely given to its politics (Guy 1978 and 1980, Girbal de Blacha), the conformation of the labor 
market (Campi, Teruel de Lagos), its economics (Juárez Dappe, Sánchez Román 2001 and 
2005), and to a lesser degree, its technology (Pucci 2001). Rarely is the cultural production 
associated with the industry given consideration in the literature. Three important exceptions 
exist: the work of Oscar Chamosa (2008 and 2010), whose work explores the role of the 
Tucumán sugar industry in fomenting the folklore movement and the idea of a national folk 
tradition in Argentina. The other is the work of Soledad Martínez Zuccardi—her fascinating 
essay on representations of cane workers in poetry compilations in Tucumán, deals with the 
midcentury period, far after the early sugar years. Neither of these studies relates to the aspects 
of visual production during the early years of the sugar industry in Tucumán. Finally, Yolanda 
Fabiola Orquera’s “Azúcar amargo y campo cultural: Tucumán 1966-1976” treats the Tucumán 
cultural scene in the mid-late twentieth century and its representations of and relations with the 




the problem of visibility and invisibility, the erasure of certain histories, here is rooted in the 
culture of the industry.  
Sugar Networks 
The construction of the sugar market took place against the backdrop of an international 
economic crisis, a state weakened by partisan conflict, and the construction of the transformative 
Ferrocarril Central Norte (FCCN).15 In Tucumán, the smallest of all provinces located in north-
west Argentina,16 and well known as the site of the declaration of national independence in 1816, 
the industrialization of sugar took on great national political and economic significance. In the 
years before the railway line’s construction and the intensification of the sugar industry, 
Uladislao Frías, scion of a family of sugar planters, vacated his post as Governor of Tucumán 
(1869-1871) and assumed the direction of the Ministry of the Interior (1871-1874) under two 
presidents, despite the deepening consequences of the economic crisis. Nicolás Avellaneda, 
whose family also owned and operated an important sugar mill, Ingenio Los Ralos, rose to the 
presidency of the nation (Herrera). The networked efforts of the state and private enterprise to 
create a national sugar industry resulted in the reorganization of the territory away from the 
Andean colonial mining economy and toward the modern Atlantic economy, and its geography 
and temporality (Campi 74). However, this first implied the transformation of the productive 
geography and market of Argentina.  
Sugar was introduced to the Spanish colonial Gobernación de Tucumán in the sixteenth 
century. Although it remained a marginal crop until the late nineteenth century, some sectors of 
the population had success cultivating and refining sugarcane. After its introduction, small 
 
15 The advent of the FCCN reduced the transportation costs on Tucumán sugar by ten or fifteen times the cost (Paul 
Groussac cited in Pucci 64).  




farmers located in the center-north and south-west regions of the province largely produced the 
crop for local consumption (Juarez-Dappe 33). It wasn’t until the eighteenth century that large-
scale sugar production would begin in the region, with the Jesuits establishing large-scale sugar 
plantations and mills or ingenios beginning in the eighteenth century (34).17 An incipient 
regional northwestern sugar economy developed after Bishop José Eusebio Colombres began 
importing basic machinery to Tucumán in the 1820s.18 Colombres encouraged other farmers to 
take up sugar production, in the hopes that the cash crop would save the province from post-
Independence ruin (Dorn). Soon, the neighboring provinces of Santiago del Estero, Catamarca 
and Salta became important markets for sugar from Tucumán.  
The growth of the sugar industry during the early and mid-nineteenth century was 
impeded by three major, and related factors: high transportation costs between the littoral 
provinces, which limited sugar’s reach to the regional market, a dearth of specialized machinery 
to process the cane, also in part due to high transportation costs for imported machinery from 
Europe, and the hold higher quality imports had on the domestic market.19 Before this period, 
livestock, maize, wheat, textiles, oranges, hides and tallow were important traded goods, linking 
Tucumán with Chile, the western Cuyo region and Buenos Aires (35). The route for the Córdoba 
- Tucumán line was planned as part of the state-owned Ferrocarril Central Norte and sold as a 
concession by the Ministerio del Interior [Interior Ministry] to Giuseppe Telfener (Campi), an 
 
17 The Spanish term itself, ingenio, following Crowley, “derive[s] from the respective words for both machines and 
ingenuity” (405), making a “synecdoche” that obfuscated the manual, agricultural aspects of work that took place— 
“preparing the ground, planting, weeding, and harvesting the cane.” Ingenio combines the English-language senses 
of plantation and refinery, though here I will be using the term ‘plantation,’ or ‘mill’ as refineries, as refineries 
during this period were located outside of the Province of Tucuman, either in the environs of metropolitan Buenos 
Aires or in Europe. 
18  José Eusebio Colombres was also a statesman who participated in the Congreso de Tucumán, the representative 
assembly that declared Argentina’s independence from Spain in 1816, representing the province of Catamarca. He is 
often referred to as the ‘father of the modern sugar industry’ in Argentina. See Homenaje pgs. 23-24 and Cushner.  




Italian industrialist whose vast holdings and enterprises included railways in North America and 
Argentina (TSHA Online), and properties in Italy.20 First, however, the line needed to traverse 
the 300 km between the central Argentine metropolis of Córdoba and Tucumán to realize its 
immediate ambitions: to build political unity between the northwestern provinces and the littoral 
region and to accelerate industrialization in the agricultural hinterlands of the country. As a 
consequence, the development of the Córdoba-Tucumán line allowed for Tucumán’s production 
to supply the nation’s demand, and helped firmly establish wealthy Northern landowners as 
arbiters of state power in the region. 
The social and political organization of the region also shifted around sugar production. 
Federal and provincial authorities worked with industrialists to institute increasingly strict 
methods of social control, including the libreta de conchabo (an internal passport system), 
military conscription and company store debt to coerce workers into labor at the mills. 
According to the first state-commissioned report on labor conditions in Argentina, Juan Bialet 
Massé’s Estado de las Clases Obreras report (1904), some of these methods of labor control 
were race-based. Indigenous workers in Tucumán were conscripted as families, earning wages 
on a piece labor basis, with wage theft being rampant. Granted plots on the plantation, their 
supplemental agricultural labor was meant to provide for their own subsistence and lower the 
costs of their labor for the industrialists. Creole laborers of varying races worked under similarly 
exploitative conditions, although their work was often segregated by gender and depended on the 
timing of the harvest, with workers migrating to where they could find work. Remarkably, the 
visual record explicitly ignores these changes. This is because the plantation as a racialized space 
 
20 The FCCN was the first state-owned railway to operate in Argentina. Its projected route was to stretch from La 
Quiaca, at the border with Bolivia, to the city of Córdoba. From Córdoba, the line would connect to Rosario and its 





of agricultural production did not conform to the fin-de-siglo narrative of racial, economic, and 
technological progress (Levine).21  Modernization on Argentine plantations was closely linked to 
European labor in the booster and state discourse of the time—including visual sources. This 
discourse promoted two ideas: that European immigrants would resolve the “falta de brazos” and 
bring the technical knowledge they inherited from Europe’s earlier experiences of 
industrialization; fewer laborers would be needed, but they would be skilled and specialized. 
Beyond the frame, however, sugar industrialists and their political counterparts depended on 
systems like the libreta de conchabo, inherited from the Spanish colonial period, to increase 
production.  
Writers, engravers and photographers working in Tucumán during this period attempted 
to differentiate modern sugar production from colonial enslaved labor-based production by 
seeking to portray the sugar worker as a salaried, European worker, reflecting a fantasy of the 
success of the common immigration policy of European labor recruitment and national whitening 
that was not borne out by the actually existing conditions. For example, in the towering Memoria 
descriptiva de la provincia de Tucumán, a roughly 800 page tome covering the history, customs, 
economic outlook and defining political questions of the province, Director of Statistics in 
Tucumán, Alfredo Bousquet22 devotes considerable space to the constant shortage of laborers 
that the sugar industry experienced. Written in just three months, the Memoria was ordered by 
 
21  Nor, to my knowledge, do they appear in visual production during this time period. Robert Levine remarks, 
“Jacob Riis in the United States stigmatized his subjects by dubbing them “the Other Half.” However, in the case of 
Latin American lensmen there was little intention to show suffering or social inequity.” (89).  
22   Bousquet arrived to Tucumán from Cazaubon, France in 1872. At the age of 23, only two years after his arrival 
to Argentina, Bousquet was named Assistant Provincial Treasurer, a post he would hold until 1880. Following his 
appointment at the Tesorería Provincial de Tucumán, Bousquet worked as Director of the Oficina de Estadística 
until 1893. During the following decade, Bousquet would work as Director General de Rentas. Ultimately, Bousquet 
would work, from 1903 until his death in 1922 as director of the Tesorería Provincial de Tucumán. In addition to his 
work on the Memoria descriptiva, Bousquet also authored Estudio sobre el sistema rentístico de la Provincia de 




the Commission for the Exposición de Tucumán, a provincial exposition modeled on world fairs, 
which was to take place that same year. The Memoria also was part of a national contest opened 
in April 1881 to the province that could produce the best Memoria descriptiva focusing on 
agriculture and industry (Groussac et al. 9). These contests were important nationally because 
they served to promote state and provincial interests abroad, attracting investors and potential 
colonists.  In his section on the sugar industry, Bousquet points out a problem echoed throughout 
the contemporary literature—that the industry in Tucumán continually faced a lack of hands 
[falta de brazos] worker shortages. He explained the contours of the issue in the following way: 
“the National Government has the means to help the sugar industry overcome this obstacle, 
promoting without delay the introduction in the Province a great number of immigrants from the 
warmest parts of Europe” (539-540). Bousquet highlights to his readers, which included the 
President, who wrote a glowing and extensive review of the Memoria in 1882, the necessity of 
importing European laborers, especially those from Southern Europe who presumably had more 
experience in agriculture.  
The “falta de brazos,” [lack of hands] however, can be interpreted not as an actual 
shortage of workers, but instead as the appearance of the resistance of Indigenous laborers to 
working at the ingenios. In Bousquet’s formulation, the lack of workers actually points to the 
rejection of the conditions of labor inherent to the sugar industrial project by Indigenous 
workers. The lack of workers disposed to work in Tucumán sugar mills is a recurring 
preoccupation across writing relating to state affairs and industrialization during this time period. 
As Donna Guy writes, despite their best efforts, plantation owners had difficulty attracting 
European immigrants to Tucumán, let alone to work on their sugar plantations, with 4.9% of 




other provinces (137).23 In order to resolve the limited availability of regular workers in late 
nineteenth century Tucumán, legislators sought to establish alternative, coercive means of 
recruitment. On the one hand, these were directed toward creoles and “tribes of docile Indians” 
(137) from Tucumán and the neighboring provinces of the Northwest, which boasted surplus 
laborers; on the other hand, they also targeted indigenous Pampa, Ranquel and Tehuelche 
peoples captured and sent to Tucumán by military officials during the conquista del desierto 
campaigns in the South. Bonded into miserable labor contracts and paid far below a living wage, 
many fled the plantations or died of malnutrition and disease.24  
This was the context in which socialist reformer Bialet Massé made his observations 
about the Spanish colonial foundations of the modern Argentine sugar industry:  
Specifying [colonial vices] would reproduce one by one the causes that motivated the 
laws of Titles I to XVII of the Indian Laws...Yet what had not occurred in the colony but 
does occur here is that a law sanctions abuses of this kind and serves as a halter and yoke, 
no longer for the conquered Indian but for the free citizen, supported by the most 
democratic of constitutions, and lacking nothing to contrast them, the men that sanctioned 
this wicked Jobs Law, were overall men of high spirit and great status, they serve as an 
outstanding example of how greed and egoism blind the human spirit, especially when 
they are lead astray by ideas of caste and race. (Bialet Massé 180) 
 
Bialet Massé questions the apparent progress made through technological modernization by 
questioning the labor conditions at the mills. He likewise contrasts the “wicked” nature of the 
 
23 This is also in stark contrast to the number of internal migrants who made their way to Tucumán. 9% of the 
province’s population came from other Argentine provinces, which was the highest percentage of internal migrants 
in the country (Juárez-Dappe 2010 23). Most internal migrants came from the neighboring provinces of Catamarca 
and Santiago del Estero. 
24 Guy also cites a November 4th, 1878 letter from then-General Julio Argentino Roca to Tucumán governor 
Domingo Martinez Muñoz writes, “Your Province has resorted many times to hiring the Matacos of the Chaco to 
help find suitable labor to meet your expanding industrial needs. I think you will find obvious advantages in 
substituting these stupid, good for nothing Indians with those from the Pampas and Ranqueles, who even though 
they are  morally and culturally inferior to the Gaucho, are not lacking in strength and intelligence.” In this deeply 
racist and condescending statement, Roca establishes a racial hierarchy for workers at the Tucumán ingenios which 
depends on the territorial dispossession of the Pampas and Ranqueles and the exclusion of proletarianized Matacos, 





1888 ‘anti-vagrancy’ Ley de Conchabos (Jobs Law) against the constitution of the Argentine 
nation-state, which mandated the end of slavery. Bialet Massé poses the corruption of the sugar 
industry and the political conditions in Tucumán as one of vision, “cómo ciegan el espíritu 
humano el egoísmo y la codicia.” [How egoism and greed blind the human spirit] (180). He 
notices that the caste system and racial hierarchies in operation at this time respond to a 
contradiction in the sugar industrialists’ and political elites’ modernizing project. Modernization 
could not depend on the race and caste-based subjugation of Indigenous and creole workers 
through a punitive system that would prevent them from seeking out work on their own terms; 
this was a contradiction that Bialet Massé pointed out and one toward which planters turned a 
blind eye. For Bialet Massé, political actors’ and sugar industrialists’ lack of foresight prevented 
them from seeing that by progressing toward greater worker protections and autonomy, they 
could attract greater numbers of productive workers.25 Yet Bialet Massé wasn’t the only 
commentator who was concerned with what labor at the Tucumán ingenios looked like. Despite 
the actual body of workers that came to labor at the mills and plantations, the modernization of 
the sugar industry, for industrialists, politicians and commentators idealized the workforce as 
massive and European, one that would submit to the “order and rigor of salaried labor” (Campi 
1995 179). However, this discussion leads us to another problem—what did the mills and 
plantations actually look like? To solve this problem we have to look at the archive of corporate 
and state booster books, which shows the gap between the idealized labor force and the actual 
workplace.  
Visualizing Labor and the Theater of Machines 
 
25  Bialet Massé was an especially vociferous proponent of the eight-hour workday, which he believed would allow 




In this section, I analyze a series of images included within Groussac et. al.’s Memoria 
descriptiva de la Provincia de Tucumán, emphasizing the incongruity of the inclusion of 
‘engraved’ rather than photographic images.26 In the 1880s and within the genre of Memorias or 
provincial booster books, the photograph was the most common form of visual representation. I 
show the relationship between the engravings and early modern/colonial modes of image 
production about the development of the sugar plantation as a mechanized industry. I 
demonstrate that the visuality of the ‘modernization’ of the sugar plantation depended on the 
minimized inclusion of the laborer’s body. Moreover, I discuss the representation of the 
agricultural within the plantation space as a marker of the enslaved labor-dependent forms of 
production. Plantations in Tucumán during the latter half of the nineteenth century were not 
exceptional in terms of their machinery or their dependence on bonded and coerced labor. These 
images participate in a call for the modernization of the plantation via the importation of 
European laborers. The almost empty landscapes and mill sites, in the context of late nineteenth 
century Argentine boosterism, participate in this call, asking for the transformation of the labor 
sphere.  
Motifs and structures inherited from early modern and colonial period “theater of 
machines” images of sugar mills and plantations (Crowley 406) reemerge in the modern 
engravings of Argentine plantations in Tucumán. The 1872 Memoria descriptiva de la Provincia 
de Tucumán shows that colonial visual regimes did not end with the early modern period, but 
continued well past the legal end to the practice of enslavement declared in the 1853 Argentine 
constitution. Eduardo Laplante’s twenty-eight colorized engravings, are perhaps an intermediary 
antecedent. Held to display life and slavery on Cuban plantations in the 1850s, these images 
 
26 Although photographs at this time could have been and were reproduced as photo-engravings, these images 




likewise minimize the bodies of enslaved laborers to barely visible traces in favor of sweeping 
views of mill interiors, landscapes around the mills, and architectural and engineering plans of 
the mills and machinery. Although Laplante’s images in Cantero’s Los ingenios were published 
some three decades in advance of the Memoria descriptiva de la Provincia de Tucumán, they are 
remarkably similar in the scenes they depict, the choice of medium and the recurrence to the 
“theater of machines.”   
 
Figure 2.3 Casa de caldera del Ingenio Santa Rosa. Propiedad del Sr. Don Domingo de Aldama. 
Justo Germán Cantero, Los ingenios: Colección de Vistas de los Principales Ingenios de Azúcar 
de la Isla de Cuba (Havana: L. Marquier y Laplante, 1857).  
  
The “theater of machines'' was a genre initiated by the French Protestant mathematician 
Jacques Besson in his Book of Mathematical and Mechanical Instruments. These illustrated 




inventions and solutions to engineering and infrastructural issues. Books like these often pictured 
machines that would be used in European colonies, like sugar mills, but decontextualized the 
machines from the plantation contexts in which they would be used. For example, like the 
images produced in late nineteenth century Argentina, the early modern “theater of machines,” 
images tended to eschew views of the agricultural aspects of sugar production dependent on 
enslaved African laborers, instead favoring the industrial, mechanical novelties visible in the 
sugar mill (see Figure 3). These visual codes are widely understood to have repeated through the 
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, and primarily represented sugar production in the highest 
producing Spanish, Portuguese and French colonies, Cuba, Brazil and Haiti (Crowley). As 
Crowley argues, despite contemporary historiographical investment in understanding the use of 
enslaved African laborers as regressive, artists and reading publics of the sixteen and seventeenth 
centuries saw and represented the sugar plantation in terms of technological progress. These 
images helped to visually rationalize—in both the sense of justifying and making efficient—the 
minimized role of the laborer in favor of the machine. Although the engravings are numerically a 
small part of Memorias descriptivas de la Provincia de Tucumán, they provide a striking 
perspective of how provincial officials wanted to see Tucumán portrayed to national and 
international audiences. The ten engravings dispersed throughout the book largely consist of 
views of the sugar mills in the province, including Clodomiro Hileret’s plantation in Lúles, 
Wenceslao Posse and Sons’ Ingenio Esperanza and Cristoforo Méndez’s plantation on the shores 
of the Rio Sali, also in Tucumán.27  
 
27 These images were produced by Imprenta M. Biedma, founded in 1872 by Martín Biedma in Buenos Aires. 
Imprenta Biedma (1872-1910) produced many other works on political geography at the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century period, including Francisco Javier Bravo’s Oriente de Bolivia, territorio del Chaco. 
Correspondencia sostenida con los gobiernos de Bolivia y Paraguay sobre los territorios del Chaco (1879), 





Figure 2.4 (right). Sugar Mill by Jean-Baptiste Labat, cited in Crowley 2016 (420), Nouveau voyage aux 
îles de L’Amerique (Paris, 1742). Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University, Archive 
of Early American Images, 35892-54. 
 
M. Biedma also published Juana Manuela Gorriti’s Misceláneas (1878) and Eugenio Cambaceres’ Popurri (1882). 





Figure 2.5 “Ingenio ‘Esperanza’—Propiedad de los Sres. Wenceslao Posse e Hijo.” [Esperanza 
Plantation—Property of Mr. Wenceslao Posse and Son] Memoria descriptiva de la Provincia de 
Tucumán. M. Biedma, 1882. Courtesy of Harvard University.   
 
 
Figure 2.6 “San Felipe.” Ingenio de azúcar de F. Felipe Posse en Los Aguirres. c. 1868. [“San 






These images relied on photographic conventions to achieve their appearance as modern, an 
effect which was in tension with the anachronistic medium of engraving. As part of the book’s 
“Industria” [Industry] section, the only section with such a wealth of imagery,28 they appear not 
to have been culled from the studio’s repertoire, as was often common, but to have been made 
for this album.  
The use of engravings in Memorias, as opposed to the preferred choice of photography 
for similar books at that era, allowed for a picturesque depiction of sugar industrialization. By 
comparing the engraved imagery of the Memorias with other images from the same period we 
can understand how the former draws on the “theater of machines” visual discourse to idealize 
the plantation. For example, texts like Arsenio Granillo’s earlier 1873 Provincia de Tucumán 
rely heavily on photography to illustrate prominent scenes and places in the province, including 
sugar mills (see Figure 2.5). The images in Granillo’s text, despite better attempts at framing the 
plantation buildings and installations, are more subdued. Showing scorched earth, bare trees, and 
congregations of masses of workers, these photographs are decidedly less celebratory than those 
included in the Memoria. Moreover, other images in Granillo’s book also show a much more 
installation-focused view of the plantation—one in which the minimization of the worker’s body 
against the smokestacks and ceramic molds predominates. Both sets of engravings—those in 
Provincia de Tucumán and the engravings in the Memoria ultimately stage the idea that the 
defining feature of this industry is the substitution of machines for human labor, which 
photographers were unable to capture. Although the practices of engraving and photography 
 
28 The only other section that includes imagery is the “Aspecto Físico”  [Physical Aspects] section, written by Paul 
Groussac, which includes three images— “El Río Seco al Pie del Cerro S. Javier,” [Río Seco at the foot of San 
Javier Mountain] featuring lush vegetation and a figure on horseback, “El Chorro de los Alisos en Escaba,” [The 
Alisos en Escaba Waterfall] which likewise emphasizes the abundance of nature yet focuses on the imposing 
waterfall “el Chorro” and tall mountain peaks that surround it; the final image is an urban scene showing the city of 




were closely intertwined during the late nineteenth century, the images in the Memoria 
descriptiva de la Provincia de Tucumán break with established modes of portraying the modern 
and processes of modernization after the advent and widespread adoption of the photographic 
medium. The engravings articulate this break in order to establish the idea that the modern 
plantation was less exploitative than the colonial plantation because of the modern plantation’s 
intensive use of machines.  
The minimized figure of the worker serves to emphasize how insignificant they are in 
comparison to capital. In the image of the sugar industrialist Clodomiro Hileret’s plantation, 
these same theater of machines tropes would seem to reappear for that reason. In Salon de las 
Centrifugas, we see a series of four centrifuges lined up inside of a spacious brick building of at 
least two rooms (Figure 2.7). A set of rails runs through the room in the foreground. In the 
background of the image, and in the second room, we can see a tiny figure standing on a 
platform turning a centrifuge. There are three arches in the image, one leading to the next room, 
another leading to a mechanical closet, and the last an apparently empty space, perhaps another 
mechanical closet or a storage space. Moreover, the arch into the next room frames and 
highlights the worker in comparison to the darkened mechanical and storage—all three, the 
worker, the machine and the depot—are key to the production of sugar. However, the worker is 
only important in terms of their service to the machine. Human value, then, is assessed relative to 
the machine, rather than valued in and of itself.  
On the one hand racialized labor is central to the modern project of the nation state and 
on the other hand so minimized or entirely absent in these images. These images express an even 
further drive to depict sugar production in a more ‘realistic’ way. Biedma’s Salon de Centrifugas 




manifests a greater attachment to a kind of photographic realism in comparison to costumbrista 
[genre of local customs] engravings. What interests me about these images is that they almost 
appear to be copies or composites of photographs taken of these scenes, although the perspective 
in the right corner of the image and the shading of the light from the centrifuges betray their non-
photographic status. Likewise, the aforementioned Ingenio “Esperanza,” (Figure 2.4) with 
singular attention to detail, displays the mills owned by Wenceslao Posse and Sons.29 In this 
engraving, like images previously discussed, the mill buildings and smokestack rise to 
prominence over the surrounding fields. The mill appears to operate on its own as the central 
plaza and mill environs are devoid of any human activity. Although costumbrista photography 
from this period also sought to eliminate traces of human presence from the image in order to 
prevent blurring, engravers did not have to operate under such constraints. Despite this image’s 
photographic bent, its hold on photographic markers begins to break; the perspective is slightly 
skewed at the horizon and the building at the bottom of the frame. This skewed perspective 
produces a boundedness in the image, enclosing the plantation in its own world; here, the 
plantation appears to be an exceptional space defined in its property relationship to the planters 
Wenceslao Posse and his son. The appearance of laborers would establish their bodies, like the 
ingenio, as property. 
 
29 Posse was a well-known industrialist and politician. He became a Congressional representative for the Province 
of Tucumán in 1857 and served as Governor of Tucumán in the late 1860s. One of the first to introduce steam-





Figure 2.7 “Ingenio del Sr. C. Hileret—Salón de las centrifugas.” [Mr. C. Hileret’s Mill—
Centrifuge Room] Memoria descriptiva de la Provincia de Tucumán. M. Biedma, 1882. 






Figure 2.8 “Ingenio de Azúcar del Sr. Don Hileret en Lúles (Provincia de Tucumán). Memoria 
descriptiva de la Provincia de Tucumán. M. Biedma, 1882. Courtesy of Harvard University. 
 
Several of the other landscapes included in the Memoria descriptiva do show images of the cane 
fields behind the mill installations, but they likewise render the body of the plantation worker 
almost invisible. In Ingenio de Azúcar del Sr. Don Hileret, the laborers’ bodies and the lone mule 
seem to disappear into the rows of cane (Figure 7). This image is striking because it creates the 
false impression that few workers are needed to cultivate and harvest the extensive fields of cane. 
The mills and smokestack loom up in the background, as if to show that the true site of 
production is inside the walls of the buildings. Ingenio de Azúcar del Sr. Don Hileret departs 
significantly from the first image depicting the interior of Hileret’s mill. Carved from life, rather 




relationship to the truth-bearing photographic and thus modern forms of sugar production and 
image-making.   
Conclusions - The Disappearing Worker 
The accounts of socialist reformers like Juan Bialet Massé about the working conditions 
on Tucumán plantations in the early twentieth century, although they were critical, manifested 
the belief that instituting the eight-hour workday and raising wages—more humane conditions— 
could increase worker productivity. An outlier amongst commentators during this period, Bialet 
Massé did not believe that the intensification of machine production would reduce worker 
exploitation, help recruit skilled European laborers, or scale national production. The 
contemporaneous 1870s-1880s accounts from texts like Memorias de la Provincia de Tucumán 
evince a belief that by changing the race of the workforce the conditions of labor themselves 
would change. However, the temptation, on the part of the industrialists for even greater profits, 
and on the part of the state for independence from the global sugar market and all that it 
signified, ultimately caused both to rely even more deeply on direct, political (laws) as well as 
indirect, economic (wages) coercion instead of increased automation.  
The visual record of the sugar industry during the 1870s-1880s period, however, obscures 
this situation and in fact often represents the exact opposite: the laborer’s body is largely absent 
from these images and only emerges as a motif, as if to put the industrial scene into operation. 
These images, thus, replicate the visual tropes of the early modern “theater of machines,” a genre 
that fetishized the mechanical aspects of industry to the detriment of the visuality of the actual 
conditions of pre-industrial or industrial labor. Like the “theater of machines” imagery, the 
images in the Memorias de la Provincia de Tucumán and other similar texts, erase views of the 




human intervention—the industry appears to need to rely, even to a minor extent, on human 
labor. The absence of the worker’s body in this instance is important as texts like Memorias were 
used to promote the province at national and international fairs with the objective of attracting 
both ‘skilled’ immigrants, investors and other industrialists. This was understood to be the case, 
for example, with the noted Italian industrialist Giuseppe Telfener, who would go on to build the 
Ferrocarril Central Norte (Ajmone Marsane)—a rail project that revolutionized the sugar 
industry. Ironically, the forward-looking representation of masses of salaried, European workers 
was meant to herald the mass migration of European workers to Tucumán, but this project 
ultimately failed, and the prophetic images came to appear as broken promises.   
The visual renderings of labor conditions on plantations in late nineteenth century 
Tucumán were not unique to the sugar industry nor to Argentina, a nation-state that relies on the 
history of mass European migration and whitening to project uniqueness. What was unique were 
the conditions of indigenous and creole coerced labor, rather than predominantly African or 
Afro-descendant creole labor, and the lengths at which the state and sugar industrialists 
attempted to erase these laborers from the picture of modern industry. Comparisons with 
plantation economies like Brazil and Cuba would show how these visual tropes held constant and 
circulated across time and space, perhaps due to the persistence of productive systems that relied 
on slavery or bonded labor. Another possible avenue of research would be to analyze the 
machine itself as a visual metaphor for the laborer. Further research might uncover other 
similarities between visuality and the conditions of labor in the Spanish colonial and post-
independence state colonization periods across the hemisphere. Even as states sought to reinvent 




which they saw and represented themselves betrayed the persistent effects of the colonial model 
























Chapter 3: “His continuous force makes him the machine:” Race 
and the Mechanization of Labor in the Informe sobre el estado de las 
clases obreras Argentinas 
 
In Alfredo L. Palacios’ early treatise (and dissertation) on the state of working conditions 
in Argentina, Miseria en la República Argentina (1900), the socialist reformer observes a child at 
work in a cigarette factory. Of her, and the level of concentration she maintains at her trade, he 
writes, “Cuando me aproximé a ella no se dio cuenta de mi presencia; el movimiento de sus 
brazos delicados, que iban y venían, era automático. En nada se diferenciaba de una máquina” 
[When I got close to her she didn’t feel my presence; the movement of her delicate arms that 
came and went, was automatic. Nothing differentiated her from a machine] (72). Palacios wasn’t 
the only observer of the transformation of the worker’s body into a machine. He joined a 
growing chorus of reformers who sought to draw attention to the dire hygienic conditions, low 
wages and long hours that sustained the booming agro-export economy around the turn of the 
twentieth century, as well as the strikes that increasingly ground it to a halt.  
Critics like Palacios, including reformers like the Socialist leader Adrián Patroni and 
lawyer, doctor and industrialist Juan Bialet Massé wrote forcefully about how the intensification 
of capitalists’ demands on laborers transformed workers into ‘machines.’ In my last chapter, I 
argued that a new kind of laborer emerged in graphic representations of industrializing Tucumán, 
one who challenged notions of social progress based on the Europeanization of the workforce. In 
this chapter, I explore the literary, statistical and photographic juxtapositions, comparisons and 
equations of creole and immigrant workers to machines. I ask how workers are imagined in 
terms of race in these texts, and what might this have to do with the worker’s relationship to 




tell us about race in Argentina at the turn of the twentieth century?  I argue that, in these texts, 
workers, as a racialized subjects, are defined in terms of their relationship to the mechanization 
of labor, that is, their ability to integrate into industrial society. Why was the worker so 
consistently represented as part of or in terms of  machines (as we’ll see with Bialet Massé’s use 
of the Collin Dynamometer), considering that industrialization was defined as the replacement of 
the worker by the machine, and what was the relationship of racialization and 
mechanization? How, also, were racial categories like “Inmigrantes,” “Criollos” and “Indios” 
come to take on meaning for Bialet Massé? I unravel these terms to show that their visual 
presentation was linked to legal statuses, in some cases inherited from the Spanish colony and 
others newly established by the modern nation-state, of these groups. In terms of the larger 
dissertation project, this chapter explores the relationship between the drive towards adopting 
machine labor, which was associated with European immigration, and the existing labor 
conditions on Tucumán ingenios. This part of the visual record of the sugar industrial project is 
important because of its contradictions. There is a tension between the obsolescing vision 
marked by the ‘theater of machines’ genre, and the emergent way of picturing industry, which 
foregrounded labor.  The social space of photography for Bialet Massé is fraught since it requires 
him to enter an active relationship with the subject of photography, whereas writing does not.  
 In the early industrial period, new regimes of unfree and dangerous labor for workers—
especially creole and indigenous workers—allowed for the expansion of the agro-export 
economy and the consolidation of the landed oligarchy in Argentina. These processes are related 
to post-emancipation labor controls across the world. Although formal abolition in Argentina 
occurred with the passage of the 1853 constitution of the Confederación Argentina, it wasn’t 




abolished in the land; clandestine chattel slavery would continue, but to a much smaller degree. 
Moreover, during this period the Argentine state attempted to conciliate multiple impulses: to 
humanize capitalism while expanding extractive economies, to recognize the value of the creole 
worker while boosting immigration from Europe, and to demonstrate that the sites of production 
in the interior of Argentina were sufficiently advanced (read: mechanized) to meet the demands 
of the global market (primarily Great Britain and its colonies) while insisting on the 
‘backwardness’ of these regions.  
Furthermore, I explore the surprising absence of representations of labor from the 
photographic record in the Informe arguing that the divergence between text and image allow the 
reader to recognize an absence, a kind of mechanical imperfection that leads one to question how 
the system of production worked. Because this particular genre of photography, which was part 
of a nineteenth century positivist project, was endowed with evidentiary value above and beyond 
the text, the absence of visual information key to the author’s argument raises a question: How is 
race visually constructed if not marked by visual conventions (genre) or through direct 
correspondence with text (captions, for example)? Following Ariella Azoulay, this absence is 
created by a framing discourse that seeks to minimize the violence constitutive of the ‘event’ 
rendered photographically. In the cases that I outline here, the discourse is about the replacement 
of creole and indigenous laborers, left unidentified in the images but overdetermined in the 
report by their relationship to machines—their unrecognizability in relation to the camera and 
their superiority posed via the Collin dynamometer.   
This absence also has a political dimension. The genres of image-making that Bialet 
Massé draws on and does not draw on, such as costumbrismo, anthropological photography, 




these genres, I show how new conventions for representing labor were coming into being, that 
explicitly both foregrounded and disavowed raciality at the same time. This absence of these 
markers in Bialet Massé’s text anticipated the misrecognition of the labor movement as a 
primarily class-based struggle. The metaphorized transformation of the worker’s body into a 
machine was not exclusively about the proletarianization of workers—their transformation into 
the working class—but about the shifting racialization of workers during this process.  
Literature Review 
An important body of research has coalesced around Juan Bialet Massé’s Informe sobre 
el Estado de las Clases Obreras Argentinas [Report on the State of the Argentine Working 
Classes], an extensive, three-volume ethnography and geography of labor in the interior of the 
Republic of Argentina.  The majority of the studies of Bialet Massé come from the social 
sciences, sociology and history, and were published around the centennial of the publication of 
his report and his death, though there has been renewed interest in the latter half of the 2010s. 
Although this literature has defined the problem of race in the Informe, only one scholar has 
devoted attention to the problem of photography. As yet, none has discussed both race and 
photography (or visuality, more broadly) together.  
Much of the literature on Bialet Massé analyzes his contributions to the social sciences 
(Murmis, Parfeniuk, Mendizábal and Lagos). Despite these scholars’ attention to Bialet Massé’s 
methodology, and the importance of his use of description as a classificatory tool in particular, 
they do not take into account his use of photography, which was an important medium in these 
fields at the time. Other scholars take the Informe as a pretext for historicizing labor conditions 
and the emerging labor movement that sought to ameliorate them (Teruel and Fleitas, and 




Informe. Several writers simply acknowledge his defense of the creole worker (Campi 2004, 
Huber 2004 and 2007, Murmis 2004, Palermo 2004, Prieto 2007). Others take race as an analytic 
term and see in his defense of creole workers a means of understanding the labor market as a 
racialized caste system in which creole and indigenous workers are unfavorably pitted against 
recent European immigrants (Pereyra 2004 and Teruel and Fleitas 2004). Yet others try to 
understand race from within his attempts at measuring and classifying workers based on 
appearance and capacity (Lagos 2004). Liliana Valentina Pereyra perhaps goes the deepest into 
this topic, and inquiries into the use of the term “race” in the Informe, and its application as a 
marker of difference especially between creoles (natives) and immigrants (Europeans). She 
argues that race is a polysemic term that applies not only to phenotypic differences between 
peoples, but also to their status as laborers.  
Although Bialet Massé includes over 130 photographs in his report, there are only two 
published studies (and one exhibition) that account for the visual dimension of the study—these 
are all conducted by one scholar, Mariela Staude. Staude focuses on the correspondence between 
image and text in the Informe, and locates the difference between the condemnatory language of 
the report and its absence in the imagery in the lack of a social documentarian or reformist 
photographic tradition at the time. Staude, for example, cites Jacob Riis’ 1890 How the Other 
Half Lives and Lewis Hine’s sociological and photographic work as early examples of this 
genre.  She argues that artistic formalisms of landscape and portraiture are more prevalent in 
these images and prioritize the harmony of the elements in the composition above and beyond 
the labor conditions that the author described in the text. I agree with Staude’s reading. However, 
there’s more to be read in the interplay between text and images. These photographs are also 




ameliorate the exploitative conditions of labor that the agro-export economy produced—what the 
text accounts for—and its celebration of the technological and racial changes that were read as 
progressive—what the images show.  
The contradictions in Bialet Massé’s reformist liberalism are exposed in the tension 
between text and photograph. One of those tensions is the desire for technological improvement 
without exploitation. Immigration policy and racist discourse is a key site where those 
contradictions are played out. Although Bialet Massé’s position was ultimately left unadopted, 
the contradictions evident in his perspective open the curtain onto a sphere of debate in which the 
state and the workers’ movement attempted to imagine a more humane capitalism by positively 
representing workers and sites of production. 
Informe sobre el Estado de las Clases Obreras 
Juan Bialet Massé’s Informe sobre el Estado de las Clases Obreras Argentinas [Report 
on the State of the Argentine Working Classes] makes a case for regulating the conditions of 
labor in agriculture and industry in Argentina. The first two volumes encompass his first research 
trip, and the final volume repeats his earlier journey but includes photographic illustrations. He 
makes his case by documenting the exploitative conditions, and also by emphasizing the natural 
aptitude of labor forr the creole workforce; in this regard, he also presents a rare racialist 
argument against immigration emphasizing the natural superiority of creoles over immigrants.  
Juan Bialet Massé was born in 1846 in Catalunya. He studied Medicine at the 
Universidad Central de Madrid, where he obtained his degree. His 1873 move to Argentina 
marks the beginning of a decorated career as a physician, lawyer and prominent industrialist. He 
studied Law at the Universidad de Córdoba, and obtained a Doctor Honoris Causa from the 




the Colegios Nacionales in Mendoza, San Juan and La Rioja, and as a professor at the Facultad 
de Medicina at the Universidad de Córdoba. During the latter half of the century, Bialet Massé 
took up a number of industrial projects, the most notable, and perhaps most infamous of which 
was the Dique San Roque, a dike project in the Province of Córdoba. The dike failed under 
mysterious circumstances, and Bialet Massé went to prison for several years in consequence.   
Several antecedents led to Bialet Massé’s Informe in 1904. The principal among the 
causes was the Roca administration’s interest in passing a law to regulate labor conditions in 
Argentina. This project was informed by the years of civil unrest and labor organizing that had 
been occurring throughout the nation since the late 1870s. Toward the end of Roca’s first term as 
President (1880-1886), a three-month long strike, subsequently dubbed the “Huelga Grande” 
broke out in multiple provinces. Dozens of organizations participated in solidarity with a group 
of striking railway workers in Tolosa, Buenos Aires, including tramway workers, gas company 
workers and shoemakers, among many others (Poy 154).30 Throughout the late 1890s and early 
1900s, rolling strikes continued. In order to quell these uprisings, in 1902 Roca and the Unión 
Industrial Argentina31 [Argentine Industrial Union] called upon the conservative congressman 
Miguel Cané to draft a broad law, the Ley de Residencia No.4104 [Residence Law], that would 
incriminate and deport any immigrant who was believed to disturb “national security and public 
order” (Article 2) or to have committed any crime. This law specifically targeted anarchist, 
unionist and socialist organizers, believed to, in their majority, be immigrants with antecedents 
as organizers in their countries of origin. Despite these repressive measures, workers continued 
 
30 Strikers fought for a reduction to the eight-hour workday at the salary they received for ten hours of work. In 
addition, they demanded overtime pay, Sundays off, and an end to piece-work, among other grievances particular to 
each organization’s workplace.  






to strike. In response to the Ley de Residencia the Federación Obrera Argentina (FOA) 
[Argentine Workers Federation], an organization of dozens of labor unions and anarchist and 
socialist groups, called a general strike in protest. The 1902 strike was the first known general 
strike in the history of Argentina and paralyzed the ports, railways and factories. Despite the 
severe repression that followed this strike—a state of siege was declared, working-class 
neighborhoods were subjected to raids, and many were deported—the Roca government gestured 
at a compromise and commissioned the report from Juan Bialet Massé, a noted industrialist and 
socialist. Bialet Massé’s report would inform the state of labor conditions in Argentina and serve 
as the basis for a labor law—the first of its kind in Argentina—that would institute standards and 
protections, and most important, quell the rising tide of organized labor.32  
Bialet Massé was chosen for the position due to his role on a commission called together 
the previous year to investigate the possibility of creating a labor law. This commission was 
composed of Joaquín V. González, then-Interior Minister, Manuel Ugarte, Enrique del Valle 
Iberlucea, Augusto Bunge, Leopoldo Lugones and Pablo Storni, in addition to Bialet Massé 
himself (Huber 2007 73). The commission notably skewed Socialist, with González making the 
only conservative member of the group.33 Norberto Huber has speculated that Bialet Massé was 
 
32As Julio Godio notes in Historia del Movimiento Obrero, the labor law resulting from Bialet Massé’s investigation 
was widely repudiated by labor organizations due to the numerous anti-labor provisions. These provisions included 
articles that allowed companies to hire new workers or strike-breakers at any time, including during and in the run-
up to strikes (Article 395); authorized fines and arrest for workers engaging in labor organizing or striking (Article 
397); and allowed the police to raid the headquarters of labor organizations if they believed that anyone was 
engaged in an attempt to disrupt public order or mobilize against “la libertad de trabajo” (Article 412), among 
others. Ultimately, the largely conservating congressional body voted against the law due to the modest 
improvements that the project would enshrine, for example, limiting the workday to 7-8 hours, creating hygienic 
norms for all workplaces and  allowing collective bargaining (Godio 157-159).  
33 Socialists showed themselves to be more amenable to compromise with the government following the 1902 





chosen for the role of investigator due to his advocacy work as a legal consultant for numerous 
unions and his role as representative of workers’ organizations in various legal disputes.  
The criteria for the report were broad. In the decree authorizing the report, Roca and 
González write:  
Siendo necesario para el mejor criterio y más amplia información del Poder Ejecutivo y 
del Honorable Congreso, respecto a la legislación obrera que más conviene al país y debe 
presentarse en las próximas sesiones ordinarias de 1904, conocer las condiciones en que 
se verifica el trabajo en el interior de la República; los resultados prácticos y 
experimentales de las diversas jornadas adoptadas, así como los higiénicos, morales y 
económicos de ellos y del descanso dominical en los ramos de la industria en que se 
hallan establecidos; la importancia y forma de las retribuciones y salarios, y sus 
relaciones con la alimentación y alojamiento; las tendencias y resultados de las 
asociaciones que se han constituido en el interior; siendo además necesario conocer el 
estado social actual y la mejor manera de ponerla en práctica, y especialmente conviene 
conocer con exactitud la situación de la clase trabajadora nativa en comparación con la 
extranjera. (BM, 17).  
 
It being necessary for the best criteria and more extensive information from the Executive 
Power and the Honorable Congress, regarding the labor legislation that best suits the 
country and must be presented in the next ordinary sessions of 1904, to know the 
conditions in which work is verified in the interior of the Republic; the practical and 
experimental results of the various sessions adopted, as well as their hygienic, moral and 
economic results and of Sunday rest in the branches of industry in which they are 
established; the importance and form of wages and salaries, and their relationship to food 
and accommodation; the trends and results of the associations that have been formed in 
the interior; it is also necessary to know the current state of society and the best way to 
put it into practice, and it is especially convenient to know exactly the situation of the 
native working class in comparison with the foreign one. 
 
Roca and González wished to understand the substance behind the demands that strikers had 
committed to over the course of the past two decades: shorter working hours for the same pay, 
safer working conditions, leave on Sundays, and workers’ health and housing. They were 
especially concerned with the effects these would have on the “estado de las industrias” [the state 
of the industries]—whether these improvements for workers would modify the pace and output 




demonstrated a pointed interest in understanding the state of worker’s organizations, and in the 
wake of the xenophobic 1902 Ley de Residencia, the question of “native” versus foreign labor in 
their formation.34    
Bialet Massé himself was more interested in using the report as a platform on which to 
argue against laws and policies like the Ley de Conchabos. First instituted in the late 1770s, laws 
of this type required all “españoles, indios, negros, mestizos y habitantes libres bagantes” to 
carry a “papeleta de conchabo,” or certificate demonstrating their employment, forcing them to 
seek jobs or face imprisonment or lashing (López de Albornoz 64). The reintroduction of the Ley 
de Conchabos in 1888 following emancipation created an internal passport system for 
unpropertied and unskilled workers within the province. Bialet Massé refers to these laws as 
“Tucumán tradition[s]” (21) of “near slavery” (22), highlighting not only the longevity of these 
policies, but their basis in racialized oppression.  For Bialet Massé, these periods are also marked 
by intense mechanization, tracking closely to the first industrial revolution. Despite the advances 
made in the realm of sugar production, “more notable than that of Europe” (22), improvements 
 
34 These two terms, “nativo” [native] and “extranjero” [foreign] are left undefined within the scope of the decree. 
The concept of “jus soli,” or citizenship based on birth within national territory perhaps explains this distinction. Jus 
soli was adopted in 1879 with the Citizenship and Naturalization Law, Ley 349 Art. 1. However, Bialet Massé does 
not draw on this concept or the term, preferring to use “criollo” over “nativo,”  (using the former and its variants 136 
times only in the first volume of his report, and the latter only four times within the same text). He defines both 
“criollos” and “extranjeros”  primarily in terms of their labor capacities, availing himself of observation—“la 
ventaja está más bien en emplear criollos; son inteligentese, subordinados y poco exigentes. Los extranjeros lo que 
quieren es hacer la América e irse pronto, mientras el criollo es fijo y se puede contar con él” (Vol. 1, 367)—and 
measurement via muscular force tests. For further information and definitions of both categories see also Vol. 1, 
Chapter I, “La destrucción del bosque - El obrero criollo” and Vol. 1, Chapter IV, “Inmigración extranjera - 
Impuestos internos - Latifundios - Reglamentación - El trabajo agrícola - Cereales.”  It is likewise unclear where 
Bialet Massé locates “indios” and “mestizos,” two other racializing terms that he uses with great frequency, within 
the scope of “nativos.”  Also left undefined in the decree are two key terms, “the working class” and the “interior.” 
In his use of the former, Bialet Massé comes to include in the latter nine provinces (Córdoba, Santa Fe, Entre Ríos, 
Tucumán, Salta, Jujuy, Mendoza, La Rioja, Catamarca) and one national territory (Chaco), presenting chapters on 
labor conditions in each. Chaco’s designation would not change to ‘Province’ until Notably, Bialet Massé only 
barely touches on the Northern territories of Misiones and Formosa and does not include a study on the conditions in 
the settlements of the central and southern territories of La Pampa, Neuquén, Río Negro, Chubut, Santa Cruz and 





for workers did not keep apace—one could still observe “[los] vicios que deben ser extirpados” 
[the vices that must be eradicated]. The 1888 law followed brief periods of the re-institution of 
anti-vagrancy laws via police regulations in Tucumán from the 1830s-1840s and again from 
1856-1877; like its predecessors, this law was enforced by provincial police. Arguments against 
the Ley de Conchabos often appealed to the Civil Code which mandated that all citizens be 
treated equally under the law. However, these laws, and especially the 1888 law, were ultimately 
struck down due to coordinated action among workers.  
Bialet Massé’s report wasn’t the first nor second of its kind in Argentina. The report was 
of an increasingly common type of publication among socialists following Engels’ initial 
publication of The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1845 and its English reprint in 
1887. Moreover, it responded to growing preoccupations about the “social question” which the 
incipient sociological field attempted to address (Suriano).35 Adrián Patroni’s 1897 Los 
trabajadores en la Argentina and El Presente y El Pasado and Alfredo L. Palacio’s Miseria en 
La República Argentina were important precursors and key references for Bialet Massé.36 
Patroni, like Bialet Massé, was a socialist reformer and advocate for the eight-hour workday (a 
common demand among labor organizations in Argentina at the time).37 In his report, Patroni 
 
35 As Suriano points out, the “social question” was the subject of a growing body of literature in the late nineteenth 
century with volumes like Enrique Malatesta’s 1885 volume La cuestión social, the 1896 La cuestión social, among 
others which treated the issue of popular well-being in Argentina’s industrializing society. In Tucumán, as Campi 
and Vignoli point out, the Sociedad Sarmiento and authors associated with the group like Julio P. Ávila and Manuel 
Pérez in 1892 dealt with this topic in Medios prácticos para mejorar la situación de las clases obreras and Las 
clases obreras. Medios prácticos para mejorar la situación de las mismas, respectively. Bialet Massé’s familiarity 
with the Sociedad Sarmiento, the organization that commissioned both of the Medios prácticos, and interest in the 
topic might have familiarized him with these texts. Moreover, The social question was a capacious problem, which, 
at its root, was concerned with the situation of the working class with respect to the state—what was to be the state’s 
role in managing this population? How to balance the state’s commitment to liberalism’s belief in individual 
freedoms and the state construction project, which implied the establishment of institutions designed to manage the 
population and intervene in issues such as public health, education, labor, and more.  
36 See Poy 2011 for an account of the “Huelga Grande” in Buenos Aires. See also Prieto 2020 for an account 
focused on the city of Rosario. 
37 Adrián Patroni (1867-1950) was a Uruguayan-Argentinian painter and early socialist organizer. He was an 




sought to respond to a public debate about the legitimacy of the Huelga Grande and prove that 
the rolling strikes that occurred in the littoral were justified by abusive labor conditions.38 
Moreover, he sought to respond to the propagandistic booster texts used to recruit immigrants in 
Europe that promised them land and prosperity instead of the grueling settlement conditions and 
factory labor that they ultimately faced. Patroni’s El Presente y el pasado del criollo, published 
at the same time as his Los trabajadores, expanded the scope of the latter text to examine the 
conditions of rural labor and understand its subject, the creole worker. Los trabajadores and El 
Presente y el pasado del criollo implicitly made the argument that the urban, proletarian worker 
was the product of European immigration, whereas rural workers were overwhelmingly creole.39 
Patroni’s report was deeply influential on Bialet Massé’s investigation, to the extent that Bialet 
Massé’s report could perhaps be considered a polemic against Patroni’s interventions. Palacio’s 
Miseria likewise sought to explain the strikes as a consequence of the economic and social 
contradictions inherent in the agro-export economy.40 Influenced by Patroni, Palacios took his 
analysis a step further by including an examination of women’s labor and child labor in his text. 
He looks at the situation of women laborers, the seamstresses, washerwomen, alpargateras [shoe 
factory workers] and cigarette factory workers, dedicating a full chapter to their working 
conditions and participation in trade unions (La miseria 36). These two precursors—Patroni and 
 
38 Patroni writes, “Se ha repetido — no una sino mil veces — “que en este país, ningún obrero tiene motivos para 
quejarse y que todo el clamoreo de la clase trabajadora solo responde á la insensata propaganda de unos cuantos 
cabecillas estranjeros.” Aun se oyen por ahí los ecos de la huelga grande, como llamaron los grandes diarios á la 
huelga de mecánicos y ferro-carrileros: y es difícil olvidar los juicios descabellados de la prensa de esta capital 
respecto á aquel grandioso movimiento. Conste, que decimos juicios descabellados, porque no hallamos otro 
término mas adecuado; pues es sumamente dificil, y sino dificil, increible, que millares de trabajadores, sostuvieran 
por placer, ó mero capricho, una huelga que ha durado 120 dias” (3). 
 
39 See García Costa for an exhaustive biography of Patroni and analysis of his Los trabajadores en la Argentina.  
40 Alfredo L. Palacios (1878-1968) was a socialist lawyer and influential politician. In 1904 he became the first 
socialist elected to Congress, representing the Buenos Aires neighborhood of La Boca. Palacios originally presented 
Miseria en la República Argentina in 1900 as his doctoral thesis at the Facultad de Derecho [Law School] 




Palacios—represent the longer studies undertaken on this subject; ample pages had been devoted 
to the plight of workers in the press dating back to the early 1860s (Adrian Patroni 9).  
However, Bialet Massé’s report was different from Patroni’s, Palacio’s, and press 
accounts—notably, El Obrero’s coverage.41 In order to write the report, Bialet Massé made two 
trips through the northern, central, and western provinces of Argentina including Córdoba, Santa 
Fe, Entre Ríos, Tucumán, Salta, Jujuy, Mendoza, La Rioja, Catamarca, and the national territory 
of Chaco, taking advantage of the extensive rail network that had been plotted and constructed 
over the previous four decades. Each chapter roughly corresponds to the predominant industry in 
each province, with, for example, his chapters on Chaco focusing on the logging industry, and 
the wine-producing industry in Mendoza. His chapters on railway workers cover the main 
railroad lines and span multiple regions. The Informe was significant for three reasons. First, it 
was, at that time, the only report on labor conditions in Argentina to be commissioned by the 
state. Second, it intended to inform a labor law project that would regulate and ostensibly 
improve working conditions in Argentina.42 Finally, Bialet Massé’s report was the only one to 
include photographic material.  
Photography at Work 
Within the context of the report, the photographs are also important because they mark a 
contradiction in the text. Photography was important for Bialet Massé as it was an evidentiary 
medium that supplemented and illustrated his remarks. The relationship between image and text, 
for him, was complementary; the photographs were meant to enhance his observations in the 
text. However, the images rarely match the specific topic he discusses, only showing a view onto 
 
41 See García Costa. 
 
42 Palacios’ Miseria, in its last chapter, suggests modifications to the Código Civil [Civil Code], but he won’t use 




the general theme of his chapter or section. One possible reason for this is that more than sixty-
five of these photographs are signed by a Rosich S.C., who we know nothing about. However, 
Rosich’s images do not significantly depart from most of the other, unsigned images in what they 
portray (industrial scenes) nor how they are portrayed (again, soberly, focusing on the 
installations rather than the laborers), except that his photographs have a regional focus—they 
were all shot in the provinces of Mendoza and San Juan. Bialet Massé seems to have taken the 
rest of the photographs himself over the course of his research trip. Given the short time frame 
that he had to investigate and write the report, it’s likely that he wrote and photographed as he 
went, not before or after the fact of researching. Photography was an evidentiary medium 
preferred within the positivist social science circles in this period. This positivist social science 
was the privileged forum in which social reform was discussed. Bialet Massé's inclusion of 
photographs should be understood as an attempt to increase the facticity of his report, therefore it 
is extremely important that there is a tension between the photographs and the text. That these 
reflect his ideas in an ambiguous way perhaps suggests a degree of ambivalence on his part 
regarding his argument and his surroundings—after all, his companion in Tucumán, the Cruz 
Alta ingenio manager ribs him for his tendency to hobnob with the bosses (42). Given that his 
report was dedicated to exposing exploitative working conditions, why are the images of 
workplaces so faultless and empty? Relatedly, given that his report emphasized the militant role 
of the working class, why are workers so absent from the images? In other words, where are the 
workers? Bialet Massé’s conversation with Alurralde is illuminating in that sense: for Bialet 
Massé progress could only be achieved through the replacement of the laborer for the machine. 
Yet, this is a system Bialet Massé had invested in, had dedicated his time to perfecting. His time 




the changes wrought by the adoption of machinery: on the one hand, he saw machines as a sign 
of an ingenio’s status and quality. On the other hand, he saw machines as a threat to the working 
class.  
Although photographs of laborers as subjects at work or in protest were increasingly 
common in the press, in use by police as identification documents in order to control workers 
(García Ferrari),43 and had been on sale for decades in photographic studios, Bialet Massé’s 
photographs are important because they are some of the first non-commercial photographs 
focusing on the problem of labor within this genre of writing (of reports on the working class) 
and taken on behalf of the state. By photographing factories, ranches ,and plantations, he sought 
to make laborers and their working conditions available for the analysis of distant audiences. 
This strategy, adopted in his second field trip, lent the aura of transparency to the categories and 
conclusions he drew, where his narrative descriptions and statistics fell short. In fact these 
images are much like those that can be found in the genre of booster books or memorias 
descriptivas—Bialet Massé himself wrote one on the Province of Córdoba in 1877, which 
despite much research, has yet to be found. The visual vocabulary is typical of booster books 
aimed at attracting investment and migration; in such photographs, capital predominates, 
whether it is in the form of pressing machines, factory architecture, or of the plantation fields. 
Where people do appear, they are often engineers or supervisors; occasionally, laborers appear in 
 
43 In García Ferrari’s “Una marca peor que el fuego” she writes about the 1899 Huelga de los Cocheros, provoked 
by new municipal regulations that stipulated that all coachmen had to register with a local police station in order to 
work. Registration with the police implied carrying around a license, including a photographic image of the driver, 
and leaving a copy with the police. While techniques of visualizing people had already been in use by the police—
perhaps most notably with those who crossed the law in the Galería de ladrones—these regulations, and the 
resulting Huelga de Cocheros marked a turning point as “civil identification” and the identification of workers in 
particular, had only recently been put into practice (99). Coachmen, and their peers the cartdrivers, were groups of 
special interest to the police not only because of their unionist activities but because they were believed to be in 
close contact with criminals (126). Only sex workers and domestic employees had previously attracted such 
attention from the police. Thus, these groups, despite their apparently lawful activities, were incorporated into the 




the background. The industrial process is depicted as if it did not need workers; it simply needs 
capital and expertise. Bialet Massé draws on the visual conventions of the booster genre to 
achieve different ends: rather than attracting prospective settlers or investors, he aims to persuade 
the committee dedicated to overseeing the drafting of the labor law of the need to ameliorate 
working conditions.  
Bialet Massé’s approach to his subject matter was inextricable from his social status and 
government charge, and his photographs reflect these circumstances. As he often recounts over 
the course of his report, factory, plantation and ranch bosses—even local politicians—welcomed 
him into their establishments, gave him personal tours and provided workers for him to interview 
and measure. He referred to many of the establishment proprietors as friends, “En una carta que 
escribí a mi distinguido y querido discípulo el doctor Julián Barraquero, le decía, ‘Fíjese mi 
amigo..’” (Vol. 1. 238). In turn, he names the establishments that provide the most humane 
conditions for their workers and provides lengthy descriptions of the installations. In other cases, 
where he deems the conditions to be lacking or dangerous, he rarely or never mentions names, 
but remarks on conversations with management about how the eight-hour workday, among other 
pro-worker measures, would result in greater worker output, questioning whether his suggestions 
will be adopted. Bialet Massé is careful to balance out these interactions with the property 
owning class with the workers, in some cases working alongside them and attending their 
meetings. He culls his figures on workers’ wages from the management, cross-referencing the 
numbers with worker accounts (198). Although he needed relationships with both classes to 
provide a full picture of the state of the working class and the structural issues they faced, his 
workplace tours were ultimately shaped in dialogue with the perspective that his peers—




By including these images, Bialet Massé ultimately advances a very different claim than 
the one he makes in the text: that the apparently hygienic and technologically advanced 
workplace predominates over the rest. In a third-volume chapter on the sugar cane harvest in 
Tucumán, Bialet Massé emphasizes that the mistreatment of workers is widespread across the 
industry. However, the photographs, which follow the codes of the “theater of machines” genre 
described in my previous chapter suggest that sterile and harmonious production environments 
are the norm. This is significant for two reasons: first, because of Bialet Massé’s intense concern 
for understanding the dimensions and constitution of workers’ bodies, from the measurement of 
their muscular strength to the kind of foods they consumed while at work and at their leisure 
would seem to make them likely subjects of photographic representation.44 Second, without 
photographic evidence to buttress his claims, his arguments and recommendations could be 
challenged as a basis for the labor law. His decisions against showing these conditions perhaps 
manifest the extent to which his tours were curated by bosses eager to present the best face for 
their guest. These orderly machines and facilities, the minimal presence of workers, these were 
the industrialists’ ideal factory conditions at the time. However, Bialet Massé takes the idealized 
conditions of the tour one step further, and resorts to a visual motif he himself would likely have 
staged: the disappearance of the worker into the machine. Why take up this trope? 
 
44 Mariela Staude compares the photographs in Bialet Massé’s report with the proliferation of photographs of 
workers leaving the factory, images of workers posing with their implements of labor, and multitudes of workers at 
assemblies. The photographs in Bialet Massé’s report were singular because, in their majority, they did not follow 






Figure 3.1 Ingenio La Providencia - Batería de Hornos y Calderas. Juan Bialet Massé Informe sobre el 






Figure 3.2 Ingenio San Miguel - Ingenio Cruz Alta. Juan Bialet Massé. Informe sobre el estado de las 
clases obreras. Vol 3.  1904. p. 23. Courtesy of Biblioteca Nacional Mariano Moreno. 
 
An answer to this question can be found early in the report, in Bialet Massé’s description 
of machines on Tucumán plantations. He was interested in showing the structural dimensions of 
exploitation on the worksites rather than their immediate consequences. Always conscious of the 
relationship between text and image in his report, he used the images to generally illustrate his 
arguments, referring back to them at key moments and bookending his remarks with 
photographic evidence of the processes he was describing. In the third volume of the Informe’s 
first chapter on the cane harvest in Tucumán, Bialet Massé writes of the relationship between the 
mechanization of the sugar industry, the conditions of labor and the conditions of labor 
organizing in the region. This is the first chapter in the report in which he includes photographs, 




industry—rather than the substance of his argument—that despite its mechanization, the 
deplorable labor conditions in Tucumán continued, giving rise to a powerful socialist movement 
(17). He writes that mechanization had “cambiado mucho las cosas con relación á las compañías 
y á los extranjeros, que son los únicos burgueses del país” [changed much of the things in 
relation to the companies and foreigners, who are the only bourgeoisie of the country] (19-20); 
foreign workers managed to integrate themselves in the ruling classes of Tucumán society, to the 
extent that they, “elementos exóticos'' were able to take advantage of workers’ attachment to 
their site of employment under the 1888 Ley de Conchabos, Jobs Law, or Anti-Vagrancy Law.45 
Although the images interspersed between Bialet Massé’s remarks appear laconic when it comes 
to picturing anything but the sugar refinery architecture and machinery, they begin to make sense 
within the structural context that Bialet Massé describes. We do not see the “verdaderas 
pocilgas” (24) that he denounces, but the idealized machine (Figure 3.1)—and land-dominated 
(Figure 3.2) images of plantations and refineries—these representations of the mechanization of 
the industry tied to a coercitive-based labor system. In the first image, “Ingenio La Providencia,” 
we see a collection of ovens and boilers lined up on a wall inside of a spacious warehouse. The 
perspective of the image causes the string of machines against the wall to recede into the 
background, from the right to the left of the frame. The perspective leads the eye toward a group 
of unidentified figures standing by the warehouse’s back wall. These figures likely represent 
skilled machinists, the “conductores mismos de las máquinas” that he mentions on the facing 
page as part of the new “bourgeois” class of skilled foreigners (20).  
 
45 See Campi and Vignoli for more information on Anti-Vagrancy Laws and early studies on “the social question” 






Figure 3.3 Ingenio Esperanza – Alambique. Juan Bialet Massé. Informe sobre el estado de las 






Figure 3.4 Ingenio Esperanza – Tachos al vacío – Depósitos de Mieles – Izquierda. Juan Bialet 
Massé. Informe sobre el estado de las clases obreras. Vol 3.  1904. p. 89. Courtesy of Biblioteca 
Nacional Mariano Moreno. 
 
Thus, Bialet Massé associates the image with a new social paradigm inaugurated by the 
mechanization of the sugar industry, setting the stage for the argument he makes about class, 
race and the introduction of machinery. This follows a pattern recognizable throughout the rest 
of the text of posing machinists or engineers alongside machines (See Figures 3 and 4). What 
these images have in common is the representation of machinists or engineers' bodies adjacent to 
the machine to such an extent that it is difficult to identify them in the image or even distinguish 
their bodies from the machinery. In Figure 3, for example, the personnel’s light-colored jackets 
and hats cause them to blend into the overexposed background filled with pipes and the attendant 




center of the frame—in the images they are overtaken by the machines, which also define their 
place in Tucumán society. In “Tipo General de Tachos al Vacío de Triple Efecto” (Figure 3.4), a 
similar operation occurs. The three figures barely visible in the image are almost 
indistinguishable from the bodies of the evaporators [“tachos al vacío”]. The image is 
underexposed, blending together the personnel’s dark double-breasted suits and bowler hats into 
the circular canisters. These higher-ranking employees are continually visually defined in terms 
of industrial machinery and, in the first chapter, textually described in terms of their 
“intromisión” into Tucumán society via the introduction of machinery in the sugar industry. 
Thus, in “Ingenio La Providencia - Batería de Hornos y Calderas” (Figure 3.1) the relationship 
between text and image likewise is quite clear if viewed from a structural lens.  
This structural perspective also lends itself to understanding Bialet Massé’s arguments 
about how to resolve the rolling workers’ strikes. In this way, the following image in the series, 
“Ingenio San Miguel - Ingenio Cruz Alta,” (Figure 3.2) likewise takes shape under closer 
scrutiny as a reference point for the kind of subjects he is discussing. In a similar perspectival 
gesture as the preceding images, an irrigation canal toward the right side of the frame narrows 
toward the horizon line, leading to a barely visible group of five people standing within its 
cement walls. The canal is set within expansive fields surrounding a long, low building with a 
tall smokestack rising up above it. The only identifiable people in the frame are the five who are 
standing within the canal. Bialet Massé does not directly address these figures or the refinery in 
the background at this point in the chapter (later he comments at length on the plantations of 
Cruz Alta). However, the facing and following pages discuss workers' strikes against the Ley de 
Conchabos, the phenomenon of the company store and the attendant regime of debt peonage, and 




Cañera” and “Ingenio Esperanza - La Cañera,” not included here). Bialet Massé, then, seems to 
point at the subjects of his text, the proletarian workers, as the subjects of the workers’ 
movement. To him, this is a small group, not yet organized or massive enough to be a crowd, but 
prominent enough to stand out from the shadow of the ingenio.  
The photographs from Bialet Massé's tour of Mendoza vineyards provide a useful 
counterpoint to the problem of the worker’s absence or disappearance. Although most of the 
photographs follow the principle outlined above, this set of images foregrounds people at work. 
These photographs are likely so notably different because they were taken by another 
photographer, Rosich S.C. These photographs come at points in the chapter on the Province of 
Mendoza (Vol. 3, Chapter 5) where the author focuses his attention on two aspects of the wine 
industry: first, the racial composition of the workforce and second, the pay scale and working 
conditions. They are not remarkable in the sense that they are not the only photographs of wine 
production—only forty-two of photographs in this section picture some aspect of this industry—
they are remarkable because they picture acts of labor. These images are clustered together in a 
series of ten and are mostly longshots of workers. In these, we see some toiling in fields, in 
others, workers posing as a group for the camera, and in yet others, workers are engaged in 
loading drums of grapes on and off wagons. Bialet Massé tracks the production process with 
these photographs, beginning with the harvest—including one of two close-ups in the report, 
“Italianas Cosechando”—and ending with the production of brandy from the distilled wine. The 
fact that Bialet Massé included these photographs shows that there was no technical reason 
behind his decision to not include images of acts of labor in the rest of his report. Instead, the 
author made a deliberate choice to focus on machines and installations, incorporating the worker 




reason why Bialet Massé includes these images is not because of his detailed narration of the 
wine-production process, nor is it because he believes the facilities in this industry are superior 
(“Pero lo que es raro es que sean mantenidas las bodegas como la técnica de la industria y la 
higiene requieren”) (208). He includes these images because “los obreros estables de viña viven 
bastante bien” (206)—the stable vineyard workers live well. He writes that the daily pay suffices 
and, because women and children also work, the whole family can save. He uses the image of 
Italian women workers to open his remarks on the industry because he intends to show the 
humanization of labor in this industry. The images of machines and facilities, then, even despite 
Bialet Massé’s insistence about the perfection (234) of certain bodegas [wineries] illustrate the 
exception rather than the norm in this chapter of the report.  
Despite the forms of workers’ humanization and exploitation at the bodegas of Mendoza, 
Bialet Massé establishes another teleology of development than continuous improvements for 
workers. At the end of the Mendoza chapter he writes, “[El] letrero que dice, ‘Se necesitan 
peones,’ es el punto de partida en la senda de los progresos. Se pensará en el gran instrumento, 
en la máquina para sustituirlo, vendrá la ley que provocará la asociación, y la cosa marchará, y si 
así no sucede, caerá.” (Vol. 3 249-250) [The sign that says ‘Workers needed,’ is the starting 
point on the path to progress. The great instrument will be thought of, the machine to substitute 
him, and the law that will provoke forming an association will come down, and things will work 
this way, and if they don't happen, things will fall apart]. For him, the path to progress is paved 
by laborers’ redundancy in the face of the machine.  






Figure 3.5 Robert & Collin Dynamometer as illustrated in the Catalogue of 1867, after Soulignoux. 1868, 
155. Cited in Nicolas & Vorboril.  
 
As I showed in the previous section, Bialet Massé’s construction of race in the report 
emerges from the contradictions between image and text. In this section, I will show how he 
deployed the two other technologies: the table and the Collin dynamometer (See Figure 5) to not 
only construct the racialized worker’s body, but place it within a hierarchy in which creole labor 
was viewed as superior. The table, like the photograph, was an important evidentiary medium. 
This visual device was used by positivist scientists and pseudo-scientists to record and visually 
differentiate and rank different sets of data. Combined with the Collin dynamometer, the table 
allowed Bialet Massé to also construct the working class as divided by race, age, province of 
origin, and by profession, resulting in a narrative about which ‘types’ of workers could be (and 
were) reliably exploited in the industrializing interior; in this case, the correspondence between 
text and visual aid is similar, unlike the photographs, which diverge from the text.  
The Collin Dynamometer was invented by Edmé Regnier in the 1700s and manufactured 
on a massive scale by the Parisian firm Maison Collin, a fabricator of precision and surgical 




machine manually gauged the muscle strength of the person who used it (Nicolas and Vorbořil). 
Thinkers like Léonce Manouvrier brought the dynamometer to prominence, arguing that there 
was a direct relationship between motor function and intellectual function:  
It is because the human upper limbs are able to execute these movements [necessary for 
manufacturing and manipulation] that human intelligence has become incomparably 
superior to that of the closest animal species. It is thanks to the intelligent use of his 
hands that man has been able to increase so admirably his means of locomotion, create 
instruments that augment the power, and even the number of his senses, and which 
infinitely increase his field of knowledge. (Manouvrier 517-518 cited in Nicolas and 
Vorbořil)46  
 
Manouvrier used the dynamometer to debunk anthropometric arguments about the relationship 
between race and ability. He criticized exponents of theories of the biological superiority of the 
Aryan race and the inferiority of women compared to men (Hecht).47 According to Manouvrier, 
one’s strength was at the basis of ability. Intellectual function, which was tied to the 
development of machines, was the product of hand-work, which could be measured by the 
dynamometer. On that basis, the relationship between the worker and the mechanization of labor 
 
46  For more on Manouvrier and his influence on physical anthropology around the turn of the century see Hecht. 
Despite his use of Manouvrier’s methods, i.e. the Collin Dynamometer, Bialet Massé’s eugenicism departed from 
Manouvrier’s on the issue of biological determinism. Without departing from anthropometry, or the scientific 
measurement of the human body, Manouvrier pointedly disagreed with the idea that physical characteristics of 
human beings influenced their intelligence or superiority over those of other genders or races—a significant 
departure from other anthropologists at the time, and notably his mentor, Paul Broca.  
47 Manouvrier criticized the anthroposociologist Georges Vacher de Lapouge for his anti-Semitic theory that there 
were two races that could be distinguished by the size of their head, or cephalic index. These two races were the 
dolichocephalic and the brachycephalic. According to Lapouge, the “Dolichos” or Aryans were blond-haired blue-
eyed protestants from Northern Europe (Germany, Scandinavia, the United States and England.) The “Brachies” 
were “a dark, mountainous Catholic people...born to serve the dolichos” (Hecht 232) originating in Western, 
Southern, and Eastern Europe (France, Spain, Italy) and Asia. Lapouge believed that the ‘inferior’ qualities of the 
Brachies could be dispelled through reproduction with Dolichos, but did not take a firm stance against genocide. 
Manouvrier debated Lapouge by remarking that the size of a person’s head had no bearing on their intellect nor their 
attitudes or roles in society. Manouvrier also decried Lapouge as a practitioner of pseudo-anthropology and 






was already encoded in the arm strength measurements: workers could make themselves 
redundant with the full employment of their strength.  
Bialet Massé was likely introduced to the dynamometer due to his work in the medical 
field—he was a doctor. He writes that he attempted to use a series of different instruments to 
classify workers’ strength, but decided on the dynamometer because “they were the most simple 
and best graduated” (vol 1, 43). He explains how he uses the dynamometer: 
Hasta hacer la presión a pulso con la mano derecha y a los zurdos con la izquierda. 
Después, e inmediatamente, paso el dinamómetro de compresión y lo hago actuar 
apoyándole sobre el esternón, los manubrios tomados a puño cerrado, los antebrazos 
horizontales, comprimiendo así hasta obtener la compresión máxima. Paso 
inmediatamente el dinamómetro de tracción, desprovisto de cadena, con los manubrios 
articulados directamente por los ganchos; el sujeto avanza en flexión la pierna que le es 
más cómoda; toma uno de los manubrios apoyando la mano sobre la rodilla y con la otra 
tira como si fuera a sacar un corcho de botella y produce así la tracción máxima. (43) 
 
Until making freehand pressure with the right hand and the left-handers with the left. 
Afterwards, and immediately, I pass [him] the compression dynamometer and make it 
work by supporting it on the sternum, the handlebars held tightly, the forearms 
horizontal, thus compressing until maximum compression is obtained. I immediately pass 
the traction dynamometer, devoid of its chain, with the handlebars articulated directly by 
the hooks; the subject advances the leg that is most comfortable to him in flexion; take 
one of the handlebars resting your hand on the knee and with the other pull as if you were 
to remove a bottle cork and thus produces maximum traction. 
 
As he remarks, the figures that he derived from this process weren’t absolute in terms of the 
individual, but rather were useful comparatively because “all work in the same way and in 
identical experimental conditions, especially when the observed are chosen at random” (44). 
Ultimately, Bialet Massé conducted 6,430 tests on workers during his initial tour. His results 
represented workers in all of the provinces except those in the Cuyo region and the cities of 
Santiago del Estero and Catamarca, which he hadn’t visited at that time (this is also likely the 




stopping short of his conclusions, Bialet Massé introduces a primarily race-based taxonomy and 
hierarchy in his text—with a comparison of the worker to the machine.  
The measurements he takes with the dynamometer advance the claim that creole workers 
were superior to Europeans. He then tablulated the data he collected from his measurements into 
tables, visual devices that allow for comparison between terms. Unlike the photograph, the table 
allowed its producers and audience to compare information. Paired with the Collin 
dynamometer, the table let Bialet Massé articulate just how workers of different ages, races, 
professions and places of origin could reliably compete against each other, based on force alone, 
in the labor market. Between the Dynamometer and the table there is no obvious divergence in 
the information that Bialet Massé presents, as was the case between photographs and captions or 
photographs and his contextual writing. The Collin Dynamometer and the table and the 
photograph and the text were both mechanized forms of knowledge production that allowed 
Bialet Massé to build a race-based taxonomy of labor. Here we have a different kind of machine 
metaphor, unlike Palacio’s observations about the young worker, “no different from a machine.” 
Rather, here, the worker is inscribed as machine-like by subjection to forms of measurement and 
quantification that had been developed for machines. These measurements were used not to 
compare different machines, but different races. In what follows, I will focus on categories of 
race constructed through Bialet Massé’s use of these media.  
 To understand the images and data presented in Bialet Massé’s report, we have to place 
them within the context of debates around immigration and race in fin-de-siglo Argentina, and in 
particular, about the characteristics of the creole worker. We must discuss the social construction 





 The ‘immigrant’ or ‘foreigner,’ is a difficult group to reduce to a singular common 
identity but is based on a particular demographic shift that occurred across the Atlantic in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Beginning in the mid-1800s, Argentina experienced a 
profound demographic shift due to mass migration from Europe. Even as early as the 1840s, 
Argentine intellectuals such as Domingo F. Sarmiento and Juan Bautista Alberdi, despite their 
own disagreements, both advocated for encouraging Western European migration to Argentina 
as a means of civilizing, colonizing, and effectively whitening the racially heterogeneous 
population of the time. What was once an intellectual project quickly transformed into state 
policy. First, the 1853 Argentine constitution—based on Alberdi’s Bases y puntos de partida, a 
treatise on the organization of the Argentine state—had several provisions intended to boost 
immigration, including Articles No. 20—which extended all constitutional rights to foreigners 
within the national territory—and No. 25—which specifically proposed promoting European 
immigration by prohibiting the taxation of immigrants entering the country and the limitation of 
the flow of workers into the nation.  Some twenty years later, the state passed the 1876 Ley de 
Inmigración y Colonización (No. 817) or Avellaneda Law, which further promoted immigration 
from Europe, designating agents and establishing foreign posts from which to distribute national 
propaganda to prospective migrants and a Department of Immigration in the Ministerio del 
Interior [Interior Ministry]. Moreover, in 1887, the Ley de Anticipo de Pasajes Para Inmigrantes 
(No. 2201) or Subsidized Travel Law dedicated a budget of one million pesos to the anticipated 
costs of bringing migrants to Argentine shores. 
These laws not only created the conditions for mass migration from Europe to Argentina 
to occur, but also defined who the subject of this legislation was to be. Immigrants were 




industrial, agricultor o profesor, que siendo menor de sesenta años y acreditando su moralidad y 
sus aptitudes, llegase a la república para establecerse en ella, en buques a vapor o a vela, pagando 
pasaje de segunda o tercera clase, o teniendo el viaje pagado por cuenta de la Nación, de las 
provincias o de las empresas particulares, protectoras de la inmigración y la colonización” (Art. 
12). The Ley de Inmigración y Colonización, then, principally intended to attract semi-skilled 
and skilled workers who had aptitudes for industrial and agricultural work from overseas. 
Moreover, it distinctly shut out migrants from neighboring countries like Uruguay, Paraguay, 
Chile and Bolivia or interior regions of Argentina from receiving the same accommodations like 
paid transport, job placement, and temporary housing (Baily 70-71). Thanks to a liberal 
immigration policy, in addition to the adverse financial and political conditions that European 
migrants experienced at home, overseas immigration to Argentina boomed during this period, 
quadrupling the nation’s total population within the latter decades of the nineteenth century and 
World War I (Baily 71).  
However, despite the concerted policy and advocacy around attracting immigrants to 
Argentina, not all were considered desirable by the Argentine political classes, nor were they 
treated as such once they arrived on Argentine soil. Many were rural peasants from Southern 
Europe with little or no experience with industrial labor. As Alberdi wrote from Paris, on the 
threshold of mass migration in Argentina in 1879,  
Gobernar es poblar, pero sin echar en olvido que poblar puede ser apestar, embrutecer, 
esclavizar, según que la población trasplantada o inmigrada, en vez de ser civilizada, sea 
atrasada, pobre, corrompida. Pero poblar no es civilizar, sino embrutecer, cuando se 
puebla con chinos y con indios de Asia y con negros de Africa. Poblar es apestar, 
corromper, degenerar, envenenar un país, cuando en vez de poblarlo con la flor de la 
población trabajadora de Europa, se le puebla con la basura de la Europa atrasada o 
menos culta. Gobernar es poblar muy bien; pero poblar es una ciencia, y esta ciencia no 
es otra cosa que la economía política, que considera la población como instrumento de 





To govern is to populate, but not without forgetting that to populate can be to stink up, to 
stultify, to enslave, depending on whether the transplanted or immigrant population, 
instead of being civilized, is backward, poor, or corrupted. But to populate is not to 
civilize, but rather to stultify, when the nation is populated by Chinese and Indians from 
Asia and Blacks from Africa. To populate is to stink up, corrupt, degenerate and poison a 
country, when instead of populating it with the flower of the working population of 
Europe, it is populated with the trash of backward or less cultured Europe. To govern is 
to populate very well; but populating is a science, and this science is nothing other than 
political economy which considers population as an instrument of wealth and an element 
of prosperity.  
 
Alberdi’s revision of his famous motto from the 1850s, “gobernar es poblar” [“to govern 
is to populate”], which advocated for colonizing indigenous lands in the interior of the Republic, 
now expanded his definition of the ‘uncivilized.’ This motto now excluded those non-nationals 
from overseas that did not represent the ideal, implicitly Northern European, worker that could 
be instrumentalized by the state to create wealth.   
Likewise, later in his life Sarmiento began to question the benefits of European 
immigration to Argentina. Despite his early promotion of immigration as a civilizing factor, 
based on his views of the US model, later in his life he would begin to worry about immigrants’ 
ability to assimilate into national culture and questioned their commitment to progress in their 
adoptive nation. Sarmiento’s critical position developed especially after his term as President 
(1868-1874), which coincided with an early boom in immigration. He viewed with 
disappointment the communities of Southern Europeans who arrived (and remained, largely, in 
the cities) in place of the English and German workers he had so desired to populate the interior. 
Sarmiento took issue, in particular, with the communal and mutualist organizations that Southern 
Europeans developed that he deemed to be separatist and anti-assimilationist. However, 




citizenship to immigrants and creating educational programs that would create and instill 
common understandings of Argentine history and culture in the general population (Baily 140).  
Early nationalist writers later questioned European mass migration based on the effects it 
would have on national culture. In his 1899 text Las multitudes en la Argentina, Ramos Mejía 
wrote about the dangers of attracting these masses into Argentine society: “Si el hombre 
moderno de las sociedades europeas, que aislado es culto y moderado, se muestra tan bárbaro 
cuando constituye muchedumbre, ya os imagináis cómo serían las multitudes americanas 
formadas por ese elemento más instintivo y violento, más sujeto a los entusiasmos y los 
heroísmos de los seres primitivos” (Ramos Mejía 27). As individuals they were docile and 
civilized, but as a group were comparable to the Argentines, “formed” by the more “instinctive 
and violent” barbarism; the combination of the two groups, for Ramos Mejía, threatened to set 
the nation back. As José Moya points out, intellectuals as early as the 1870s believed that there 
was a hierarchy of European immigrants, one in which Italians and Spaniards—those who made 
up the greatest percentage of total immigrants to Argentina—were at the bottom (Moya 347). 
Immigrants, as they were defined over the course of the latter half of the nineteenth century to be 
saviors of the Republic, people who would assiduously work the land and expand mechanized 
industry to intensify production of manufactured goods. Yet, the majority of immigrants who 
arrived, once in Argentina, were repudiated as backwards due to their class status and their 
countries of origin.  
Immigrants were defined in multiple ways in Bialet Massé’s report. As I have shown in 
earlier close readings in this chapter, he takes a structural approach to picturing immigrant labor.. 
The aforementioned 1902 Ley de Residencia No.4104 left many in a precarious position, as the 




without rights to a trial. This law meant to target anarchist and unionist workers, in addition to 
those that participated in acts of collective labor resistance. Bialet Massé’s photographs and 
report do not address this issue, so central to the question of organized labor and the state of the 
working classes during this time.  
Criollos 
‘Creole’ is likewise a multivalent term and difficult to completely pin down to any 
particular notion of race. The term is not unique to Argentina, the late nineteenth century or turn 
of the twentieth century period, nor to the labor context described in this chapter. The difficulty 
of defining the term, however, is precisely due to its basis in a national concept of race, one that 
changes based on the nation-state the term is associated with, over time, and at particular 
conjunctures where the concepts of race come under scrutiny and face important challenges due 
to major social upheaval or demographic changes. As I will show, for Bialet Massé—and for 
other thinkers since—the term is fraught with meaning about who state policy includes in the 
nation. 
The Real Academia Española’s Diccionario de la Lengua Española’s multiple, 
contradictory definitions of the term—held quite constant since Bialet Massé’s time—underscore 
just how multivalent this term is:  
1. adj.  Dicho de una persona: Hija o descendiente de europeos, nacida en los antiguos 
territorios españoles de América o en algunas colonias europeas de dicho continente.; 
2.adj. Dicho de una persona: De raza negra, nacida en los antiguos territorios españoles 
de América, por oposición a la que había sido llevada allí de África como esclava.; 3.adj. 
Dicho de una persona: Nacida en un país hispanoamericano. U. para resaltar que esa 
persona posee las cualidades estimadas como características de su origen. 
(dle.rae.es/criollo).  
 
The term ‘criollo,’ then, describes those of the predominant racial groups born in any of the 




the national soil.48 According to the dictionary definition, these predominant racial groups are 
made up only of people of European or African descent. Only a 1901 RAE definition of the term 
adds another layer of complexity,  also including other American usages: “Persona llana y 
chistosa” and  “Nacional indígena” (Toro y Gómez), the latter seeming to refer to indigenous 
people who are recognized as citizens of the nation-state. None of the various definitions of the 
term account for possible racial mixing between descendants of Europeans, Africans and 
Indigenous peoples, suggesting, perhaps, difference from those of mixed descent when not 
considered “characteristic of their origin.”  
 However, the dictionary definition of the term, though broadly indicative of its usage in 
the transatlantic postcolonial sphere over the course of the twentieth century, does not account 
for the term’s contingent meanings and uses in Latin America or in Argentina in particular. In 
fact, as Oscar Chamosa has shown in his essay, “Indigenous or Criollo: The Myth of White 
Argentina in Tucumán’s Calchaquí Valley,” Argentine use of the term “criollo” has much to do 
with discourses of racial mixing, or mestizaje, especially in relation to state whitening projects: 
“During the nation formation period, 1880-1910, Latin American modernizing elites, anxious to 
appear as European as possible, attempted the forced creolization of indigenous peoples….and 
turned them into mestizos, ladinos or criollos, according to the local terminology.” (75). Racial 
mixing in Argentina, then, via the term “criollo” or “creole,” among others, was a process that 
was assumed would eventually (and sooner rather than later) lead to a national white race.49 
 
48 This idea also echoes the concept of jus soli concept of citizenship.  
 
49 Lea Geler’s essay, “Categorías raciales en Buenos Aires: Negritud, blanquitud, afrodescendencia y mestizaje en 
la blanca ciudad capital.” See also Erika Denise Edwards’ study “Mestizaje, Córdoba’s patria chica” for an account 
of mestizaje that uses the term to understand the development of a pardo population in the early nineteenth century 






I have chosen here to use the term ‘racial mixing’ rather than the also conceptually apt 
term ‘mestizaje’ because of the limited use of the term describing the process of mixing during 
this period and this region. The term ‘mestizaje’ is often used not only to describe a process of 
racial mixture but especially the mestizo casta designating European and Indigenous descended 
people, which was used more commonly (See Gruzinski for a more global use of the term and 
Senderowicz for its application in Argentina). I intend to show that the term ‘criollo’ extended 
beyond this racial caste, taking in a more heterogeneous group of people. Moreover, ideologies 
of mestizaje are infrequently discussed in studies on Argentina. Limited use of this term to 
discuss race or racial mixture is likely due to the fact that the state’s racial policy was one 
centered around whitening rather than acknowledging or achieving one of mixed races. Other 
terms were used in its place in and around the period I am describing. For example, the term 
creole, as Chamosa shows, in the broad region of the Calchaquí valley was used, for a time, to 
describe people imagined to be of mixed European and Indigenous ancestry. Scholars writing on 
race in Argentina today often use this term anachronistically to describe the concept of racial 
mixture. For example, Bastia and von Hau write in “Migration, Race, Nationhood in Argentina,” 
that the idea of mestizaje was also present in the idea of the “crisol de razas” or “crisol de 
culturas” [melting pot], which took on currency primarily in the twentieth century in Peronist 
racial discourse. As it was articulated, however, this concept—the crisol de razas—emphasized 
the mixture of ‘Spanish’ descended creoles from the interior and immigrants from Europe. The 
state discourse of the ‘crisol de razas’ argued that recent immigrants would assimilate to a 
preexisting white population of a different, native culture, implying that the existing creoles were 
white. Despite the similarity between this concept and the figure of the creole that I describe, 




like Ana Cara-Walker likewise use the term ‘mestizaje’ to discuss the cultural processes of 
mestizaje born of the interactions between Italian immigrants and Argentine creoles around the 
late nineteenth century.  
Bialet Massé’s use of the term is even less straightforward. He (and his contemporaries 
Patroni and Palacios, for that matter) is principally concerned with the place of creoles within the 
Argentine labor market, but takes the development of the labor law as a pretext for defining who 
they are, transforming the creole into a legal subject. He first differentiates creole workers, who 
he writes are “las clases trabajadoras” from “las clases más elevadas” in Argentina, the latter 
“formadas por una raza más próxima y netamente latina” (30). Ostensibly also creole, there is a 
racial and class difference among the working class and the upper classes, in which the creole 
proves to possess a superior intellect to his counterparts (30). For him, the creole worker 's 
superior intellect is not born of higher education. Metaphorizing on an environmental idea of 
race, Bialet Massé claims instead that they are born of “la luz radiante en el cielo claro y 
enrarecido de las alturas, y la continua visión de una vegetación gigantesca y exuberante” (29). 
Echoing environmental concepts of race, Bialet Massé believes that creoles’ proximity to nature 
not only defines their race but affords them superior qualities in comparison to the upper classes 
and those born elsewhere.  
Despite his interest in defining creoles as a legal subject, he does not track the term’s use 
in that context. Instead, he takes to describing what he sees as the historical process of the 
formation of the race, and does so in the following way: “Los españoles vinieron sin mujeres, y 
en toda la época colonial fueron muy pocas las que acompañaron a los conquistadores. Desde el 
principio tuvieron éstos que mezclarse con las mujeres indígenas...Casados o solteros, en 




el elemento mestizante, poco variada en los elementos mestizados en las diversas provincias” 
(36). For him, creoles are mestizos, children of Spanish men and indigenous women. 
Nevertheless, he also differentiates creoles from “criollo[s] mestizado[s] de indios” and 
“criollo[s] mestizado[s] de quichua,” identifying creoles as racially distinct from “indios” and 
“quichua[s].” Bialet Massé redefines creoles in a legal context for the Republican state in a 
gesture that reinscribes the castas of the colonial period.  
If creole workers were distinguished from the upper classes due to the latter’s relation to 
the “latin” race and environmental influence, and different from “los españoles,” “los indios” and 
“quichua[s],” they were also distinguished from Black workers in terms of labor. Although only 
passing references are made to Black people in Argentina, he takes care to distinguish creoles 
from them more often than not in terms of the most disastrous of labor conditions, “es trabajo de 
negros, y ni la paciencia criolla lo aguanta” (265). Here, Bialet Massé distinguishes creole 
workers from Black workers by the class of labor that each tends to— rather, is forced—to 
perform. This clear-cut distinction is undermined by the ambiguity of his descriptions of the 
creole worker’s characteristic appearance as “dark black”:50  
El obrero criollo es en su inmensa mayoría, casi podría decirse en su totalidad, moreno 
obscuro, de frente elevada y ojos muy vivos, negros; la boca grande y la barba aguda, 
cuello seco, más bien largo, ancho de hombros y talla esbelta; su estatura, de mediana 
arriba, tiene ejemplares muy altos, las articulaciones voluminosas y temperamento 
nervioso, a veces nervioso-bilioso, más raramente linfático-nervioso. (37) 
 
The creole worker, one could almost say in its entirety, dark black with a high forehead 
and very lively, dark eyes; a large mouth and a sharp beard, a dry, rather long, neck, 
broad shoulders and a slender stature; his stature, of medium height and above, includes 
very tall specimens, voluminous articulations and a nervous temperament, sometimes 
nervous-bilious, more rarely lymphatic-nervous.  
 
 
50 The term ‘moreno,’ alongside other terms, was often used instead of the term ‘negro’ (black) to describe people 




In that sense, Bialet Massé’s denial or near total omission of the existence of Black 
people in Argentine society, and especially the possibility of intermarriage between them and 
Spanish and Indigenous people in Argentina signals perhaps a deliberate erasure.51 Bialet Massé 
creates a detailed image of creole workers, one that emphasizes their common phenotypical 
features and temperament. Interestingly enough, he does not include a photograph to mark the 
type or substantiate his claims. In fact, none of the photographs he includes show a close-up 
image of anyone identified as a creole worker, which he does for European and Indigenous 
workers.52 It is as if it is impossible, undesirable, or indiscreet to represent the likeness and 
perhaps darkness of the Argentine laborer.  
 The comparison of racial characteristics of the creole and the immigrant was 
fundamental not just to Bialet Massé’s report, but to debates on labor in general. Bialet Masse 
 
51 As George Reid Andrews notes in his classic The Afro Argentines of Buenos Aires, at least in the city of Buenos 
Aires, between 1778 and up until the 1830s the percentage of Afro-Argentines relative to the total population 
hovered between 25-30%. However, due to mass migration beginning in the mid-late nineteenth century in addition 
to factors like discursive whitening—the practice of using terms that would lighten, whiten, minimize or erase a 
person or group’s African ancestry—and the ambiguity of racial terminology, intermarriage with people of other 
races caused the statistical decline of the Afro-Argentine population around the late nineteenth and the beginning of 
the twentieth centuries. The demographic importance of this population from the colonial through to the republican 
period would have likely played a role in the ancestry of many people born in Argentina that Bialet Massé describes. 
Moreover, the situation of creoles that Bialet Massé describes—that of European immigrants either being favored 
for positions or overtaking creoles in areas that had previously been their domain parallels the situation of Afro-
Argentines in particular toward the end of the nineteenth century: “immigrants succeeded in pushing Afro-
Argentines out of many of the occupational categories they had previously filled. Black and Europeans already 
clashed in the colonial period, when the arriving immigrants sought to evict the blacks and castas from the trades 
and make them an exclusively white concern. This conflict continued, and as massive immigration began in the 
second half of the century, it was compounded by immigrant efforts to push Afro-Argentines out of even such low-
status jobs as street vending.” (181-183). Of course, Reid Andrews’ study’s scope extends only to the city of Buenos 
Aires, which makes comparison to the relationship between creoles and African ancestry in the interior more 
tenuous. Erika Denise Edwards’ work, however, expands on Reid Andrews’ work to take into account similar 
dynamics in the city of Córdoba during the national period, but finds that the term “pardo” is used to describe “dark-
skinned” individuals of “All races, ‘mestizos, multatos, zambos...and chinos’ were conflated into the general 
designation of ‘pardo’ because of their tanned tone skin or because the mixture (between the races) was so 
complicated that the Church did not know what to call them” (Edwards citing Endrek).  
52 At the very least, none of the captions on the few close-up photographs that do appear in the text account for the 
creole identity of the worker or workers pictured. He does, for example, include a picture of three Italian workers, 
“Mendoza-Italianas Cosechando'' (187) and one photograph entitled, “El Cacique Goicó” (See Figure 7, 151), 





sought, on the one hand, to introduce humane reforms to agro-industrial capitalism, while also 
defusing the militant activism of the working class. He was able to navigate this contradiction by 
drawing on a racialist rhetoric. Using photographs, statistics and narrative writing to classify 
workers’ bodies in terms of nationality and race, he argued that different groups of workers had 
different innate capacities to endure the harsh conditions prevalent in industrial workplaces at the 
time. White immigrant labor, which was in Bialet Massé’s view weaker, was unable to endure 
the hyper exploitative working conditions of the Argentine export economy, which had depended 
on labor from creole communities.  In other words, he interpreted anarchist and socialist 
militancy and labor unrest as manifestations of the lower fitness of immigrant labor. This 
interpretation supported recent immigration restrictions and the 1902 Residency Law, which 
allowed immigrants to be deported based on their political activity, in particular. Associating the 
state’s attempt at attracting foreign (European) capital and foreign (European) workers with the 
contempt for native (“criollo”) capital and laborers, he writes:  
Uno de los errores más trascendentales en que han incurrido los hombres de gobierno...ha 
sido preocuparse exclusivamente de atraer el capital extranjero, rodeado de toda especie 
de franquicias, privilegios y garantías, y de traer inmigración ultramarina, sin fijarse sino 
en el número, y no en su calidad, su raza, su aptitud y adaptación, menospreciando al 
capital criollo y descuidando al trabajador nativo, que es insuperable en el medio. (30) 
 
One of the most transcendental errors which the men of government have made...has 
been the exclusive preoccupation with attracting foreign capital, surrounded by all kinds 
of franchises, privileges and guarantees, and with bringing in overseas immigration, 
without looking at but the number, not in its quality, race, its aptitude and adaptation, 
disparaging creole capital and neglecting the native worker, who is insurmountable in his 
environment.  
   
Bialet Massé identifies this practice (of drawing foreign capital and laborers) as problematic 
because it indiscriminately privileges the foreign irrespective of the quality of the native, which 




Argentina, as socialist thinkers like Patroni, Palacios and Bialet Massé believed, were not only 
ultimately poorly treated because of their class status but because the immigration and 
colonization plans were designed to take advantage of them. Patroni writes of how booster texts 
were used to “seduce” (77).  Such “seductive” policies intended to attract immigrants would be 
doomed to end in both social unrest and economic disaster.  
Historians of Argentina have emphasized how immigration and settlement policy were 
designed to create a white Argentina. Bialet Masse’s argument against the policy of European 
immigration as blanqueamiento was unusual in its time, and ultimately failed. However, 
revisiting his argument allows us to see more clearly the way that racial rhetorics that derived 
from the colonial period were reorganized to serve the modern Republic’s expanding export 
economy. In many ways, his report was a polemical intervention into the debate on the “falta de 
brazos,” or “lack of hands.” In opposition to advocates for (European) immigration, he called for 
state-sponsored migration of creole workers into and around the interior as a solution to the 
“falta de brazos” problem:  
Los habitantes [criollos] del interior de las provincias, que no tenían noticia de otro 
mundo que el estrecho horizonte en que vivían, han sido llevados a los campamentos de 
instrucción, situados en localidades en que se vive una vida mejor; se han puesto en 
contacto unos con otros, y el efecto inmediato ha sido que han emigrado a donde 
encuentran trabajo mejor remunerado, supliendo la falta de brazos en las colonias y 
disminuyendo la emigración golondrina notablemente. (41) 
 
The [creole] habitants of the interior provinces, who had no news of another world than 
the narrow horizon in which they lived, have been brought to training camps, situated in 
localities in which they live better lives; they have been put in touch with each other, and 
the immediate effect has been that they have emigrated to where they have found better 
paid work, making up for the lack of workers in the colonies and notably diminishing the 
seasonal workers’ migration.  
 
Bialet Massé bases this proposal not just on the comparative ease of drawing on creole 




arguing for the superiority of the creole worker and against European immigration. In the 
introduction to his report, he writes that the aim of his study is to prove numerically and 
scientifically that workers of “creole and mestizo” (23) races in Argentina were superior to 
“foreign” workers, who in their majority, were from Europe. He makes these claims in order to 
argue the following: first, that the state has committed an injustice to the creole worker by 
directing resources and attention to foreign workers, and second, that legislation to regulate labor 
such that workers born in Argentina would receive the same advantages accorded to foreign-born 
workers should be enacted (24). 
In his chapter on the creole worker (“El Obrero Criollo”), Bialet Massé lays out the 
methods, parameters and results of his dynamometric study of workers’ arm strength and its 
correlation to their virtues as workers. His main argument here is that creoles can be 
scientifically proven, via this machine, to be equal or superior to foreigners. Moreover, the 
creole’s strength and equality, if not superiority, to the foreigner, he argues, must be taken into 
consideration in any labor law project (47). He writes that, after having performed his test with 
the dynamometer on over 7,600 individuals,53 observing, alongside their strength test results, 
their place of origin, domicile, sex, age, physical state, profession and education, he can postulate 
that in Argentina, creoles from the provinces develop greater strength once they leave their natal 
province—which he attributes first, to higher pay and better diet elsewhere. Second, that 
endemic disease ravaging the northern provinces and territories causes diminished worker 
strength. Third, that in Jujuy and Salta the only reason why foreigners (Slavs and Italians) beat 
out creoles in arm strength tests was because of the accommodations given them due to their 
symptoms of malaria, allowing them to recuperate while creoles were expected to continue 
 





laboring. However, Chaqueños gave the highest results of any group in the nation due to its 
“healthy” (“sano”) (46) albeit extremely hot climate and the number of mosquitos found there. 
Bialet Massé attributes these high results to the generational acclimatization that creoles have 
experienced since the beginning of the colony: “los pocos chaqueños que hay son los hijos de los 
primeros colonos” [the few Chaqueños that are there are the children of the first colonists] (46). 
Fourth—and this is his main argument—creoles are scientifically proven to be equal or superior 
to foreigners. Fifth, that police are stronger than prison guards. And sixth, and finally, again 
relying on racial taxonomy, he argues that based on the results of the fourteen strongest workers 
in the Republic, that mestizos “hijo[s] de latino” [descendents of latins] can be distinguished 
from “mestizos de razas anglosajonas” [mixed with Anglo-Saxons] “por la excelencia de su 
desarrollo físico y alta intelectualidad,” [for the excellence of his physical development and high 
intellect] making him “más criollo que el criollo puro” [more creole than pure creoles] (47). For 
the latter, according to the author, “no hay términos medios,” [there’s no middle ground] and are 
either the best or the worst—beyond their strength and intelligence, and even in vice and virtue. 
The machine allows Bialet Massé to create these racial categories, dividing and defining them 
technically via other racial terminologies like “mestizo,” “latino” and “anglosajona.” 
Bialet Massé is interested in workers’ capacity for continuous labor under extreme 
conditions of fatigue and hunger: “es de gran esfuerzo muscular instantáneo, resiste al trabajo 
largas horas aún sin comer, y hace marchas asombrosas bajo un sol abrasador, con media docena 
de mates por todo alimento” [he has great instantaneous muscular strength, keeps working for 
hours without eating, and walks astounding distances under a burning sun, with only a half dozen 
mates for nourishment] (37). Here the creole worker, like a machine, can endure without 




index of workers’ exploitation, this is a sign of innate superiority and proof of a political 
problem: the lack of protection of creole workers compared to European immigrant workers.  
The substance of Bialet Massé’s argument leads him to propose a series of resolutions to 
be incorporated into the labor law. These can be summarized in the following way: in order to 
create the ideal Argentine citizen, the state must create colonies for creole workers in which 10% 
of the land can be occupied by foreign colonists, allowing for a mixing of the races. The Collin 
Dynamometer here serves to scientifically and quantitatively determine the equality or 
superiority of creole workers to foreign workers based on their ability to withstand the very 
literal pressures of the machine. This determination then serves as the rationale for an ultimately 
eugenicist project: the transformation of the state colonization project around the creole subject 
and the creation of a new Argentine subject born from the “fusión” of the two races, foreign and 
creole (47).  
Indios 
As with the previous two racial categories constructed and deployed by Bialet Massé, the 
category of ‘indio’ is a shifting, non-specific denomination of a broad group of people. Although 
he narrows his concept of ‘indios’ to four primary groups of indigenous peoples in his tables—
Chiriguanos, Matacos (Wichí), Tobas, and Mocovíes—Bialet Massé uses this category amply to 
describe people whose labor is organized by mediation between a boss and a cacique, or chief 
(50-51), are conceded their originary lands by the state (54), and are subject to specific forms of 
labor exploitation, including exploitative and/or broken contracts (53), stolen labor and targeted 
policing (58). Bialet Massé also uses legal statutes and titles, including those from the long 
colonial period, to reinforce his claims and recommendations. Moreover, his construction of this 




genocide and exploitation dating from the colonial period. What stands out in the construction of 
this category is that Indios are largely not constructed based on their relationship to machines—
that is, dominance of industrial technology or superior strength in tests with the dynamometer. 
Instead, they are related to a system of labor regulation directly inherited from the colonial 
period. Their labor is marked as “essential” to many of the industries investigated by Bialet 
Massé, but they barely form a part of his Collin dynamometer measurements (4.5% of the total) 
and are rarely, if ever, explicitly or implicitly photographed in relation to machines (See Figure 6 
- “El Cacique Goicó”).  
 
Figure 3.6 El Cacique Goicó. Rosich S.C..  Informe sobre el Estado de las Clases Obreras. Imprenta 
Biedma. 1904.  
 
Bialet Massé relied heavily on Spanish colonial law to construct the figure of the Indio 




the Indies], which Bialet Massé cites extensively, was a compilation of Spanish colonial 
legislation promulgated by an act of King Charles II of Spain. The nine-volume text included a 
volume on the body of law dedicated to indigenous peoples: Libro VI: De los indios. This section 
of the Recopilación compiled all of the known legislation regulating relations between the 
Spanish crown and its administrative delegate, the Virreinato del Perú and Indios, groups of 
people subject to specific processes of dispossession, in addition to special rights, status and 
protections not experienced by other groups under the Spanish crown. Bialet Massé specifically 
points to a number of these laws in his Informe, namely ones that deal with the organization of 
reservations and the creation of protectorates. These laws, some dating from as early as 1553, 
were important during the colonial period because they established that those subject to these 
laws were defenseless and unable to self-govern, marking Indios, rather than specific nations, as 
the group legally defined by this condition. Bialet Massé rehearses this juridical position as a 
defining quality of indios, justifying it in terms of the legal conditions of the Argentine nation-
state:  “La condición del indio es la de un incapaz, en los términos precisos de la ley civil: no 
sabe el idioma del país, no sabe leer ni escribir, no tiene idea de las relaciones jurídicas, ni menos 
conocimiento de las leyes del país, y apenas de las más elementales de derecho natural” (93). 
This position resulted in the recommendation to nominate the designated “defensor de indios” 
(95) or protector, who would be responsible, in particular, for formulating contracts, and making 
the conditions of labor, salaries and retributions offered known to the indios assigned to him. 
Based on the relationship between the text and colonial Indian law, Indios, in the Informe, are a 
group constructed through an imagined incapacity to regulate their own conditions of labor.  
It would be remiss not to point out the state expansionist campaigns of the late nineteenth 




salient is the annexation of the Chaco region as a national territory in 1872 following the Triple 
Alliance War. Bialet Massé’s section on “El Indio,” where he defines this figure, outlines the 
labor problems he faces, and proposes solutions is titled “El Territorio Nacional del Chaco,” 
linking the territorial to the racial.  Chaco was one of ten “national territories” in Argentina at the 
time. This category was used to denominate what Adrián Alejandro Almirón calls “provincias en 
ciernes” or “provinces in the making,” which would reach full provincial status once they had 
achieved a minimum of 60,000 inhabitants, excepting the originary populations of those regions 
(Leoni cited in Almirón). These territories were the product of the expansionist wars of 
colonization in the South and North that took place over the course of the second half of the 
nineteenth century, in which the Argentine military forcibly removed, relocated and killed 
indigenous peoples of these territories to make way for settler colonies integrated into the agro-
export economy. These territories were under the special “tutelage” of the central state until they 
reached that threshold, echoing, in a way, the tutelary status of Indios within colonial law and 
Bialet Massé’s proposed labor legislation (Almirón). The state’s strategy for integrating Chaco’s 
indigenous populations—Mataco (Wichí), Mocoví and Toba, among others—consisted of 
integrating them into the primary export industries: cotton, sugar and tanning, in addition to 
providing education, land access and other state benefits. At the territorial level, lands connected 
to indios were also under the special protection of state-assigned authorities. These authorities’ 
role was to ensure not only the expansion of the state and the extractivist economy of goods, but 





Figure 3.7 Cuadro n. 1, Fuerzas Musculares de las Clases Obreras en el Interior de la República. Resumen 
de 7,316 observaciones hechas en el Interior de la República con los dinamómetros Collin. Resumen de 
las observaciones hechas en el Interior de la República con los dinamómetros. Juan Bialet 
Massé.  Informe sobre el Estado de las Clases Obreras. Imprenta Biedma. 1904.  
 
In addition to his textual descriptions of Indios, Bialet Massé uses two important tools to 
empirically define this group. These are the aforementioned Collin dynamometer and the table as 
a visual device. Unlike the photographs, which contradict the text, Bialet Massé’s tables (See 
Figure 7 for an example) reflect the narrative he presents in the text. The muscular strength 
tables set indigenous workers in a category of their own, separate from all other workers, 
including police and military workers who also are set apart. They are separated because of their 
imagined distance from industrial labor, rendered politically as in need of tutelage to enter into 




the table. In the text he also writes about the centrality of indigenous workers, “es el elemento 
más eficiente del progreso e importante en el Chaco: sin él no hay ingenio azucarero, ni 
algodonal ni maní, ni nada importante” (50). He refuses to consider them on the same plane as 
creole and european workers of any gender or age. Although they are essential to the cotton and 
sugar industries, have “notable” muscular strength, and are “worth one colonist, and three, too,” 
(56) making them ideal workers, Bialet Massé does not include them as part of his political 
project of recolonizing the interior for ‘those of the land.’ Rather, he recommends creating 
separate colonies (based on “reducciones” or reservations set out in the Leyes de Indias), 
establishing a “special defender” to protect them from labor exploitation, and installing 
ecclesiastical, policing, and educational institutions within the colonies to reeducate them on the 
national model (94); the table and the dynamometer measurements are the evidentiary foundation 
of his recommendations. Bialet Massé’s construction of indigenous workers between the Collin 
dynamometer and the table sets them apart from other kinds of workers while acknowledging 
their centrality to the working classes.  
Why does he invest three volumes of text on this argument about racial taxonomy? And 
why would this argument be important to make to his audience—Joaquín González, Interior 
Minister, and Julio A. Roca, President? Bialet Massé’s arguments in favor of creoles are a 
response to contentions—and policies like the Ley de Residencia—that immigrant workers were 
the cause of the radicalization of the working class, for one. His argument essentially points to 
creole workers as the solution to this problem of labor unrest—they were stronger, more 
assiduous, and more compliant workers. Moreover, his advocacy for creoles stemmed from the 
belief that, with the same privileges accorded to immigrants—job placement, the creation of 




communist and unionist foreigners. By improving the conditions of the creole working class, 
ending programs that attracted immigrants to the nation, and slowly integrating indigenous 
peoples into Argentine society, the state could rid itself of the troublesome threats to industry. He 
marshals photography, data collection, and tabulation to make this argument. His refusal to show 
the bleak conditions that laborers toiled under shifts the onus of remediating these conditions 
from the industrialists on to the state. In so doing, he also reveals that he cannot see creole 
workers as political or unrestful subjects—this especially comes up in his one episode on a labor 
strike in Tucumán. In this, Bialet Massé is not unique. In fact, the narrative that immigrants, 
rather than creoles, were important political subjects at the time is a common assumption, even 
among the left. Bialet Massé’s contemporaries, Alfredo Palacios54 and Adrián Patroni55 state as 
much in their reports.    
Bialet Massé’s report operates on three registers: the text, the image, and the table. 
Whereas racialization is typically associated with canonical visual techniques including 
photography, Bialet Masse’s report demonstrates the importance of considering other late-
nineteenth century techniques of recording and visualizing race.  
Conclusions 
Remarking on the aptitudes of the creole worker toward the beginning of the Informe, 
Bialet Massé writes:  
“Hoy no puede discutirse que el trabajo industrial depende del esfuerzo instantáneo del 
obrero; el continuo lo hace la máquina, y el esfuerzo instantáneo depende de la 
intelectualidad del cerebro que lo manda; y bien, como V. E. va a ver, esas fuerzas 
instantáneas las posee como ningún otro en el medio en que vive.” (34) 
 
54 Palacios writes, “En presencia del peligro inminente, nuestros obreros que se caracterizan por su poco espíritu de 
asociación, deben unirse para la lucha, recoger las fuerzas dispersas que son fácilmente derrotadas, producir run 
movimiento de concentración y dar lugar por último a un todo orgánico, coherente y definido, *capaz de eentablar el 
combate con probabilidades de éxito.*” (112) 
55 Patroni sees the lack of political participation amongst creoles in the North as the consequence of severe 
repression, writing: “Si por casualidad esos esclavos llegaran á ponerse de acuerdo y sansados de soportar semejante 





[Today one cannot argue with the fact that industrial labor depends on the worker’s 
instantaneous force; his continuous force makes him the machine, and his instantaneous 
force depends on the intellectualism of the brain that controls him; and, well, as Your 
Excellency will see, he possesses these instantaneous forces like no other in the 
environment in which he lives] 
 
Bialet Massé’s dynamometric measurements of workers’ “instantaneous force” allowed him to 
construct four classes of laborers that could be defined as “criollo,” “inmigrante,” “indio” and 
employees of the “ejército y policía.” From this data and framework, he argued for the state to 
defend creole workers within a broader group known as the “working class,” divided by 
immigration and colonization policy that favored the “immigrants.” In addition to the 
measurements he takes—organized visually in his tables—in the text Bialet Massé describes at 
length the “continuous force” that workers expended.  Whereas European immigrant labor was 
associated with capital-intensive and modern machinery, racially ambiguous creole labor was 
associated with supposedly atavistic modes of labor-intensive colonial-style production. 
Significantly, the photographs he includes in his report, like the ‘theater of machines’ imagery 
discussed in the previous chapter, suppress almost any view of the exploitative conditions of 
labor in favor of presenting the advanced machinery employed in the factories, plantations and 
other productive spaces in the republic. The text of his report is filled with descriptions of 
exploitation, but the images of his report represent pristine workplaces that are devoid of 
exploitation—and, in fact, rarely picture labor at all.   
Bialet Masse’s evaluation of “la situación de la clase trabajadora nativa en comparación 
con la extranjera” [the situation of the native in comparison to the foreign working class] (BM 
17), testing their aptitude for the rigors of labor by conducting an arm-strength test using a Collin 




laborer, but their greater ability to weather abuse. By collecting statistics on arm strength and 
athletic results, he sought to elaborate a hierarchy of labor which placed (non-white) creole labor 
above (largely white) immigrant labor in terms of the capacity to work and endure exploitation. 
Bialet Massé made a rare racialist argument against immigration based on the physical 
superiority of creoles to immigrants. But his seeming disagreements with racist policies of 
blanqueamiento and his stated sympathy for workers, his socialist-reformist attempts to picture a 
humane capitalism ultimately relies on recapitulating colonial racial hierarchies. He rejects the 
need to import European labor and equipment, because he believes that the creole laborer is a 
better instrument; here, we can hear echoes of the rhetoric of slavery, in which labor and capital 
are in fact indistinguishable. As such, he wields the uncanny and disavowed compatibility 















Conclusion: The Emergence of the Masses 
  
 
Figure 4.1 El compañero Villarpando dando una conferencia en los Garcías. p. 41. Juan Bialet 
Massé.  Informe sobre el Estado de las Clases Obreras. Imprenta Biedma. 1904. 
 
Early on in the third volume of Juan Bialet Massé’s Informe, the author returns to 
Tucumán seeking to understand the causes of the 1904 sugar workers’ strike and the continued 
labor unrest at the ingenios. Buried in his almost one-hundred pages of reporting on this topic is 
a small photograph—smaller than most and sandwiched between two blocks of text—“El  




workers clustered around two poles: the orator, Villarpando, rising up far in the background 
animating his comrades for the strike, and Bialet Massé and his camera. Of the forty-three 
images gracing Bialet Massé’s chapter on his return to Tucumán, and in fact, in the whole report, 
“El compañero Villarpando…” is the only one to display a popular assembly in which a mass of 
workers is made visible.56 Given that the motivation behind the Informe was to understand the 
causes behind the series of rolling strikes paralyzing Argentina’s agro-export economy, why 
does Bialet Massé choose to limit the workers’ photographic appearance as a politicized 
collective in the report to just one image? 
Bialet Massé’s report on Tucumán abounds in detail on the causes, conditions and 
experiences of the strike. He writes about the strike objectives, which were three: to abolish the 
company store and the attendant system of debt peonage; to raise workers’ salaries from 30 to 43 
pesos a month, not including their daily ration (32); and to be paid regularly and in national 
currency within the first week of each month. Moreover, he writes about some of the challenges 
to building worker power: the workers’ preference of going to the local tavern rather than to the 
assemblies (42). Bialet Massé describes the strike as powerful, “seriously compromis[ing] the 
interests of the sugar industry” (17) and costing it some six million pesos (43). At the August 4th 
assembly, Villarpando pronounced that the ingenio bosses had agreed to meet the workers’ 
second condition: to be paid regularly and in legal tender, not store vouchers. Bialet Massé’s 
coverage of the strike was extensive, categorical and largely supportive, in view of his 
observations on workers’ living and labor conditions. And yet, Bialet Massé’s report had no of 
images of the strike (besides the one in question) and but barely included workers at all.  
 
56 There is another photograph, “Establecimiento del Sr. Uriburu en Caucete - Portón de entrada - Personal 
permanente” (289), which shows a large crowd of workers. However, in that photograph, workers pose for the 




As in the rest of his report, the author included images of the plantation fields and sugar 
mill machinery, largely leaving out the subjects of ingenio labor. During the assembly and at the 
moment the photograph was taken, Bialet Massé was joined by a Sr. Alurralde, the managing 
director for the Cruz Alta ingenio. Alurralde criticizes the author/photographer on this point, 
remarking that “el comisionado del Gobierno Nacional lo que debía llevarle era la fotografía de 
los ranchos en que vivían los obreros del ingenio…, que debía pisar menos alfombras y ocuparse 
más de ver lo que sucedía en los ranchos” [what I should bring the commissioner of the National 
Government was photographs of the ingenio workers’ shanties…, that I should walk on fewer 
carpets and pay more attention to what was occurring in the shantytowns] (42). Alurralde urges 
him to photograph more of the workers’ lives and spend less time with company bosses like 
himself. Bialet Massé responds defensively, arguing that he had done all this and more in his first 
report, and much of what his companion was not able to articulate he was including in his third 
and last volume. His companion’s remarks point out a certain reticence on the part of the author 
to commit to the image what he had rendered in the text. What is behind this reticence? Is it a 
belief that these images would be degrading? Or that they would too deeply undermine public 
opinion on the industrial process?  Bialet Massé does not explain his reasoning, nor does he take 
any further photographs of the workers on strike, at work or even at their leisure (his hired 
photographer, Rosich, however, does). His first volume, unlike what he tells his companion and 
readers, does not fill in the gaps.  
The photograph of Villarpando’s assembly itself, despite its size, is rich in detail. The 
magnitude of the crowd is visible in the photograph, the hats of so many men extending as far as 
the eye can see, bounded only by the three trees that rise up on the edges of the photograph. The 




workers at the center of the image—they also stare back at the camera. Villarpando, the 
ostensible subject of the image, is barely visible in the distance; he is only perceptible by virtue 
of his augmented height. The roof of a low building peeks up above the heads of the workers on 
the right side of the image. The workers, apparently all men, and all unfailingly dressed in suits 
and hats, seem to look out from the page at the viewer, holding the gaze. Here the masses emerge 
suddenly from the pages of the album; Bialet Massé includes them as if they had always been 
there. 
In this dissertation, I have tried to point out the ways in which the masses emerge as a 
subject in visual materials documenting the process of industrialization in the agricultural 
hinterlands of Argentina. The arrival of these masses from Western Europe was heralded by 
boosters, industrialists, and statesmen and undermined by critics like Bialet Massé, who saw the 
creole masses emerging out of the existing labor conditions proper to the Argentine industrial 
process. Despite the proliferation of discourse on the masses during this period about their ability 
to transform Argentina into a modern, industrialized nation, these numerous, laboring subjects 
did not appear in the visual records accompanying the text. Instead, as in the texts and images I 
have shared, on the whole, the visibility of workers is limited. Although research on the masses 
as a cultural agent and phenomenon abounds in studies of the twentieth century in Argentina, 
especially in studies of the early Peronist period, scant research on this topic as a nineteenth 
century phenomenon exists.57 Further research could draw greater connections between these 
periods.  
Moreover, I have contextualized the problem of the emerging masses within a body of 
materials derived from the domestic sugar industry. The much-cited problem of the lack of a 
 
57  See Montaldo (2016) for a discussion of how the masses transform from a social phenomenon in the nineteenth 




multitudinous workforce or “falta de brazos,” for industrialists, their promoters and allies, 
translated into two courses of action: mechanization and the repression of the existing workforce. 
I have tried to show that the former course, mechanization, was linked to discourses of 
Europeanization as modernization, while the latter was linked to processes of creole and 
indigenous dispossession and labor control. Boosters, industrialists and statesmen attempted to 
modernize the industry by heralding the arrival of European immigrants and machinery imported 
from Europe. While the latter certainly made it to Tucuman, the proletarian workers meant to 
cast a humanizing glow upon this deeply exploitative industry stayed, in their majority, in the 
littoral. Those who remained were largely creole and indigenous, and subject to conditions of 
coerced labor, including restricted movement, through institutions like the libreta de conchabo, 
debt peonage, and in some cases corporal punishment on the part of police or ingenio officials. 
However, mechanization as a cover for race-based labor exploitation was not new. As I showed 
in my second chapter with the comparison between theater of machines genre of images and the 
images from booster books picturing ingenios in Tucuman, the focus on the machine was 
designed to minimize the presence of the exploited if not enslaved worker and argue for the 
modernity of a system rooted in colonialism. Racialization and mechanization, then, were linked 
because the mechanization of the sugar industry meant to occlude the fact that the predominately 
non-white laborers sustained the industry, and distance the ostensibly modern Argentina from the 
regimes labor in the Caribbean based primarily on enslaved and indentured labor, which were 
looked down upon as anti-modern.  
Studying the history of the sugar industry in Argentina is important because it adds to 
understanding the broader sugar market in the Atlantic. First, at this particular juncture in time—




of the growth of the European sugar beet as a primary sugar export. The primacy of this sugar 
source was only felt in Argentina in a negative sense: Argentine industrialists and officials 
sought to protect the fledgling domestic market by establishing protectionist measures, like taxes, 
against these European exports. Moreover, the rise of the Argentine sugar industry qualifies the 
dominant association of the sugar industry with the Caribbean, with enslaved Black labor—and 
later after embargos on the slave trade, emancipation and abolition of slavery—with indentured 
Indian and Chinese laborers. The Argentine industry relied on a multi-racial creole population 
and multi-ethnic indigenous populations. These exploitative models of labor, which saw the 
territorial and cultural dispossession, theft of labor, and bodily harm of those who toiled on 
plantations as the basis for the profitability of the cash crop, however, were similar.  
There is much more to say about the visual production associated with the rise of the 
sugar industry in Tucuman and the emergence of the masses. One avenue of research that 
requires further study is the visual representation (or rather the lack of representation) of women 
and child workers in this realm. As critics like Bialet Masse noted, plantation labor was often 
conducted by families. Moreover, studying masculinity in the depiction of the zafra is important 
to understanding the gendered construction of sugar labor in booster texts. More research needs 
to be done on visual representations of workers in the popular press during the late nineteenth 
century period, and how these differ from those in state-sponsored publications like Bialet 
Massé’s Informe, or in booster texts like Groussac et. al’s Provincia de Tucumán. Thinking 
about the role of the photographer as a worker bears further consideration; to what extent can 
photographers or image-makers—J.B. Stecca, Bialet Massé or the unknown engraver of the 




represent? Furthermore, how did the quality of modernity in the images change over time? What 
was the inheritance of that these image-makers responded to in their own work? 
On another note,  it would be worthwhile to study the spatialization of race in the visual 
and textual records of the sugar industry. What spaces were categorized by the kinds of workers 
or officials who occupied them? How was the working class placed or erased within these 
documents? Additionally, what does workers’ relationship to property and land look like? In 
addition, I think further analysis could be done regarding how different regimes of labor—
coerced labor, slavery and indentured labor—relate to each other in the context of the sugar 
industry. The idea of thinking about work as a racialized practice here is key, however, it bears 
breaking these categories down further to understand the ethnic elements of the general 
categorizations—especially when it comes to the category of the ‘European’ during the turn-of-
the century period. As I describe earlier in this dissertation, despite much hand-wringing over 
attracting European immigrants, those who arrived to Argentina’s shores were classified and 
often discriminated against due to their ethnic and class status. This ‘ethnic’ element unravels 
general concepts of the ‘European.’ 
Finally, further research on the insertion of the Argentine sugar industry—and its cultural 
production—in a hemispheric and trans-Atlantic context would be fruitful. How did Argentina 
respond to the pressures of an international market? How did those responsible for creating these 
albums and booster books seek to establish their own perspective and interests vis-à-vis the 
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